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2ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the dialects of Hausa as spoken in 
Nigeria. There are five chapters and three appendices. The first 
chapter is composed of two parts. The initial part discusses two things, 
namely (i) the genitic affinity of Hausa and its status within West 
African languages, (ii) the various contributions made to the study of 
Hausa, in particular those which are either directly or indirectly 
connected with dialect variation. The second half of the first chapter 
examines different approaches to dialect study, such as the traditional 
approach, the structural approach and the generative approach. Of these, 
the generative approach is preferred, hence it is the method adopted 
here to account for Hausa dialect variation.
Chapter two aims at presenting in an overall way the major 
differences that exist between the dialects. The presentation is along 
traditional lines. Here the dialects of Hausa have been classified into 
two major dialects, namely East-Hausa and West-Hausa. The criteria for 
this classification are the phonological and morphological isoglosses.
A lexicostatistic analysis carried out during this survey supports this 
classification.
Chapter three concerns the general phonology and phonetics of 
Hausa. The points discussed here are basically the systematic segments 
and the distinctive features.
Chapter four concerns aspects of the morphology. Here we account 
(by means of various rules) for the morphological differences between the 
dialects as seen in Chapter two . The entire analysis is within the 
theory of generative phonology as developed by Chomsky and Halle (1968).
Chapter five discusses the various phonological rules operating 
in both dialects with regard to the types of mechanisms involved in 
dialect differentiation. Here it has been observed that rule addition, 
rule simplification and rule loss are the prime agents in our dialect 
variation, while differential rule ordering is not.
There are three appendices: (i) a brief discussion of syntax,
(ii) a discussion of the unsystematic nature of vowel correspondences 
between Hausa dialects, (iii) the word list employed for lexico-statistic 
calculations, together with relevant notes on its composition.
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8TRANSCRIPTION AND RUDE FORMALISM
Three types of transcription are used here. They are (i) a 
phonemic transcription (ii) a phonetic transcription and (iii) an 
orthographic transcription.
(i) The phonemic transcription makes use of two oblique lines,
one at the beginning of an element or elements and the other at the
end of it, e.g. /Jek^a/ 'year*. These lines indicate that the foim
or segment provided has its underlying representation.
(ii) The phonetic transcription is enclosed within square brackets. 
Here the sounds enclosed are an attempt to represent the actual phonetic 
sound of a given form as pronounced by the speaker (i.e. it is the sur­
face phonetic representation), e.g. /Jekepa/ would be transcribed phon­
etically as [Je:kepa:] 'year1. This type of transcription is however 
not narrowly phonetic.
(iii) The last type of transcription used is an orthographic trans­
cription. This employs the conventional way of writing Hausa as used
in published literature such as books, newspapers and in teaching Hausa 
whether in schools or literary classes. This method of writing has been 
employed here to quote other works or in sane other cases where the 
linguistically specific information is not necessary. In this latter 
case a line is drawn under the word or words, e.g, shekara 'year'. Where 
a written form is neither within slashes or square brackets nor is a line 
drawn beneath it, it means that the representation is not systematic, but 
something approaching a classical phonemic transcription. This can be 
seen throughout chapter four where examples are drawn from EH and WH 
and are compared without saying which segments are the basic ones.
9Names of Hausa towns are written in the traditional way - not
in the Anglicized way - so that Zaria, Sokoto and Hadejia are
written as Zariya, Sakkwato and Hadejiya respectively. The only
exception is Bauchi, which should have been written Bauci rather
than Bauchi. However, the decision to write it in this way is based
on the fact that, although it has an Anglicized spelling like Zariya,
Sakkwato and Hacfejiya, it is a far less misleading spelling than
1
those of the other names.
Except in the case of k, IPA symbols have been used in both 
phonemic and phonetic transcriptions (while the Roman alphabet has 
been employed in the orthographic transcription).
Rule formalism. A phonological rule consists of (i) an input, 
which is a set of features whose function is to identify the sound or 
sounds which will undergo the change (ii) an output, which contains 
feature specifications representing the result of a phonological 
process and (iii) an environment in which the rule applies. These 
rules are written in such a way that redundancy and the repetition of 
feature values are avoided in the following ways: (i) that feature
specifications which are redundant are not included in the input to 
the rule (ii) that unless the features of an input are changed they
1. This is because it does not matter seriously to a native Hausa
speaker whether the C in Bauchi is pronounced with or without aspir­
ation - after all aspiration is not a distinctive feature in Hausa. 
With regard to the way Zariya and Hadejiya have been Anglicized 
there are two strong counter arguments, namely (i) that the MSC of 
Hausa prohibits a sequence of more than one tense vowel and whenever 
such occurs as a consequence of morphological formations the contraint 
is broken by inserting a glide epenthetically and (ii) that it is not 
in agreement with the general orthography of the language. In the 
case of Sakkwato being written as Sokoto it is simply a reflection 
of the m y  the English pronounce the name, not the way the Hausas 
pronounce it - English has no geminate consonants. Taking these 
facts into account one sees the necessity for de-Anglicization of 
the way these town names are spelled.
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are not included in the output and (iii) that the number of rules 
which are related are minimized by way of collapsing or abbreviating
then by means of brace notation, angled-bracket notation, alpha
i
variable notation etc. (cf. Kensowicz and Kisseberth, 1979: 331-379; 
Sloat, Taylor and Hoard, 1978: 141-157).
Three boundary symbols have been used here. They are ##
(full word boundary), # (internal word boundary), and + (morpheme 
boundary). A boundary symbol is automatically removed when the rule 
has operated. Representation of intermediate stages of derivation 
will therefore remain partly phonemic and partly phonetic until all 
the rules have applied by which time it will have been fully converted 
to a surface phonetic representation; and will be transcribed 
phonetically.
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EH
F
Fem
FGSE
GSE
Kt
Kh.
Masc.
MGSE
Sk
m
Sing.
PI.
Is.
lpl.
2ns.
2pl.
3ms.
3pl.
3fm.
Imp.
>
/
ABBREVIATORY NOTATIONS AND PHONETIC SYMBOLS
East-Hausa 
Feature/s 
Feminine
Feminine Gender Sensitive Element 
Gender Sensitive Element 
Katsina 
Kano
Masculine
Masculine Gender Sensitive Element
Sakkwato
West-Hausa
Singular
Plural
First sing. pronoun 
First pi. pronoun 
Second sing. masc. pronoun 
Second pi. pronoun 
Third sing. masc. pronoun 
Third pi. pronoun 
Third sing. fem.
Impersonal pronoun
This symbol is used to show that the segment 
given acquires seme feature of a following consonant 
The oblique or slash mark is placed after the output 
of a rule. It is read 'in the environment of' 
the underscore sign is used to indicate the location 
of the input in relation to the determinant.
phonemes are enclosed within the obliques.
The external boundary is used to separate 
morphemes and words.
The internal boundary separates morphemes that are 
more closely bound than those separated by #.
The asterisk denotes ungrammaticality, ill-foiroedness 
or indicates that a given form is reconstructed.
The upside-down arrow joins the redundant feature 
values expressed in the 'If matrix’ with the 
redundant feature value/s expressed in the ’Then 
matrix’.
This symbol is to be read 'it is not the same as'.
This symbol is used to show that the forms given are 
in free-variation.
The correspondence sign is used to show that foims 
linked with the sign are in regular correspondence. 
The null sign is used to denote deletion.
These are Greek letters, namely alpha and beta.
They are used to stand for plus and minus values of 
features.
square brackets are used to enclose feature specifi­
cations, phonetic symbols and surface representations. 
Braces are used to collapse or abbreviate rules. 
Parentheses are used to mark optional elements in a 
rule.
The arrow is placed between the input and the output 
of a rule. It is read 'becomes'.
Angle brackets are used to link elements of a rule 
which must be taken together as a condition on the 
application of a rule.
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CHAPTER- 1
1.0 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Nigeria is the hone of the Hausa language. The Hausa states lie 
between the rivers Niger and Benue. The country has a population of 
about eighty million who speak over two hundred and fifty different 
languages. Of these, Hausa, Edo, Efik, Fula, Igbo, Kanuri, Nupe, Tiu 
and Yoruba have the largest numbers of speakers (i.e. those who speak 
the languages as their mother-tongues (cf. Alexandre, 1967).
Among these languages Hausa is the most widely spoken not only in 
Nigeria but also throughout West-Africa. The language achieved this 
wide expansion through trade.
In the (ten) Northern States of Nigeria Hausa is spoken as a mother- 
tongue, lingua-franca or second language, while in the remaining states 
and in other West-African countries, such as for example, the Niger 
Republic, Northern Ddhomey, Northern Togo and Northern Ghana (with the 
exception of some areas in the Niger Republic where it is a mother-tongue) 
it is used as language of trade. Under the Government of the Northern 
Region (now the Northern States) Hausa has shared official status along 
with English (cf. Kraft and Kirk-Greene, 1973).
According to Greenberg's classification of African languages (1963 ) 
in which he recognizes four major language groups, namely (i) Congo- 
Kodofanian (ii) Nilo-Sabaran (iii) Afro-Asiatic and (iv) Khoisan, Hausa 
belongs to the Chadic family which is a sub-group of Afro-Asiatic.
Newman (1966) supports Greenberg's claim that the Chadic family does 
exist and 'constitutes a valid linguistic, unit.' By way of diachronic
14
reconstructions, Newman establishes that among the closest languages to 
Hausa are the Bole and Angas languages, hence the term 'HAB' which is an 
abbreviation for Hausa, Angas and Bole used to refer to a subdivision of 
Chadic of which these languages are members (cf. Newman, 1972:1-13).
While Newman (1966) shares the view of Greenberg that Hausa belongs 
to the Chadic family, Parsons (1970) questions whether Hausa is a Chadic 
language, giving as one of the reasons for his doubts the existence of 
the ejectives /ts/ and /£/ in Hausa, for they are not found in any other 
Chadic language. He points out moreover that they are not included even 
in Newman and Newman (1966) tentative inventory of proto-Chadic phonemes. 
Whatever the case is, there seems to be a need to employ 'tools’ which are 
capable of cutting deeper to prove the relationship (cf. Antilla, 1972).
Hausa had been reduced to writing even before the advent of the 
Europeans. The muslim learned produced an enormous amount of literature 
most of which deal with religious poetry, stories and historical traditions. 
All this was accomplished in the Arabic script. But after the coming of 
the Europeans many of these works were collected and taken to Europe - 
sane were published while others are still in their manuscript form kept 
in libraries.
The earliest record of Hausa written in the Roman alphabet was 
contained in Adelung and Vater (1812:153 (cf. Bargery, 1934:IX-XXI)).
Since then the study of the language has been developing very rapidly, 
as a result of which it would be extremely difficult (and, of course, 
cumbersome) to mention every contributor here. For the purposes of the 
present discussion only those who either directly or indirectly recognize 
dialect variation will be mentioned.^
1. For a full list of early contributors (i.e. those between 1812-1934) 
see Westermann's 'Notes on the Hausa people and their language' in 
Bargery (1934:IX-XXI). See also Hair (1967).
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Though the early Hausa writers noticed some dialect variation, they 
never bothered to pay serious attention to it let alone attempted to write 
a grammar for each dialect. Nor did they attempt to point out the 
variations in any detail. One reason for this is not difficult to see, 
for the first Europeans who came to Africa were missionaries, traders 
and administrators, and even the missionaries, who studied African 
languages, did so mainly for their evangelistic purposes - what they 
wanted was an instrument of communication and nothing further.
These early writers include the following: Schon (1885:vi), who
indicated that G.A. Krause, in Tripoli, who was one of his sources, had 
noticed deviations in the dialects of Katsina, but what the deviations 
were, he did not mention; Koelle (1854), who worked on only two 
varieties of Hausa, namely Kano and Katsina; Harris (1907) recognized 
seven dialects of Hausa. He felt that the home areas of the purest Hausa 
were probably Kano and Katsina. Mischlich (.1911) recognized the Kano, 
Sakkwato and Zamfara dialects; Migeod (1914) recognized Kano, Katsina, 
Sakkwato and Zamfara.
The first attempt to establish a dichotomy within the Hausa language 
was that of Bargery (1934). This author classified the varieties of Hausa 
into two divisions primarily, and remarked that 'the two main dialects 
are those of Sokoto and Kano. The speech of the peoples of Katsina, 
Zariya, Gobir and Co, has more in common with the former dialect than 
with the latter, ’whilst East-Hausa including that of Hadejiya and Katagum, 
has more affinities with the dialect of Kano (p.xxiv).
Bargery felt that what distinguished the Kano dialect from other 
dialects was its variations, which according to him, are largely witnessed 
in the vowel assimilations. He cited some differences of a dialectal 
nature, such as the occurrence of /u/ at Kano for labials elsewhere;
16
fvj at Kano for /If elsewhere; /r/ at Kano for /s/ elsewhere (for 
example as the final consonant of causative verbs, just to mention one 
specific case).
Following Bargery sane of the later Hausaists adopt the terns East- 
Hausa and West-Hausa when making reference to Hausa dialects in a much 
wider sense though with some variations in contents - i.e. in the 
composition of dialects (cf. Westernann and Bryan, 1970; Dogo, 1977 and 
Muhammad, undated).
The first book to be published on dialect variation in Hausa is that 
of Bello and Ahmad (1970). Unlike Bargery, the authors classified Hausa 
primarily into (i) Classical and (ii) Modern Hausa. According to than 
the word 'classical' refers to 'Hausa language and literary styles which 
have been greatly influenced by Arabic and Islamic tradition as opposed 
to modern Hausa, which connotes Hausa language and literary styles which 
have been influenced by Western civilization and culture through the agency 
of the English language ... But another feature of Classical Hausa is 
the fact that it is closer to Sakkwatonci or the Sakkwato dialect than 
to any of the major dialects. One has to refer to 'Dare Dubu da Day a' , 
'Labaru na Da da na Yanzu' and 'Hausawa da Makwabtansu, ' to appreciate 
this point.' (p.7).
The authors believe themselves to have found many words in books 
written in earlier times which are still retained in the dialect of 
Sakkwato and are currently being used and thus consider 'at least from 
the linguistic viewpoint, Sakkwato is the cultural fountain of the Hausa 
people', while other dialects, especially Kananci, might have been 
influenced by external forces, Kano being for centuries the most 'urbanized 
and sophisticated Hausa city.
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The book consists of two parts. Part one is intended to substantiate 
their claim that classical Hausa exists and that it contains many Arabic 
loans. The second part is intended to provide contrastive examples drawn 
from the dialects.
Seven major varieties of Hausa have been recognized, namely
(i) Kananci (ii) Sakkwatanci (iii) Zazzaganci (iv) Katsinanci 
(v) Dauranci (vi) Hadejiyanci and (vii) the Bauchi dialect. They have 
clearly stated their criteria for classification but provide some samples 
of extracts from each dialect upon which they base their analysis and 
classify them accordingly. They merge Sakkwato and Katsina dialects 
together as having certain characteristics in common, for example, both 
dialects have /h/ and /hw/ in place of Kano /f/^ and where Kano has /ts/ 
Katsina and Sakkwato have /tc'/. The "two dialects share certain lexical 
items in cannon, e.g. where they have cfiLya ’daughter' Kano has 'ya.
What distinguishes the Katsina dialect from the Sakkwato dialect, 
according to then, is that the Sakkwato dialect, is ’heavier' in 
pronunciation than the Katsina dialect. Furthermore, the Sakkwato 
dialect does not neutralize sane of its vowels in sane certain environ­
ments e.g. nononta is pronounced Cno:nonta:3 'her milk, breast' or 
ragonsa is pronounced Cra:gwonsa:3 ’his ram'. There is no assimilation 
of the definite article in Sakkwato instead it is always replaced by /t/ 
in all instances where definite /r/ occurs in all the dialects. The 
authors felt that Kananci is the major dialect closest to 'standard'
Hausa, Sakkwato is the major dialect having least to do with 'standard' 
Hausa.
1. The authors draw attention to the fact that this sound is closer 
to the English 'p ’ than 'f’ (see p.8).
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In the case of the Daura dialect the authors note two character­
istics which are peculiar to it which are: (i) the definite article
which is realized as /r/ (.except in Sakkwato) is replaced by /If in 
Dauranci, (ii) sh is replaced by /h/ or /hj/ in Dauranci, e.g. ya tashi 
'he wakes up' as in Kano corresponds to ya tahi in Dauranci.
They observe that zazzaganci has only one form of gender i.e. 
masculine gender and maintain that 'very often when a native speaker of 
Zazzaganci tries to recognize the feminine in his speech, he misapplies 
the feminine gender to masculine nouns.' They also observe that the use 
of shi in place of sa 'him' is characteristic of Zazzaganci.
The Bauchi dialect, according to then, is similar to Zazzaganci in 
the sense that in both dialects the feminine gender marker is not 
recognized. In addition to the feminine gender marker, the Bauchi 
dialect lacks /ts/ and /t// and such phonemes have merged with other 
phonemes, e.g. /ts/ with /s/, ftf/ with ///. The authors felt that this 
phenomenon might possibly be due to the influence of the Fulani language 
of the area in which the two sounds (Cts’H and Ctfl) do not exist. They 
observe that a native Fulani speaker who is conversant with Hausa may 
substitute /s/ and /// in place of /ts/ and /tf/ just as would a native 
speaker of the Bauchi dialect.
Hadejiyanci is their seventh major dialect. This dialect according 
to then should not have been on the list but for the fact that certain 
lexical items are peculiarly pronounced and therefore they deem it 
necessary to call it a variety in itself. For example, takalmi 'shoe' 
is pronounced Cta:kawni:i in Hadejiya.
While the authors have provided sane valuable phonological information 
in the second part of the book, it is very hard to be convinced that part
19
one of the book contains words which are really archaic. Rather the 
authors seem to ignore the fact that the degree of borrowing, depends 
entirely upon the subject-matter. For instance, a writing about 
nuclear energy will no doubt contain more English loans than would a 
writing about the pilgrimage to Mecca or folk music. Furthermore, if 
we compare an extract frcm Kananci with a similar version of it from 
Sakkwatanci one can hardly see any difference in the lexical items 
enployed - each dialect contains the same Arabic loans.
In addition to the author's failure to consider subject-matter they 
also fail to take into account the writer's educational-background.
A Hausa writer who is well-versed in Islamic studies would employ a lot 
of Arabic loans in his literature as in the same way one who is well- 
versed in Western education would employ English loans.
Their classification of Hausa into classical and modern is there­
fore not convincing unless they want to establish sane sort of 
dichotomy in the language showing that pre-colonial Hausa (whatever 
that may mean) is the classical Hausa and post-colonial Hausa is the 
modern Hausa. With even the above definitions of the two terns the 
question still remains as to the adequacy of the criteria by which they 
make these divisions. It is certainly not adequate to base the 
distinction upon the presence/absence of certain lexical items.
Assuming that these divisions hold what name would they assign to pre- 
Islamic. Hausa, and what would then be their criteria?
On the other hand one would agree with them that Sakkwato is the 
cultural fountain of the Hausa people in the sense that their contact 
with modern civilization came late and it is the home of the 'Commander 
of the Faithful'. But it is not true to say that Sakkwatanci is closer 
to Arabic and Islamic tradition than any other dialect of Hausa.
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If being classical entails being pure and thus being un-influenced 
by Arabic and Islamic tradition then the dichotomy drawn is a religio- 
social one rather than linguistic.
One would expect the authors to bring forward in their arguments 
those linguistic features which are regarded by diachronic linguists to 
be reflexes of the pre-Hausa forms, for example, forms that would be 
the input to Klingenheben's law (1928); the use of /t/ as a feminine 
marker; the use of /s/ in causative sentences (cf. Bagari, 1977); or 
the presence of more labialized consonants in the dialect than any 
other dialect (Katsina dialect being an exception) since from a 
historical point of view merger is more likely to have happened than 
split. These and similar points should have been the kernel of their 
arguments for calling Sakkwatanci 'classical' rather than Arabic and 
Islamic tradition.
The authors claim that speakers of the Bauchi dialect lack /ts/ and 
/t//» It is true that one can find, in Bauchi, seme speakers of Hausa 
who lack /ts/ and Jtf/ but it is not the case that the native speakers 
of Bauchi dialect lack these phonemes. As a matter of fact this type 
of Hausa is only found in sane quarters in Bauchi town (e.g. Jahun and 
Doya) and the surrounding villages where Hausa is either a second or a 
third language. Their informant who hailed from Kafin-Madaki is a 
typical example. Kafin-Madaki is a Fulani town where Hausa is spoken as 
a second language.
In Bauchi town there are various Hausa speaking comnunities whose
ancestors came and settled there, and the Hausa as spoken by the progeny
of these people cannot be characterized by these features. There are
1
Kano Hausas, Sakkwato Hausas and Zariya Hausas.
1, Unguwar Ilela is said to get its name from Ilela town in Sakkwato, 
Kura gets its name from Kura in Kano, Jahun fran a Fulani town 
called Jahun in Kano.
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Muhanrmad (undated), unlike Bello and Ahmad, recognizes six 
dialects of Hausa which according to him can be grouped into two major 
dialects, namely the Eastern and Western Hausa dialects. Eastern Hausa, 
according to him, is spoken in Kano, Daura, Damagaran (Zinder in Niger 
Republic), Zariya and Bauchi, The Western Hausa dialect is spoken in 
Katsina and Sakkwato (i.e. including Gobir, Zamfara, Kebbi).
This classification is similar to Bargery's classification in some 
way except that it merges Zariya with the Eastern Hausa, while Bargery 
(1934) identifies it with, the Western Hausa.
As his criteria for classification the author puts forward the 
following points:
g
(i) the presence of two /r/ in Eastern Hausa.
(ii) the regular correspondences between East Hausa /u/ and 
West Hausa /b/ in certain environments.
(iii) correspondences of East Hausa Jfj with West Hausa /h/.
(iv) differences in seme of the lexical items.
Looking at the dialects individually, Muhammad observes that Kano 
people speak with haste and they use 'i' in place of ya as in ya ce 
in the ’standard' it becomes i ce in Kano meaning 1 he said'. They also 
use /r/ as the genitive ending for practically all feminine nouns. He
includes a few lexical items peculiar to Kano, e.g. kar ' don' t '.
In the Zariya dialect he remarks that there 'is a conspicuous 
disregard for gender'. Contrary to Bello and Ahmad (1970), he concedes 
that there is the concept of gender but the people according to him, do 
not adhere 'to any strict form as far as the gender is concerned.’ The
features he also observes peculiar to Zariya are (i) that /a/ 
corresponds to /u/ in Kano in certain words such as anguwa 'quarters'
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in Zariya, which in Kano is unguwa, and the difference in pronunciation 
of certain words such as fcane 'younger brother' in Kano, which is 
pronounced kani in Zariya, and karshe 'the end' in Kano, which is 
pronounced karke in Zariya.
The remaining Daura, Katsina, Sakkwato and Bauchi dialects have 
the same distinguishing features as those observed by Bello and Ahmad 
(1970) except that Muhammad observes one additional feature peculiar to 
the dialect of Bauchi which is in the structure of sentences containing 
both direct and indirect objects. For example:
Bauchi:
Halima ta yi keta wa yaro 
Halima she did cruelty to boy 
Halima was cruel to a boy.
Other dialects:
Halima ta yi wa yaro keta 
Halima she did to boy cruelty.
One observes that in Bauchi the direct object preceds the indirect 
object, whereas in the other dialects it follows the indirect object. 
However, Muhammad misses one important fact about the use of dative 
particle i.e. the use of wa before a noun object is peculiar to Kano 
people alone. All other dialects of Hausa employ ma before a noun 
object or pronoun object (cf. Kraft and Kirk-Greene, 1973:74; Skinner, 
1977:79).
Dogo (1977) compares two dialects of Hausa, namely Kananci and 
Sakkwatanci. In his introduction he shows that Hausa dialects could 
be grouped into three main categories viz. East Hausa, West Hausa and 
Pidgin Hausa. He considers Pidgin Hausa as a type of Hausa spoken in
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the middle belt areas (i.e. Southern Zariya and Southern Bauchi). His 
East and West Hausa is similar to that of Muhammad. He tries to 
compare certain grammatical features of the two dialects. He also 
lists certain words which are cotnnon to both dialects and those which 
are found in one dialect but absent from the other. He does not 
explain how he establishes the three dialects but he makes it clear 
that the terms are simply cover terms.
Conclusion:
From the various contributions made to the study of the Hausa 
language discussed above two important things have been revealed:
(i) that despite the fact that a varied number of Hausa dialects 
have been recognized the authors generally view Hausa as being 
composed of two distinct mutually-intelligible dialects (ii) no 
comprehensive work has so far been done on the varieties of Hausa as 
spoken in Nigeria. It is observed that of the very few who chose to 
contribute to this area of linguistics seme did so as a by-product 
of some other end, while others restricted themselves to an easily 
digested account for popular consumption.
Despite the contributors' limitations (as their approaches 
suggest) their contributions remain a great asset to the study of 
Hausa in that they have brought to light a very important area of 
language study which would otherwise have been neglected but which 
remains an on-going challenge to linguists.
1.2.0 The Method of description:
The description presented here is based on the investigator's 
intuitions about the language, together with a seven-month period of
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field-work. During this survey the following areas were covered: Kano,
Sakkwato, Katsina, Daura, Zariya and Bauchi.
The aspects of the language discussed are the phonology and 
morphology. While syntax is not taken up in any detail, tone is not 
even discussed. In the case of tone the reason is that tonal differences 
do not enter into dialectal differences either generally or in any 
systematic way. Furthermore there is as yet no agreed way within 
generative phonology for the treatment of tone. And indeed it is too 
vast a subject for one thesis to handle adequately. The dialect 
variation is described within the framework of the theory of generative 
phonology as proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968), with some modifica­
tions .
1.2.1 Dialect description:
There are basically two approaches to dialect description, namely 
diachronic and synchronic approaches. The diachronic approach is the 
traditional one, while the synchronic approach is the more recent one.
The synchronic approach may be further subdivided into structuralist 
and generative types of approach.
1.2.1.1 The diachronic approach: This approach aims at collecting 
elements of a dialect in order to compare than with elanents in the 
same dialect at some earlier time. Here the researcher's main concern 
is the chronological development of features, e.g. the subsequent 
development of Middle English 0, in one dialect (cf. Wakelin, 1972:3).
1.2.1.2 The synchronic approach: Hie treatment here concentrates on 
pure description of a dialect without making any reference to historical
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factors, but paying special attention to the interrelationship of 
individual features within the systems of the dialect under investi­
gation, in other words it coupares systems that are partially different 
in order to analyze the synchronic consequences of these differences 
within the similarities. This new approach to dialect study is an 
attempt to solve many problems that beset historical dialectology.
Such an approach is the goal both of structuralist and generativists 
dialectologists.
1.2.1.2.1 Structural Dialectology: Ibis is a descriptive approach to
dialect comparison, which aims at accounting for the differences of
inventory and distribution within a framework known as a 1 diasystem'.
This envisages a technique for comparing any systems which have partial
1
similarities (cf. Weinreich, 1954).
1.2.1.2.2 Generative Dialectology: This is another synchronic 
approach to the study of dialect differences set within the theory of 
generative phonology as proposed in SPE. A generative granmar, 
according to SPE, would have syntactic, semantic and phonological 
components. The job of the phonological component is to specify the 
phonetic form of sentences generated by the syntactic rules. It does 
this by means of rules applying in a stated order to the items, which 
are represented in their underlying forms. An underlying form is 
composed of abstract segments referred to as 'systematic phonemes' 
and these are set up to express the relationship between different 
phonemes found in alternants of a morpheme, such as /ei/ and /a/ in, 
for example, grateful - gratitude, or /i:/ and foj in, for example,
1. For further readings on this approach see Moulton (1960) and 
Cochrane (1959).
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serene - serenity. Thus an underlying form might be posited as, say, 
/divin/ and a relevant rule will account for the /i/ changing to [ai], 
perhaps of the form
/i/ -* [ax] / - C# etc.
The above rule asserts that the underlying /If surfaces as [ai] 
in the environment of a consonant occurring before a word boundary, 
e.g. /divin/ [divain] (and also in certain other environments which 
will not be discussed here). According to this theory the diphthon- 
gization rule is responsible for /!/ becoming [ai], while a 'vowel 
laxing' rule accounts for the /i/ surfacing as [I] in [divimti],
(cf. SPE:163-86).
However, generative dialectologists maintain that since generative 
phonology accounts for surface forms which are different within one 
variety, but with one single underlying form, it could also account 
for the differences between dialects. Thus they assume that since 
dialects are forms of 'an originally more or less uniform language it 
is possible to show that they can for the most part be described in 
terms of a common set of underlying foxms; variation is introduced by 
the phonological processes which operate on these forms', (Newton, 1972:
5). By this we are claiming that these forms and the rules to derive 
the dialects under investigation 'have a certain 'reality1 in that they 
are part of the native speaker's competence, his intuitive knowledge of 
the language, and it is this 'knowledge' of the common underlying forms 
and the rules which enables him to understand speakers of other dialects', 
(cf. Petyt, 1980:183-84).
Since the present discussion of Hausa dialects is going to be taken 
up within this framework - i.e. the framework of the theory of generative
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phonology - we shall have to face a number of objections raised against 
this approach. One of these concerns the question of what exactly 
underlying forms should look like and how they should be arrived at 
(cf. Chambers and Trudgill, 1980:47).
The earlier assumption was that it would be possible to take forms 
from one dialect as basic and derive all other dialects from it as O ’Neil 
(1963) did in analyzing the dialects of modern Faroese (and, of course, 
Brown, 1972). Since it has been observed that choosing underlying forms 
or segments from just one variety is sometimes arbitrary and presents 
problems it was thought best to regard the underlying forms as forms 
which were more abstract. Thomas. 01967:179-203), for example, argues 
that underlying forms have to be more - abstract.
The questions we would address ourselves to are how abstract should 
a representation be and at what level should we differentiate our 
synchronic, but pan-dialectal underlying forms from diachronic recon­
structed forms. Kiparsky (1968a) attempts to place a constraint on the 
abstractness of underlying forms by distinguishing between what he 
calls 'contextual* and ’absolute’ neutralization. Contextual neutraliz­
ation, according to him, is a kind of situation in which certain segments 
are neutralized as a consequence of their environments, for exanple, 
German ftf and /d/ are neutralized word - (syllable-) finally.
Absolute neutralization is a kind of situation where certain segmental 
oppositions are neutralized without making any appeal to their environ­
ments, i.e. the opposition is not brought about on account of the context. 
In this situation the underlying contrast never appears directly in the 
phonetic form. These segments are accounted for by a rule of the form 
A-* [B] , where there are other instances of [B] caning from another under­
lying source. Kiparsky argues that any rule which creates context-free
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neutralizations should be rejected. Kiparsky's concept of absolute 
neutralization has been attacked by some other linguists (cf.
Kisseberth, 1969; Hyman, 1970a) who argue in favour of certain 
abstract analyses. Their arguments run along the line that Kiparky's 
distinction is too strong in that 'it excludes a rather large number of 
well-motivated analyses’, (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth, 1979:219). On 
the whole the question of how abstract phonology is remains a matter of 
debate among linguists.
In the present analysis of Hausa dialect variation we do attempt 
to place a constraint on the level of abstractness and draw a line 
between what is synchronic and what is not. This has been arrived at
by imposing a condition on the UR. This is stated as follows:
That the underlying segment posited must appear
in at least one of the dialects.
This means that dialect variation is treated here like alternation in a
synchronic account of one dialect. This, principle can be seen to 
operate when we examine the Hausa labialized segments (seme of which 
occur only in one dialect) and all the palatals (which occur in both 
dialects). Despite the fact that both the palatals and nonlabialized 
alveolars surface in both dialects these segments exhibit what Ivic 
(1965) refers to as 'irreversible' behaviour, for example, while 
[■He U ’ [s Je h : we also that EH[f] corresponds to
WH[s]. This means that [/] and [s] in EH could not be replaced by 
[/] and [s] in all instances where they occur in WH. Ivic (op.cit. 
p.408) maintains that correspondences like these 'are signals that a 
diachronic process has taken place which has decreased the phonemic 
inventory (or, in the case of context - restricted rules, the distribution 
of the same phone [s]). He goes on to suggest that the only way to
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account for this situation within generative dialectology is to use a 
method similar to that of diachronic reconstructions. Following Ivic 
we would account for the above irreversibility as follows:
*s *sW *sy * r
EH MI
s
EH
WH
What this means is that we are hypothesizing that the starred
phonemes existed in Pre-Hausa, but that later the palatalized ones merged
with the palatals, while the labialized ones sinply delabialized and
w
merged with their plain counterparts in one dialect, e.g. merged 
with [s] in EH, though it is retained in WH; *s^ merged with [/] in EH 
and in WH it merged with [ s], but it is not retained in either of the 
dialects. Consider the following examples:
EH WH
[sa:ta:] [sa:ta:] 'theft'
[sa:$e:] [swa:he:] 'morning'
[mu/p /: g f a: ] [mase s :u •' ] ' fever, cold.
If we were undertaking a synchronic study of just EH Kiparsky's 
'absolute neutralization' would have to be recognized with regard to 
*sw because a [sw] never appears in this dialect. But since we are also 
including a number of dialects where a [sw] does emerge it seems plausible 
to treat the occurrences like alternation in a single dialect. In the 
case of *sy it never surfaces in any dialect, hence it violates the 
principle upon which the present theoretical approach is based. Moreover, 
forms which exhibit irreversible behaviour have to be entered in the 
lexicon, just like loan-forms.
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While other generative dialectologists rely upon historical sources 
to establish the underlying segments (cf. Newton, 1972) or take forms 
from one dialect from which other dialects can be derived (cf. Brown,
1972), the present description cannot rely upon historical sources and 
nor does it take forms from one dialect and derive others from it.
Rather our underlying forms are abstract, though they may appear to be 
less abstract in seme varieties than in others. Whichever method one 
adopts to establish the underlying forms a claim is made that ’a genera­
tive treatment of dialect differences will formalize the essential fact 
about dialects: that they have much in common but sane differences'
(Petyt, 1980:180). And these differences are brought about as a 
consequence 'of historical changes acting on an originally uniform 
language', (Newton, 1972:1),
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CHAPTER 2
2.0 HOW MANY DIALECTS ARE THERE?
2.1 Introduction
In order to establish the number of dialects of any given language 
dialectologists traditionally devised a method for delimiting a boundary 
between two regions which differ with respect to sane linguistic feature 
(for example the use of a particular lexical item, the pronunciation of 
a particular word, etc.). These boundaries are referred to as 'isoglosses'. 
Each isogloss represents a single linguistic difference feature. When 
many isoglosses coincide they become a 'bundle'. This bundle separates 
one dialect which is homogeneous with respect to certain linguistic 
features from another dialect. A bundle may group together a number of 
dialects sharing many features in cannon, though a pattern of criss­
crossing isoglosses often emerges cutting right across the bundle as a 
result of which each dialect becomes unique or with respect to that
feature belongs to sane subdialect. This state of affairs makes it
rather difficult to decide on which isoglosses or bundles should be 
accorded more significance. This might be the case with Hausa as spoken 
in Nigeria. We saw in the preceding chapter that the Hausa spoken in that
region had been classified into varying numbers of dialects ranging from
two to seven. Though these classifications of the Hausa dialects were 
not based on any strict method yet one may not be wrong in assuming that 
the reason for the differences depends on the criteria employed for 
classification.
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2.1.0 Regional Variations: In the present discussion of Hausa dialects
we attempt to classify Hausa into its. major dialects restricting our­
selves to our selected priorities, i.e. the phonological and morphological 
features. We shall use the term 'regional variation' for the difference, 
and 'regional variant' for each actual realization of the variation.
2.1.1 Regional Variation 1:
w
In sane parts of the Hausa-speaking area [h ] and [h] are found 
in certain words which in other areas people pronounce with [$].
Examples:
Regional Variant la Regional Variant lb Gloss
[ <keri: ]
r, w . _ 
[h uri:] white
[$a:ta:] [hwa : ta: ] skin
[$a:di:] [hwa: di: ] width
[$itila: ] [hitila:] larrip
[tu<I>ija: ] [tuhija: ] walking, travel1ing
[$i:to:] [hi: to: ] whistle
[husk^e:] [husk^e:] light
[huwa:] [huwa: ] climb, mount, ride
[hu:tu:] [hu:tu: ] rest
2.1.2 Regional Variation 2:
Closely linked to the preceding difference is the fact that [h^ ] 
in sane areas corresponds to in others, as exemplified below:
Regional Variant 2a Regional Variant 2b
[$Ja:da:] [h^a:da:] flogging
[$^a:t/e:] [h^a:t/e:] blowing of the nose
[^ nwt/e:] [h^uwt/e:] snatch
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2,1.3 Regional Variation 3:
In certain areas [tw] and [t] are found in sane words which in 
other parts are pronounced only with [t]. Consider the following examples 
Regional Variant 3a Regional Variant 3b Gloss
[ta:ri: ] [twa:ri:] cough
[ta:le:] [twa:le;] stripping of rind
[tuijg'-'e: ] [tWui]g^e:] tethering oxen
[ta:ro:] [ta:ro:] gathering of people
[ta:kulmi: ] [ta:kulmi:] shoe/shoes
[ta:ba:] [ta:ba: ] cigarettes
2.1.4 Regional Variation 4:
Certain words containing [d] and [dw]
only with [d] in others as indicated below:
Regional Variant 4a Regional Variant 4b 
[da:cfe:] [dwa:de:]
[dnrd39:] [dwuld3e:]
[dure:] [dure:]
[da:wa:] [da:wa:]
2.1.5 Regional Variation 5:
Another difference is that sane speakers have phonological
contrasts between [d]:[cP], others do not. Consider the following
examples:
Regional Variant 1
Regional Variant 5a Regional Variant 5b Gloss
[da:t/i:] [dwa:t/i:] bitterness
[da:ta:] [dwa:ta:] garden-egg
[da:tun:ija:] [dWa:tun:a:] a type of grass
in sane parts are pronounced
Gloss 
close up 
slither 
night 
corn
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[da:k^i:] [da:k^i:] room
[da:pi:] [da:ri:] cold
[cfewka:] [dewka: ] to take, carry
2.1.6 Regional Variation 6:
A further difference has been observed in the pronunciation of 
words containing [s] and [sw] in sane parts which in other areas are 
pronounced only with [s]. e.g.:
Regional Variant 6a Regional Variant 6b Gloss
[sa:$e: ] [swa:he:] morning
[sa:bo:] [sw a:So:] sin
[sa:k^ i:] [swa:k^ i:] a type of cloth
[sa:bo:] [sa:bo:] new
[surkJi:] [surk^i: ] king, chief, emir
■j1
[suwku i:] i1[snwk i:] simplicity, head
2.1.7 Regional Variation 7:
A further difference has been observed in the pronunciation of 
words containing [z] and [zw] in some parts which in other areas are 
pronounced only with [s]. e.g.:
Regional Variant 7a Regional Variant 7b Gloss
[zarri-’] [zwa:ri:] undertaking something 
beyond one's ability
[za:pe:] [zwa:re:] draw, pull
[za:gJe:] [zwa:g^e:] erode
[za:k^i:] [za:k^ i:] sweetness
[za:lr*i: ] [za:kJi: ] lion
[ka:za:] [ka:za:] hen
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2.1.8 Regional Variation 8:
Words containing [lw] and [1] in sane areas are pronounced only 
with [1] in others as exemplified below:
Regional Variant 8a Regional Variant 8b
, w
[la:ts'a:] 
[la:ts'i:] 
[la:da:] 
[lu: deji: ] 
[le:mo:]
[1 a:ts'a:] 
[lWa:t/'i: ] 
[la:da:] 
[lud:rj] 
[le:mu:]
Gloss
squeeze
softness
reward
ladle
orange
2.1.9 Regional Variation 9:
While [ts'] and [t/'] have complementary distributions in the 
pronunciation of seme people, it is only [ts1] that one hears in other 
areas. Consider the following examples:
Regional Variant 9a Regional Variant 9b
[ts'i:la:] 
w[ts'e:g umi:] 
[mists' xja:t/i: ] 
[ts'a:mija:]
[ts'o :ho:] 
[ts'um:a:]
[t/'i:la:]
w[t/’e:g umi:]
Gloss
tapeworm
gossip
[Hint/' l ja: t/i: ] destitute person 
[ts'a:mija:] tamarind
[ts'o:ho:] 
[ts'um:a: ]
old
rags
2.1.10 Regional Variation 10:
[nw ] and [n] are heard in some areas, while in other places words 
containing these sounds are pronounced only with [n]. Examples:
Regional Variant 10a Regional Variant 10b Gloss
[na:na:] [nwa:na:] throw to the ground
[nrs] [nWus] sound made by a heavy thing
[na:ma: ] [na:ma:] meat
[buna: ] [buna: ] this year
2.1.11 Regional Variation 11:
It is one of the characteristic features of people from certain 
areas to pronounce [?^] where people from other areas have [dij] as 
exemplified below:
Regional Variant 11a Regional Variant 11b Gloss
[?Ja:] [dija:] daughter
[?^unt/i: ] [di j-ewt/i: ] freedom
2.1.12 Regional Variation 12:
In sane parts of Hausaland [w] is found in certain words which 
in other areas are pronounced with [b~m], [b], [m] or [w] .
Examples:
Regional Variant 12a Regional Variant 12b Gloss
[suwpo: ] [sumpo:]~[subro:] mosquito
[kewpi: ] [knmpi: ] ~ [kebri: ] thickness
[duwpi: ] [demri: ] ~ [dubri: ] tie
r w ,[g uwpo: ] [gwumpo:]~[gWubpo:] bachelor
[tewpe: ] [tnmpe:]~[tubpe:] billy-goat
[zuwpe: ] [znmpe:] porch
[tuwna:] [temna:] masticate, chew
[tuwpa: po:] [tumpa:po: ] star
[k' uwna: ] [k1 umna: ] love
-I'
[kJu wpe: ] if[kJn mpe: ] door, insect
[tuw/i:] [tub/i:] softness
[?u\*k^ i: ] [?rbkJi:] ability to increase
[duw/e:] [dub/e:] a kind of kolanut
[huw/i:] [hnb/i:] barking
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[lewsup] [Inbsup] garden cress
[{yawps: ] [bnwps: J fig-tree
[Brewna: ] [Bewna:] buffalo
[buwta: ] [bewta: ] slavery
[dewcfa: ] [dewda: ] filth
[dewka:] [dewka: ] remove, carry
[hewka:] [hewka: ] madness
[hewla: ] [hewla: ] descendants
[hewni:] [hewni: ] left
[hewpe:] [he wpe: ] tuslc, tooth
[hewsa: ] [hewsa: ] Hausa
[hewja: ] [hewja: ] a score, hoe
2.1.13 Regional Variation 13:
In the speech of one particular area [j] is heard in certain 
words in place of [w] in the other areas; as in the following: 
Regional Variant 13a Regional Variant 13b Gloss
[wuni: ] [juni:] day, to pass
[wuk'a:] [juk'a:] knife
[wo:$i:] [jo:$i:] wastrel
[wa: so: so: ] [ ja:so:so] scrambling
[wo: ho: ] [jo:ho:] exclamation
[ts'uwe:] [ts'uje:] testes
[k^i:wo:] [kJi:jo:] pasturing
[t/i:wo:] [t/i:jo:] illness
Cf.
[weta: ] [weta: ] moon, month
[wendo: ] [wendo:] trousers
[wuta: ] [wuta:] fire
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[ jewa:]
[ja:pa:]
[ja:d3i:]
[jrwa: ] 
[ja: pa: ] 
[ja:d3i:]
abundance
children
spices
2.1.14 Regional Variation 14:
Certain words contain [r] in the speech of sane people where in 
other areas people pronounce than with [1]. Consider the following 
examples:
Regional Variant 14a Regional Variant 14b
[hur/e:] 
[Ourka:] 
[gnrma: ] 
[kurku/i:] 
[mB^urk^i:] 
[<£>nrk^ e: ] 
[herbi:]
[hal/e:] 
[hWulka:] 
[gulma: ] 
[kulke/i: ] 
[mehwrlkji: ] 
[hWT3lkje: ] 
[kmlbi: ]
Gloss
tongue
awake
plough
a kind of a plant 
dream
stab, tear off 
shooting
Cf. [la:da:]
[lu:duji:] 
[le:mo:]
[la:da:] 
[lud:rj] 
[le:mu:]
reward
ladle
orange
2.1.15 Regional Variation 15:
Another difference is also observed in the pronunciation of 
certain words which contain [dz] in one area, but [z] in the others, 
e.g.:
Regional Variant 15a Regional Variant 15b Gloss
[d3a :pumi:] [za:pumi:] brave
w w[d3rk umi:] [zuk umi:] a small bag
[d3i:za:] [zi:za:] get rid of
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[za:k^i:] [za:kJi:] lion
[za:$i:] [za:hi:] heat
[ka:za:] [ka:za: ] hen
[d^ij a:] [d3ija:] yesterday
[d^ini:] [d^mi: ] blood
[d3ik^ i:] [d3ik*^  i: ] body
2.1,16 Regional Variation 16:
[/] in some areas corresponds to [s] in certain words in others.
e.g.
Regional Variant 16a Regional Variant 16b
[feg^ida: ] [sngJida:] askew
[/ng^ba: ]
W r[sng nba: ] spoil (e.g. a
[/a:/i:] [sa:/i:] portion, part
[/a^a: ] [/a^a: ] sweeping
[/erkura: ] [/e:kera:] year
[/a:] [/a:] to drink
[sa:bo:] [sa:bo:] new
[sa:ta:] [sa:ta:] theft
[s-ewrrji: ] [s-Bmr^ ji: ] youth
2.1.17 Regional Variation 17:
Speakers in some areas pronounce [t/] in certain words in place 
of [t] in others, e.g.:
Regional Variant 17a Regional Variant 17b 
[t/ile:] [tile:]
[t/lpza:] [tirza:]
[knjt/o:] [knjto:]
[t/o:g e:] [to:gJe:
cigarette end
scrap ground with foot
alas!
exclude, make exception
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[t/lka:] [t/ika:] fill
[t/u:ta:] [t/u:ta: ] illness, cheat
[hunt/i:] [hunt/i: ] nose
[tu$ija:] [tuhija:] travelling, walking
[ta:po:] [ta:ro:] gathering of people
[tumbuja:] [tumbuja:] question
2.1.18 Regional Variation 18:
In the speech of some speakers of certain areas where [q] is 
heard in certain words [m] or [q.] is heard in others. However, speakers 
on both areas pronounce [m] in certain other words, e.g.
Regional Variant 18a Regional Variant 18b
duqk' a: ] 
dun/ i : ] 
dunts1e :] 
dijija:] 
gund^i:] 
gunza:k^i:] 
g^msa: ] 
huntsa;] 
hunzuqi:] 
runtse:] 
i;urjkwo: ]
k ’undura:] 
kuqgWo: ] 
kuqwa: ] 
huqkuli: 1 
dumbu: ]
[d'ank1 a:]
[ d W  i : ]
[ d-Ejntr 1 e : ] 
[dvmja: ] 
[g'emd3i:] 
[gumza:kJi:] 
[g^imsa: ] 
[hurats1 a: ]
[humzuri:] 
[remt/'e:] 
[remkwo:]
[k'unduqa:] 
[knr)gwo : ] 
[kuqwa: ] 
[huqkuli: ] 
[dBiribu: ]
grip
moisture
arm (above elbow) 
goose
guttapercha tree 
morning star 
surfeit 
udder
haste, speed
swear
retaliate
become stiff
an uninhabitated building
potash
sense
a type of food
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[dumbula:] [dunbula:] take a handful
[hum:a:] [hum:a :] yawning
[kwumburi:] [kwumbupi: ] swelling
2.1.19 Regional Variation 19:
Certain words are pronounced with tense vowels in some areas, 
in others with lax vowels, though when this is the case the following 
consonant will be geminated. This is heard within basic lexical items 
and in certain plural forms, e.g.:
Regional Variant 19a Regional Variant 19b
[kaisuwa: ] [kus.:uwa: ] market
[kwa: do: ] [kWnd:o: ] frog
[d3a:k^i:] [d3uk^:i:] donkey
[dundu:nija:] [dundun:ija: ] heel
[kW uru:t/ija:] [kw urot/:ija:] youthfulness
[lu:duji:] [lud:uj] ladle
[duwark^i:] [duwukJ :i:] horses
[g una:ka: ] [g umek:a: ] idols
2.1.20 Regional Variation 20:
The occurrence of gemination of certain segments can also be 
heard in a number of plural forms in the speech of some people where in 
others only a lax vowel is heard followed by a single consonant. This 
process is seen in a certain plural marking suffix where [uka:] 
corresponds to [uk:a:] as exemplified below:
Regional Variant 20a Regional Variant 20b Gloss
[?-ej:uka:] pi.of [?-ejkJi:] [V-ej :ok:a: ] work
[ra:juka:] " [pa:ji:] [fa:juk:a:] life
[zuwyuka:] " [zuwpe:] [zumpjk: a: ] pi .of [zumpe:] porch
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[ts,'Bwnuka:] pl.of [ts'uwni:] [ts'-ewnuk:a: ]
[t/inuka:] " [t/mxk^i:] [t/inuk:a: ]
[kepnuka: ] [kepe: ] [k-epnukia: ]
mountain
trade
dog
2.1.21 Regional Variation 21:
Yet another difference exists in the matter of plural marking 
suffixes. Here [r j :e: ], heard in one area, corresponds to [r j] in others, 
e.g. :
Regional Variant 21a 
[mesel : a: te j] 
[?nHx'a:lnj] 
[meduibnj] 
[mebuiduj]
[mukwul:^j]
[me^urkej]
[mesuwkej]
Regional Variant 21b Gloss
[mesel:a:tej:e:] mosque
[?nlk'a:lnj:e:] judge
[ntedu:buj :e: ] mirror
[mebu: de j :e: ] key
[mekwul :n j : e : ] key
[mehWnlkuj :e: ] dream
[mesebke j :e :] lodge
2.1.22 Regional Variation 22:
Another characteristic difference emerges in the matter of 
plural formation. A certain area has a plural formative [m:e:] which 
is completely absent from others, e.g.:
Regional Variant 22a 
[meknpentu: ] 
[teknrdu: ]
[bura: de: ] 
[gehuka:]
[mn/u/iupu:]
Regional Variant 22b Gloss
[mekurentin:e:] schools
[trkepdin:e :] papers
[bnpa: d m : e : ] horsemen
[gehWuk :4n:e :] satchels
[mes-es^pin^: ] fever
1. This word has several plural forms such as fkupnuw], [knrnuka:] 
[kurnrj].
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[^hrentrj]
w[?ng o:g?j]
[hWrrBntin:e:
ro„ w j J  [?eg o:gJin:e: ]
plates
clocks, watches
2.1.23 Regional Variation 23:
The difference observed here is contained in the nominoadjectives. 
This is a class of nouns in Hausa which are derived from cognate masculine 
forms (cf. Taylor, 1923:17; Newman, 1979:197-226). They include 
patronymics (i.e. nouns indicating the ethnic designation of persons) 
as well as other types of derived nouns. In certain areas all 
masculine forms of this category ending in the vowel [e:] have correspond­
ing derived feminine forms ending in an [ija:] suffix, while those ending 
in [o:] or [u:] have feminine derivatives ending in an [uwa:] suffix.
These feminine formatives [ija:] and [uwa:] are pronounced 
with [a:] and [pja:] in other areas. There are some exceptions to 
these generalizations in particular where masculine forms end in [i:] 
and occasionally other foims ending in [u:] or [o:].
Here are a few examples of each case:
Regional variant 23a 
[bnhrw/ija: ] 
[brkrts'inija:] 
[brsnkw :rt/ija: ] 
[bntu:nja: ]
Regional Variant 23b 
[bnhnwsa:] 
[bnket/'ina:] 
[besrkw :nta:] 
[brtu:ra:]
Gloss
Hausa-man
Katsina-man
Sakkwato-man
English-man
[to:juj:e:] 
[so:jrj:e:] 
[bugngJ :e:] 
[busn/:e:]
[to:jrj :a: ] 
[so:jnj :a: ] 
[bugng:a:] 
[busns:a :]
fried one, burnt one 
fried one
beaten/drunken one 
dried one
1. These forms have an alternative formative [rj:e:].
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w[mu:g uwa: ] 
[hu: ts'uwa: ] 
[k'a: tuwa: ]
W . n[mug upja:] 
[hu: ts'ujija: ] 
[k1 a: trpja: ] big one
hot-tempered one
evil/wicked one
w[bug o:bipa: ] 
[?ulgusa:] 
[buk* a:] 
[$nra:J
w[bug oibipa:] 
[?ulgasa:] 
[buk1a:]
maroon one
Gobir woman
black one
[hW'B’pa: ] white one
w[do:g uwa: ] 
w[g untuwa:]
[ts'o:huwa:] 
w 1[ba:k uwa:]
[do:g uwa: ]
W
[g untuwa: ] 
[ts'o:huwa: ] 
[ba:k'uwa: ]
short one
old one
tall one
strange one
2.1.24 Regional Variation 24:
A further difference has emerged in another type of nomino- 
adjective which is derived from nouns of sensation. This is another 
class of forms which are formed from abstract nouns denoting sensations 
of feeling, smelling, tasting and size. These forms are introduced by a 
particle [muj] 'possessor of ... characterized by ... ' the function 
of which is to convert nominals, nominal and verbal phrases into 
modifiers (cf. Kraft and Kirk-Greene, 1973:131). Galadanci (.1969) 
calls this form an 'adjectival complex'. There is no gender distinction, 
for we could hear both yaro mai kyau [ja:po:mejk^nw] 'a handsome boy' 
and yarinya mai kyau [ja:rinja:mejkJuw] 'a beautiful girl' .
While all speakers of Hausa have [muj] forms and they have the 
same functions (i.e. as post-modifying elements in noun phrases and as 
predicates), in the speech of certain people from a particular area this 
class of forms has an additional formation involving reduplication and 
suffixation of [a:]. This formation is absent in same areas. Consider 
the following examples:
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Regional Variant 24a Regional Variant 24b
[mujnnwj i: 
[nnn:nwja: 
[mejksj^i:
. [k-eki-ej^ a: 
[mejts1 a:mi: ]
■ [tsuts1 : a:ma: ] 
[mujkuwpi:
. [knk: wpa: 
[mnj^aidi:
. [$n<l>:a:da:
[m'B jknw/i:
■ [knk:nwsa: 
[mnjtnwri:
. [tetruwpa:
[mnjk'ajhi: ]
[mejtsaimi: ]
[me jk^wfi: ]
[mnjhw a:cfi: ]
[me jkuw/i: J
[mejt-ewri: ]
Gloss 
heavy one
sharp one
sour one
thick one
wide one
coarse one
tough one
2.1.25 Regional Variation 25:
Another difference concerns the use of the copula. In the speech 
of sane people the copula is sensitive to the gender of'the subject, while 
it is not so in the speech of others. In the areas where a copula is 
sensitive to the gender of the subject differences have emerged.
Further variation occurs in that while some speakers have [ne:] and 
[t/e:] for masculine and feminine forms respectively, others pronounced 
them as [na:] and [ta:]. Consider the following examples:
Regional Variant 25a Regional Variant 25b Gloss
[sepkJi:ne:] [surkJi:na:] it's a king
[ja:po:ne:] [ja:po:na:]
[ja:pa:ne:] [ja:pa:na:]
[gBfi:ne:] [gepi:na:]
it's a boy 
it's children 
it's a town
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[m'ek^ X'^ nta: t/e: ] 
[ja;-f\i;jija:t/e: ]
Regional Variant 25c 
[serk^ime: ] 
[ja:ro:ne:]
[ja:pa:ne:] 
[geri*ne:] 
[mnkepnnta:ne: ]
[ja:I’ijijarne: ]
[mukupenta: ta: ] 
[ja:ripja:ta:]
it's a school 
it's a girl
it’s a king 
it1s a boy 
it's children 
it's a town 
it's a school 
it's a girl
2.1.26 Regional Variation 26:
Yet again when the copula marking the masculine gender is 
attached to one of the pronouns ni [ni:] 'I', mu [mu:] 'we', shi 
[Si.:] 'he' and su [su:] 'they' in a reply to a question 'who did ... ?'
(where the pronouns are the focalized elements), we hear in the speech 
of sane people the unique foims [ja:] and [wa:] which in other areas 
people pronounce with [ne:]. In this type of construction the sentence 
complement is generally omitted, as exemplified below:
Regional Variant 26 a 
Question: wa ya tafi kasuwa [wa: jutm$ika: suwa: ] ?
who he went market 
'who went to the market?'
Answer: ni (ne) [ni:] or [ni:ne:] 'it's me'
shi (ne) [/i:] or [/i:ne:] 'it's him’
Question: su wane ne suka zo [sowa:ne:ne:suk zo:]?
they who are they-rel cane 
'who came?'
Answer: mu (ne) [mu:] or mu:ne: 'it's us'
su (ne) [su:] or su:ne: 'it’s them'
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Regional variant 26b 
Question: wa vattabi .kassuwa [wa:jut:uhikus:uwa : ]?
who he went market 
'who went to the market?’
Answer; niya [nija:] ’it’s me1
shiya [/ija:] 'it's him’
Quest ion; su wa sunka zo [suwa: supkuzo; ] ? 
they who they-rel come 
'who came?'
Answer: muwa [muwa: ] 'it's us'
suwa [suwa;] 'it's them'
2.1.27 Regional Variation 27:
This variation concerns reduplication. According to Kratt and 
Kirk-Greene (1973:176) reduplication is a process by which the first 
syllable of a word or the whole word is doubled. The word can be a noun, 
an adjective, an adverb or a verb. Mien it is a verb and. it undergoes 
reduplication it acquires an intensive meaning (e.g. keep on ,.., do ... 
time after time, do ... in succession as in bubbuga [bvbiuga:] 'keep on 
beating' intensive of buga [buga:] 'to beat').
Abraham (1959:153-60) calls this 'assimilation' and subdivides 
it into (i) complete assimilation and (.ii) partial assimilation.
Complete assimilation according to him can be compulsory or optional,
i i 1for example, rarrage [rnr:ug e:] intensive of rage [pug^e:] is compulsory .
Carnochan (1957:149-81) describes the phenomenon as ’gemination’ 
and restricts his analysis to verbal pieces and nominal pieces. He 
observes that certain intensive verbs have alternative forms, e.g.
1. Abraham's optional assimilation is not relevant for this discussion.
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tattara [tet:ere: ] or tartar a [tertera:] intensive of tara [ta:ra:] 'to 
collect, to add'.
The present discussion will centre on the verbs (i.e. the 
intensive verbs). This is because in some parts of the Hausa-speaking 
area only one form of the intensive verb is heard, while in others there 
are two forms. Consider the following examples:
Regional Variant 27a Regional Variant 27b Gloss 
A. [keQka:ma:
[kek:a:ma: ][Irek: a:ma: ]
[$er<i>a: ra: ]
[tejteja: ] [$e$ :era: ] 
[tet:eja: ]
[hewhewa: ]
[heh:ewa:]
[zenza:na:] 
[zez:a:na:]
B. [kerkesa: ]
[kek:esa:]
[?ef?eza:]
[?e?:eza:]
[h e rh e d a :  ]
[ h e h :e d a :  ]
[mexmets1 a: ] 
[mem:ets'a: ] 
[gerga:da:]
[geg-a: da: ]
[$ir$rta:]
[$i$:ita: ]
[hwehw : a;ra: ] 
[tet:eja:]
[heh:ewa: ] 
[zez:a:na:]
[kek:esa:] 
[?e?:eza:] 
[heh:eda:] 
[mem:ets'a: ] 
[geg:a:da:] 
hrh:ita:]
catch
start
help
rise, inflate 
draw
arrange in heaps
to place
to join
move
inherit
to go out
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C.[sus:a:ta:] [sus:a:ta:] steal
[s'Bsraida: ] [sua:a:da:]
[nun:u:na] [nun:u:na:] point (verb)
[mTsm:nn:a: ] [mean'enia: ] stick (verb)
[lul:u:pa:] [lul:u:pa:] pay attention
[sus:uda:] [sus:ucfa: ] to finish the
[znz:a:ba: ] [z<b z : a:ba: ] choose
[pip: ik'a:] [pip: ik1 a: ] hold
[pep^ba: ] [reT-nba:] divide
[bebiuga:] [bub:uga:] beat
[ded:T3$a: ] [dnd:'Ghwa: ] cook
One observes that the group 'A' verbs under 'Regional variant 
27a' have alternating pairs. The second consonant of one form of the pair 
consists of a germinate counterpart of the first consonant while the other
foim consists of one of the consonants n,r,j,w preceding a consonant
identical to the first consonant i.e. kakkama [k-Bk:a:ma:] ~ kankama 
[kuqkaima: ] . These consonants (.i.e. n,r,m,w) exhibit total identity to 
the final consonant of the verb, e.g. n:n in zanzana [zunza:na:], or share 
many features in cannon as n:m in kankama [ker(ka:ma: ] .
Group 'S’ verbs show a similar reduplication behaviour but the
forms without gemination all exhibit some similarity in having an r [j]. 
The r does not exhibit total identity to the final consonants of these 
forms. These consonants are _s,_z,t_,d,d and ts.
The group 'C' verbs on the other hand are different fron the 
preceding groups in that they have only the geminated form of each verb 
without a corresponding non-geminated form. This group is constituted 
of certain forms which belong to groups 'A' and !B' though behaving 
differently (and, of course, another set of forms whose initial segment
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is an £3 and whose final stem consonants include s, 25,t_,d,ts and d but the r 
[f] does not appear; instead there is a gemination which has no alter­
native forms, In this group (i.e. group 'C ') there are forms whose 
initial stem consonants are b,b,4sjt and g.
While 'regional variant 27a’ exhibits both optional gemination and 
obligatory gemination, we find that only obligatory gemination exists in 
'regional variant 27b'. So that the basic difference between the two 
regions in the formation of intensive verbs consists in optional gemination 
versus obligatory gemination.
It is also observed that only verbs whose final stem consonant is 
one of the following segments can have alternative intensive verb forms: 
m,n,r,^,w; d,s,z,d,ts, except those forms whose initial segment is an 
s^ or those whose initial consonant is identical or nearly identical to the 
final-stern consonant, e.g. n:n as in [nu:na:] and ^ L:r as in [lu:ra:] 
the intensive verb forms of which are nunnuna [nun:u:na:] and lullura 
[lul:u:ra:] meaning 'to ripen' and 'to pay attention1 respectively.
2.1.28 Regional Variation 28:
Different pronunciations, have been heard from one area to another 
in expressing what is referred to as the genitive link. This genitive 
link has two foims - one is short and the other long (cf. Kraft and Kirk- 
Greene, 1973). Each of these two forms has two functions one of which is 
to indicate possession and the other is used for the purpose of reference. 
The possessive genitive link can be translated as 'of' as in rigar Kabiru 
[ri:g rk bi:ru:] or riga tq Kabiru ’the gown of Kabiru.1
The referential genitive link bears certain similarities to the 
English definite article, but is not exactly the same. For example, 
rigar ta kone 'the gown (we talked about) was burnt' . The short form of 
the genitive link consists of a single consonant suffix the form of which
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depends upon phonological, morphological and dialect factors. The long 
fonri na and the corresponding short form -n occur when the preceding noun 
is either masculine or plural. The foims with na and -n are heard in the 
speech of every Hausa-speaking person regardless of the area he comes from. 
However, in expressing the long feminine genitive link and the short 
feminine genitive link different pronunciations have been observed so 
that our regional variation 28 is further subdivided into regional 
variation 28(i) (long. fern. gen. link), regional variation 28(ii) (short 
fem. gen. link) and regional variation 28(iii) (referential). Consider 
the following examples:
Regional Variant 28(.i.)a 
[pi: ga: tava:wa: ]
[wundo: nava: wa: ]
Gloss
the fool's gown 
the fool's trousers
Regional Variant 28(.i)b 
[pi:ga:nava:wa: ]
[wmdo: n w a : wa: ]
the fool’s gown 
the fool's trousers
Regional Variant 28(_ii)a 
[pi:gurwa:wa: ] 
[wundogwa:wa: ]
fool's gown 
fool's trousers
Regional Variant 28(,_ii)b 
[pi:gngwa:wa: ] 
[wpndoi}wa:wa: ]
fool's gown 
fool's trousers
Regional Variant 28(.ii)c 
[pi:gpw:a:wa:] 
[wnndogwa:wa: ]
fool's gown 
fool's trousers
Regional Variant 28(ii)d 
[pi:gnlwa:wa: ] fool's gown
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[ wgndorjwa: wa: ] fool's trousers
Regional Variant 28(.iii)a 
[pi:ger3~ [^i:gns]
[wirter] ~ [wutns]
Regional Variant 28(iii)b 
[ri:^]
[wut^o]
Regional Variant 28(iii)c 
[pi: gat]
[wotat]
Regional Variant 28(iii)d 
fti:gBl]
[WUt'Bl]
Regional Variant 28(j.ii)e 
[wut-nj ]
the gown (we talked about) 
the fire (we talked about)
the gown (we talked about) 
the fire (we talked about)
the gown (we talked about) 
the fire (we talked about)
the gown (we talked about) 
the fire (we talked about)
the gown (we talked about) 
the fire (we talked about)
2.1.29 Regional Variation 29:
Closely linked to the preceding difference is the fact that when 
the short masculine genitive link [n] (functioning as a referential marker) 
is attached to a noun form ending in one of the mid-vowels e [e: ] or o 
[o;], the sound [b ] is heard in the pronunciation of some people, while 
the mid-vowels are pronounced as [e] or [o] in the speech of others. The 
pronunciation of e or o as has been recognized by some writers on 
Hausa among whom were Greenberg (1941:320-21); Gregersen (1967:181) and 
Hoffinan and Schachter (1969:181). The same is true with the high vowels 
i and u which are heard as [^ 3 in the area where e and o are pronounced
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as [e ], while in other areas they are pronounced as [I] or [u]
respectively. Consider the following examples:
Regional Variant 29a Regional Variant 29b 
wbakon [ba:k ug] 
karen [kuvng]
keken [k^e:k^ug]
garun [gaipeg] 
garin [gupug] 
birin [bipeg]
[ba;kw og]
[knpeg]
[k^e:k^eg]
[ga:pug]
[g^ng]
[birig]
Gloss
the stranger 
the dog 
the bicycle 
the wall 
the town 
the monkey
However, when the derivational suffix [-nt/i:] meaning 'language 
of ..., characteristic of ...” is attached to these mid-vowels (e and o) 
they are heard everywhere to have the neutralized pronunciation as [n]; 
as shown below:
Derivation Gloss
[k-en-eht/i: ] Kano Hausa
W  A[suk : ntunt.fi: ] Sakkwato Hausa
rago [fBgWnnt.fi: ] cowardice
Form
Kano
Sakkwato
2.1.30 Regional Variation 30:
This variation concerns the possessive pronouns. These pronouns 
are a special case of what has just been described, the only difference 
is that the genitive link attaches to a pronoun.
There are two forms of possessive pronouns, namely separable and 
inseparable (Cf. Kraft and Kirk-Greene, 1973), which correspond to the 
long and short foim of the genitive. Different pronunciations have 
been observed, e.g.:
Regional Variant 30a Gloss
wgonata [g o:na:ta:] my farm
wgonarka [g o:nurka:] your (sing, masc.) farm
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gonarmu
gonarta
r W[g o:nnrmu; 
[gwo:nnrta;
Regional Variant 30b
gonata w[g o:na:ta:] my farm
gonakka [gwo:nnk:a:] your (sing
gonamnu r w -t[g o;nnm:u: j our farm
gonatta [gwo : nnt: a : ] her farm
Regional Variant 30d
gonana w[g o:na:na:
gonanka [gwo:nnqka:
gonanmu r w[g o:nem:u:
gonanta [gwoinenta:
our farm 
her farm
Regional Variant 30c
gonata [gwo:na:ta:] my farm
gonalka [gwornnlka:] your (sing
gonalmu [gwomnlmu: j our farm
gonalta [gwo:nnlta:] her farm
my farm
your (sing, masc.) farm 
our farm 
her farm
2.1.31 Regional Variation 31:
Speakers of certain areas differ in the way they express the 
3 ms. as a subject of a continuous tense, subjunctive tense or future 
tense, [jn] or [-j] is heard. While in other areas people have [ft]. 
e.g.:
Regional Variant 31a
Musa yana tafiya [mu;sa: j'Sna:tB$ija: ]
Musa zai tafi [mu:sa:zBjte$i:]
[mu:sa: jnna:gJida: ]
Moses is going 
Moses will go 
Moses is at homeMusa yana gida
Ce wa Musa ya tafi [t/e:wa:mu:sa: jrtn<i>i: ] Tell Moses to go
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Regional Variant 31b 
Musa shina tafiya 
Musa za shi tafi 
Musa yana gida
[mu:sa: J ma: t-nhija: ] 
[mu: sa: za: Jit-ehi: ] 
[mu: sa: jrna: g1^ Ida: ]
Moses is going 
Moses will go 
Moses is at home
2.1.32 Regional Variation 32
When preceded by a special form of the causative the 3ms. 
functioning as the object of a sentence [fi:] is heard in seme areas, while 
[j] is heard in others. Consider the following examples:
Regional Variant 32a 
[na:$x/:e:/i:] 
[na:gnj/e:/i:] 
[na:nvej/e:/i: ]
Regional Variant 32b 
[na:his:T3j] 
[na:gnjsnj] 
[naimujsnj]
Gloss
I took it out 
I greeted him 
I returned it
I took it out 
I greeted him 
I returned it
2.1.33 Regional Variation 33:
Yet another difference in the pronunciation of the 3ms. functioning 
as the object of a sentence has been observed. [s~r] is found in certain 
words in sane areas which in other areas are pronounced with [/i:] or [j]. 
e.g.:
Regional Variant 33a
[na:ma:r^s] - [na:ma:rer] I slapped him
[na:do:kus] - [na:do:ker] I beat him
[na:mnggnpEs] ~ [na:mBggBrnr] I slapped him
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Regional Variant 33b 
[na:ma:TO] 
[naidoik'ej] 
[naimnog-ernj]
Regional Variant 33c 
[na:ma:te:/i: ] 
[na:do:k^e:/i:]
[nairnnrj^ nr0 ^ ! 1 ]
I slapped him 
I beat him 
I slapped him
I slapped him 
I beat him 
I slapped him
2.1.34 Regional Variation 34;
It is typical of the speech of seme people to contract sentences 
in which a 1st pers. sing, pronoun is an indirect object and in certain 
verbs - where this pronoun is a direct object. Elsewhere this does not 
occur, e.g.:
Regional Variant 34a
[jaig-Ejunzfjjzo:]
[ja:bugnQ]
[ ja : t / u : t / n g ]
[ja:za:gep]
Regional Variant 34b 
[ja:geja:mini:] 
[ja:bugJe:ni:]
[ja:t/u:t/e:ni: ]
[ja:zaig^eini:]
Gloss
he told me 
he beat me 
he cheated me 
he abused me
he told me 
he beat me 
he cheated me 
he abused me
2.1.35 Regional Variation 35;
Various pronunciations of what some Hausa writers refer to as the 
’demonstratives' (cf. Schon, 1862 and Robinson, 1941), 'demonstrative
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adjectives' (cf. Taylor, 1923) or 'specifiers' (cf. Kraft and Kirk-Greene,
1973) have been observed.
There are two types of the demonstratives, namely long and 
short. The long demonstrative functions as both head of a nominal phrase 
and as a pre-modifier, while the short demonstrative functions only as a 
post-modifier. The proximal demonstrative [wnnrng] 'this one' may be used 
for both masculine and feminine genders in the speech of some people, 
while [wng:a:] and [wngga:] 'this one (fem.)' and 'this one (masc.)'; 
[wn?:ip] 'this one (fem.)' [weg?ii}] 'this one (masc.)'; [wnlga:] ~ [wnrga:] 
'this one (fen.)' and [wngga;] are differentiated by people from other 
areas, e.g.:
Regional Variant 35a Gloss
[wen: n p ja iro -  ] 
[wnn; -an: r t / e : ]
this boy
this woman
Regional Variant 35b
[wB^ gBjazfo:] 
[wn2g:a:met/e: ]
this boy
this woman
Regional Variant 35c 
[weg?ijga:po: ]
[wi3?: lm: ht/e: ] this woman
this boy
Regional Variant 35d
[wegga: ja:po; ] 
[whlga:nmt/e: ] 
[werga:nret/e: ]
this boy
this woman
2.1.36 Regional Variation 36:
Another difference exists in the pronunciation of the distal 
demonstrative. Here 'that one (fem)' is pronounced as [wet/:eg] in
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certain areas, while in other areas it is pronounced as [wanting] with 
no gender distinction. e.g.:
Regional Variant 36a Gloss
[wet/:nggapa: ] that ant
[wBt/:'Bjija:pipja: ] that girl
Regional Variant 36b
[wBnt/uggepa: ] that ant
[want/'Bjajaipjyija: ] that girl
2.1.37 Regional Variation 37:
This concerns the difference in the pronunciation of the relative 
past tense. In sane parts of the Hausa-speaking area verbs in the 
singular forms are pronounced with gemination while in other areas they 
are pronounced without it, as shown below:
Regional Variant 37a
lokacin da na tafi na gan shi
time-the rel I-past go I-past see him 
’I saw him when I went’
[ lo: kut/ ind'ennti3$i: na: gun/i: ]
Regional Variant 37b
lokacin da nittahi, na gane shi
time-~the rei I went I-past see him 
[ lo: ket/indnnx t: nhi: na: gnne: /i: ]
2.1.38 Regional Variation 38:
Closely linked to the preceidng difference is the fact that the 
plural forms of the relative past tense are pronounced with [muqkr], 
while in other areas people pronounce then with [moles], as shown below:
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Regional Variant 38a
lokacin da munka tahi, mun gane shi
time-the rel we-past-rel see we-past see him 
[ lo: ket/indBmurjkBtnhi :mungene: /i: ]
'We saw him when we went'
Regional Variant 38b
lokacin da muka tafi mun gan shi 
tnme-the rel we-rel go we-past see him 
[lo: k^t/indnmuketuM :mur^gun/i: ]
' We saw him when we went1.
2.1.39 Regional Variation 39:
[ku] in some areas corresponds to [lc*e:] in others. This fact can 
be seen in expressing the relative continuous tense, e.g.:
Regional Variant 39a 
babu tuwon da shika so
there's-not food-of rel he-rel like
[ba:butuwDndh/ikeso:]
'There isn't the food he likes'
Regional Variant 39b 
babu tuwon da yake so
there's-not food-of rel he-rel like
[ba:butowondnjnk^ e :so:]
'there isn't the food he likes.'
2.1.40 Regional Variation 40:
It is observed that the differences here consist in what the 
traditional grammarians call ’long' and 'short (special)' forms of the
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causative (cf. Schuh, 1976 and Kraft and Kirk-Greene, 1973). In the long 
form of the causative the difference is that some people pronounce [r] 
while others pronounce [s]. While in the short (special) form the 
difference concerns the pronominal object of a sentence which appears 
as [/i:] in the speech of seme people but with [j] in that of others. 
Examples:
+-1 es !h §
3 °W *H
Regional Variant 40a 
[na:hitnscte/i:] 
[naimejesde/i:] 
[na:hitns]
[naimejus]
[na:his:uj]
[na:me jsuj]
Gloss
I took it out 
I returned it 
I took (it) out 
I returned (it) 
I took it out 
I returned it
o
ho
§
o y 43 ° w
Regional Variant 40b 
[na:$iterde/i:] 
[na:me jnrde/i: ] 
[na:$itnr]
[na:mt j^r]
[na:$i/:e:/i: ] 
[na:mej/e:/i:]
I took it out 
I returned it 
I took (it) out 
I returned (it) 
I took it out 
I returned it
2.1.41 Regional Variation 41:
Another difference concerns the substantive verb (cf. Robinson, 
1941). In the speech of some people [jfo] + c (where ' c' represents a 
gemination of the first consonant of the following element) is heard, 
which corresponds to [k^e:] in others, where [kJe:] has the meaning 'to 
be'. There are two situations in which the form could be employed, namely 
(i) in asking or replying to the question 'who owns ...?' and (ii) in 
emphasizing a statement, as exemplified below:
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Regional Variant 41a 
wa adda wanga wando?
[wa: ?nd: nweggnwnndo: ]
'who owns this pair of trousers?'
ni adda wanga wando
[ ni fifed: rwuggewendo: ]
'I own this pair of trousers’
ishi assarki [/i:?ns:nfkri:] It's
shi akkaraminsu [fi:?rk' r'epeminsu:] It's
shi a ’aboki [/i:?n?:nbo:k^i:] It's
shi ayyaro [/i:?nj:a:po:] It's
shi awwawa [/i:?-Bw:a:wa: ] It's
Regional Variant 41b 
wa ke da wannan wando 
[wa: k^e: dewen: ngwendo: ]
'who owns this pair of trousers?'
ni ke da wannan wando 
[ni:kJe: dewen:ngwendo: ]
shi ke sarki [/i:kJe:snrk^i:] It's a king!
shi ke karaminsu [/i:kJe:k"Bpaminsu: ] It’'s the smallest of
shi ke aboki [/i:k^e:?nbo:k^i:] It’'s a friend!
shi ke yaro [f±:k3e:ja:po:] It1's a boy!
shi ke wawa [/i:k^e:wa:wa:] It’'s a fool!
So far we have indicated 41 regional variations, but have said 
nothing about the regions where these variations occur, We shall now 
examine the geographical distribution of these variations. To do this we 
shall plot them on maps as isoglosses. These isoglosses are abstractions. 
They are as follows:
a king!
the smallest of them! 
a friend! 
a boy! 
a fool!
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Looking at these maps we find that twenty-six out of the forty-one 
isoglosses (see maps 1-12, 15-20, 23-28, 30, 32, 33, 35 and 40) all run 
along the same geographical (approximately) SE-NW line, i.e. they present 
"a significant 'bundling' effect" (see map 42).
On the basis of the distribution of the isoglosses it emerges 
that there is really one substantial linguistic division, namely, that 
separating the speech of people to the NW of the bundle from that of those 
living SE of it. Thus we conclude that there are two major dialects of 
Hausa. Although on a strictly geographical basis we might refer to 
these dialects as SE-Hausa and NW-Hausa, for simplicity we prefer to call 
them East-Hausa and West-Hausa (hence-forth EH and WH respectively.)
Though this classification is based on the number of conmonly 
shared linguistic features, we take into account certain other idiosyncratic 
linguistic features which create further sub-divisions within each of the 
two main divisions.
2.2 Lexicostatistics
While phonological and morphological isoglosses provide main 
justification for dividing the Hausa language as spoken in Nigeria into 
two main groups, it is significant that a lexicostatistic analysis carried 
out during this survey supports this classification.
In applying the lexicostatistic analysis a list of 400 words was 
used which included a modified form of the original Swadesh 200-word list 
(cf. Swadesh, 1955). The primary purpose of this was not to find the 
length of time of separation of the dialects in question but simply to 
establish the degree of lexical relationship between the dialects (cf. 
Gudschinsky, 1955; Duitsman, Bertkau and Laesh, 1975; Hsieh, 1977).
It appears from the results obtained, based on the number of basic 
vocabulary (i.e. 198) items shared by these six Hausa varieties, that
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Bauchi, Daura. Kano and Zariya are more closely related to one another 
than either are to Katsina or to Sakkwato. These results are set out in 
Table 1 as follows:
Bauchi
178
Kano183 172
Katsina169169 170
162149 159160
Zariya158180 173174 181
Table 1: Number of basic vocabulary items shared by six Hausa varieties.
The reliability of this sort of lexicostatistic analysis for 
purposes of dialect interpretation, where a difference of shared 
cognation is below twenty-per-cent, is extremely weak. This became 
apparent when a supplementary 202-word list of non-basic vocabulary 
items (bringing the total list up to 400 items) was examined. The 
supplementary list included words denoting items such as tools, domestic 
and wild animals, domestic fowls and wild birds, diseases, plants and 
reptiles. When these words were investigated the results showed that 
Sakkwato is set apart from the rest with a difference of 17% shared 
cognation, while others have cognate percentages all above 83%. See the 
tables below:
Bauchi
Daura191
Kano202 184
Katsina183 174 180
161 157 159171
175 160189 177 Zariya189
Table 2: Number of non-basic vocabulary items shared by six Hausa varieties.
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Bauchi
Daura
Kano8996
87 Katsina88 86
Sakkwato80837980
Zariya8793
Table 3: The average percentages of vocabulary items shared by six
Hausa varieties.
Thus it seems that if we were to rely upon lexicostatistics to
classify the dialects into larger groups we would not achieve nearly
such a clear-cut classification as that yielded by our phonological and 
morphological isoglosses. Moreover, in a generative approach to dialect 
study where we aim primarily at accounting for dialect differences as 
phonetic surface differences of the same underlying forms such a lexico- 
statistic classification is of little importance. Nevertheless, it is 
significant that the lexicostatistic evidence, such as it is, does not 
contradict the conclusions about dialect classification reached on other 
grounds, but rather canes out in support of it.
Though we use the terms East-Hausa and West-Hausa as Bargery (1934)
did, our terms differ from Bargery's Eastern Hausa and Western Hausa in
the following ways: first, Bargery's Eastern Hausa comprises the Hausa
spoken in Katagum and Hacfejiya, while our Eastern Hausa is spoken 
throughout the entire Northern states except in the Katsina and Sakkwato 
(including Gobir and Zamfara) areas. Bargery's Western Hausa covers the 
entire Sakkwato state and Katsina so that our West-Hausa may be said to 
be similar to Bargery's. Secondly, Bargery's Eastern Hausa group seems 
to contain a variety of Hausa which is spoken by non-Hausas and which is 
characterized by the absence of a glottalized velar stop. The areas in
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which this type of Hausa can be heard are Gadau, Yayu, Zindiwa and 
Mashema. These areas are not really Hausa speaking areas. The 
inhabitants are predominantly Kanuri, Fulani, Kare-Kare and Bade.
The following words can be heard with a pronunciation as indicated 
below:
koko [?o:?o;] small calabash
karo [?a:po:] gum
kwarya big calabash
While these examples are typical of Hausa spoken in the Katagum
area, one finds that in Hadejiya there are two main languages spoken,
namely, Hausa and Manganci (a variety of Kanuri), The Hausa as spoken
by non-native speakers of Hausa in this area is of two varieties,
1
namely, Arewanci and Auyakanci. What is peculiar to these varieties 
of Hausa is that subjunctive tenses are introduced with a peculiar 
particle 'nda' as in 'nda mu gani' 'let us see' . There is also the use 
of an intransitive copy pronoun. The latter peculiarity is not confined 
to them alone. It is also heard in certain villages in Kano.
What this means is that the absence of a glottalized velar 
stop from the speech of non-Hausas in Katagum area and the introduction 
of particle 'nda' in subjunctive tenses in Hadejiya do not constitute 
valid linguistic criteria as to consider them as varieties of Hausa. If 
at all they are to be classified they should at best be considered as 
'pidgin' Hausa. The Hausa as spoken by the native Hausa speakers in these 
areas is to a large extent similar to that of Kano, Zariya etc. and thus 
it simply falls within East-Hausa.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that our East-Hausa and
1. These terms are used by the people themselves. The concentration of 
Auyakawa (people who speak Auyakanci) is in Guri, Birniwa and 
Kir ikwasarrma.
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West-Hausa terms are used here as cover-terms to refer to the types of 
Hausa spoken within the Northern states of Nigeria. The reason being 
that the Hausa spoken in each dialect area is not only mutually 
intelligible within its area but also in its phonology and morphology 
is in almost every respect the same. It should also be noted that 
this classification does not claim to represent the speech of every Hausa 
community, but rather that it is a representation of major phonological 
and morphological features which are signals to dialect variation and 
are easily recognizable by both native and non-native speakers.
Our primary aim in classifying these varieties of Hausa into 
larger groups was to enable us to formulate a statement of a general 
nature concerning commonly shared features when dealing with a 
particular group of varieties, as will be seen in the subsequent 
chapters.
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CHAPTER 3 
THE UNDERLYING CONSONANTS OF HAUSA
3.1.0 I nt roduct ion:
In chapter one different approaches to the study of dialects were 
discussed. After examining each approach it was decided that the 
present description of Hausa dialects would be handled within the 
framework of generative phonology. Chapter 2 of this thesis examined 
the major areas of dialect variation in Hausa, It will be recalled 
that EH and WH show differences in surface phonetic realizations of 
certain foims where certain classes phonetic sounds are present in one 
dialect but absent in the other; such as for example the labialized 
alveolars and palatalized and labialized glottal fricatives which are 
present in WH but are absent in EH. And, of course, the different 
realizations of certain 'grammatical' markers. For example, the 
feminine marker.
Based on the theory of generative phonology the present chapter 
and the next one aim at interpreting those differences by relating them 
to a common source, Initially we shall aim at establishing the under­
lying phonemic system for the language.
In order to be able to describe the Hausa dialects within the 
framework adopted here we shall begin by taking the full set of plain 
consonants together with all the corresponding labialized and palatalized 
ones. All these will be taken as representing underlying consonants 
of Hausa. The exception here, however, is [J'-1] .
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whieh~4s-mmide:elyingl;y- -/cfrj/i * One reason why we adopt this course 
is that it is more economical to have a larger set of underlying 
segments since it will require less phonological constraints for­
bidding certain feature combinations. It is also more plausible to 
have a rule which will derive nonpalatalized/labialized segments 
from palatalized/labialized segments in the environment before a 
low vowel [a] than to derive palatalizedylabialized segments from 
plain consonants in this type of environment. Such a rule is un­
natural because there is no phonetic motivation present. Consider, 
for example, the following rules:
3,1.1. + cons / + syll
— — ^  [- round]/---
+ round / round _
3,1.2. + cons / + syll
■"y> [+ round J /
- round / - round
The first rule is natural, while the second rule is unnatural. 
Moreover in a diachronic linguistic analysis the reason could simply 
be expressed by saying that a merger is more likely to have happened 
than a split. This type of explanation implies that EH appears to 
have lost most of the original labialized consonants (except the velar 
ones which still exist) through merger, while WH seems to retain most 
of the original labialized consonants. Both dialects have palatalized 
segments.
These palatalized/labialized segments will be treated as 
/C meaning they are single phonemes not sequences of two conson­
ants, i.e. a plain consonant plus a glide. One reason for this is
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that when geminated they behave in the sane way as plain consonant
se^nents do (i.e. they occur as a sequence of identical consonants
when geminated as in, for example, the formation of the intensive
wverb forms) e.g. /k asa/ 'to remove' has the intensive form 
[k^kW ;a:sa:J (see ;2.1*27 and 4-.5.0). The second argument is that 
the morpheme structure of Hausa does not tolerate a tense (long) 
vowel followed by two consonants word-medially or by a single conson­
ant word-finally, wh£r^£&_ these segments are preceded by
tense vowel word-medially thus supporting our analyzing them as single 
phonemes. Moreover, from the phonetic point of view in articulating 
them 'the off glide [w] and [y]tire, simultaneous not sequential 
with the release of the stop' (cf. Pike, 1956: 131-35).
The following list of underlying consonants will therefore be 
adopted for the purpose of describing and comparing Hausa dialects:
Systematic Phonemic Systematic phonetic realizations
hi M , lb], [p].
/$w y M , IhW l
h^ l I*3!. LhJ ]
M M
h i [6]
M M , [ml
M LJ], [w]
/n / w . M ,  W
; W,
/n / M - , [nW ]
/I/ [i]
/lw / [i], H W]
A / [r]. [r]
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System atic Phonemic System atic pho ne tic  re a liz a t io n s
/ r  / [ r ] , M
A / W ,  [s ] ,  [1 ] ,  [ j ] ,  [ t ]
/ t w/ [ t ] ,  [ t w]
/ t s / [ t s ' ] , [ t f ]
w / / t s  / [ t 's 'J ,  [ ts w ]
/ d / M  , [<&], Id ]
/cT/ W  , [d]
/d w/ [d ],  [dw]
/ < ? / [d ],  [< f]
M [ r ] ,  [ J ] ,  [ z l ,  [s i
/ s  / M ,  Is " ]
N Id s ],  [z l
/ W,/  z / [z ] ,  [zWl
/ / / [J ]
y t f / I t f ]
m / Ids]
/ jV U l
/ k / [kW] ,  I t 1] ,  M
/k w/ f-
1
5=
A j / i t ]
A / ik w’ ] ,  [kj ' ] ,  [ k ' i
/&w/ ikw ' ]
A 3/ [ k ^ ' l
yg / [gW] ,  I f f1] ,  Is]
I s 1/ [gW]
I s ?  I [gj ]
m [?]
/ h / [h]
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The above list provides us with the total sum of underlying 
non-syllabic phonemes of Hausa. Normally, the underlying consonants 
are considerably less numerous than the total list of phonetic con­
sonants required for all dialects. What is more important about the 
list is that we can make the following generalizations about the 
dialects. That nonlabialized alveolar consonants are realized in 
the same way in both dialects in the environment before high vowels 
(/i, i, u, u /) and mid vowels (/e, oJ) except in the case of the 
alveolar affricate ejective ytsy which is realized as palato-alveolar 
ejective affricate ( [ t f ] ) .  The labialized counterparts, on the other 
hand, in EH are all realized as plain consonants in the environment
before the low1 vowel ( [a]) (except the velar ones), so that rounding 
is redundant except in this environment, Eor example, to account for 
/zw/ becoming [z] in EH a delabialization rule of the form
'”+ cons
1
+ syll
+ ant ----^  [- round] 1 + low
+ round 1 - round.
can be formulated. While the above rule reveals one important fact 
about the dialects i.e. as having a single underlying form but each 
having different rules.
The above delabialization rule could enable us to make the gen­
eralization that all labialized alveolar consonants in WH correspond 
to nonlabialized ones in EH.
The case is rather different with the underlying consonants /?/ ,y?"/ and 
in that these bilabial fricatives are realized as glottal frica­
tives (/h/, /hUy and /hLV) in WH, w'hile in EH they surface as bilabial
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fricatives except that the delabialization rule operates on J h J , 
Consider the following table
Systematic Phoneme Surface Phonetic realizations
EH WH
h i M M
/*w/ [*] [hw]
1^/ o 1] [hi
/h / M [h]cf:
Setting up bilabial fricatives as underlying segments is more 
economical in the sense that it avoids using diacritics to mark 
every word having an initial JhJ; for example, we would not know to 
which /h/ the /h/ in /hipay and /hitilay meaning 'to pass the night 
chatting’ and ’lamp’ respectively, belongs if we set up yh/ as 
underlying for both. Moreover, the rule whereby /$/ — » Jjb] is a
natural one; the reverse is not. In order to account lor these hila­
bials surfacing as glottal fricatives in WH we need the following rule;
1
[- ant]
+ ant
- cor 
+ cont
- voice
The above rule states that bilabial fricatives became glottal fri­
catives.
The next segmental variation to be discussed consists in [p^ ] and
1. This is the type of process for which Lass (1976) has proposed 
'bigestural matrices' and rules involving 'gesture shift'.
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[cfij] , It will be recalled that EH [2^ ] corresponds to Mi [cfij]
(seeS'hll). Consider the following exanples:
EH Mi
[?^a:] [cfija:] 'daughter'
[i^cntfi:] [cfijewtfi:] 'freedom1
In order to account for the surface forms [y^ ] and [cfij] in EH 
and Mi respectively we would have either to set up JdijJ at the under­
lying level or /d? ]. We might set up JdPJ at the underlying level to 
account for the EH [?^ ] and WH [cfij]. This would require three rules 
altogether. The first rule would convert ] $ /  to £y^] (i.e. from a 
palatalized alveolar inplosive to a palatalized glottal stop) such as 
the following:
EH rule (obligatory).
+ cons
syll
+ cor
+ ant - ant
- cont ------- > - cor
- bk - voice
+ pal
+ glot
+ voice
The above rule asserts that glottalized alveolar inplosive be­
comes a palatalized glottal stop.
Hie second rule would be a resegmenting rule (i.e. a rule creating
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two segments from one). This rule would convert /cf*/ into a sequence 
/cf/ and /j/ as two seperate segments, as follows:
WH resegmenting rule (obligatory)
cons r+ cons ~ cons
- syll - syll - syll
+ cor + cor + pal
+ ant + ant + high
+ pal ^=> - pal - cor
- bk - bk - ant
- cont - cont + voice
+ glot + glot + cont
+ voice + voice glot.
The above rule splits /cf*/ into sequences /d/ and JjJ as seperate 
segments. The next rule would be an epenthetic rule which would in­
sert a vowel between these segments. This rule would be necessary 
because the Hausa morpheme structure prohibits sequences of two conson­
ants in initial position, so that 'cfja* would become 'cfija5. All the 
above processes can be exemplified by presenting the derivations of the 
underlying /cf*a/ 'daughter* as follows:
EH: /cf*a/ UR
gesture shift 
SR
?Ja
WH: /eft/
dja
cfija
UR
resegment ing 
epenthesis
[cfija:] SR
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The second alternative would be to set up /cfij/ at the under­
lying level, lb derive EH form [j'-'a:] ’daughter* we would need (i) 
an (otherwise) unmotivated syncope rule which would delete Jij (ii) 
a rule which would reduce /cf/ to [?] (iii) a segnent fusion rule which 
would turn the sequence ?j into a single complex segment 1?. Ihe 
above processes can be formulated as follows:
3*1,7 EH syncope rule
+ syll 
+ pal 
+ high 
*- tense
+ cons
- syll 
* cor 
+ ant
- bk
- cont 
+ glot 
+ voice
- cons
- syll 
+ pal
3-, 1.8 EH rule
+ cons
- syll 
+ cor 
+ ant
- bk
- cont 
+ glot 
+ voice
- ant
- cor
- voice
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EH Seqment fusion
|T- —
- cons - cons
- syll - cons - syll
- ant - syll - ant
- cor - bk - cor
- bk + cont ----- - bk7
- cont
- cont + voice
- voice
- voice + pal + pal
- pal + high + high^
- high
Rale 3.1.7 deletes / i j  of /di j/, while rule 3,1.8 converts j<S] 
into /?/» Rule 3.1.9 turns 2 and j into a palatalized glottal stop 
Derivation of the underlying /dija/ can then proceed as follows:
EH: /cfija/
dja
?ja
2^a
UR
syncope
gesture shift 
segment fusion 
SR
Of these interpretations, we prefer the latter (i.e. the analysis 
which requires setting up /cfij/ at the underlying level). The basis 
of our preference is that while it is only in EH that /cfij/ does not 
surface as [dij] (except in [dija:ni:] meaning completely), J<5?/ never 
surfaces as [dJ] in either EH or WH. However, either JdOj or /dij/ 
still requires us to posit complex phonological rules to reach the sur­
face form [2J].
Another problematic, pair of candidates are the two Rs i.e. the 
trilled 'r' and the flapped Tp \  The majority of writers on Hausa
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claim that there are some varieties of Hausa which lack the trilled 
'r1, such as WH (cf. Muhammad undated). It is true to say
that at the surface level the 'r' does not exist, but it is wrong to 
assume that the segment does not exist at all. A careful conparatiye 
study of some words which contain the trilled 'r1 in EH shows that 
to every trilled 'r' in EH there is a corresponding ’l1 in WH, as 
follows:
EH WH Gloss
drrma dplma lead (substance)
gnrrna gnlma plough
grrgedl gulgrdr warning
tsrrta tsulta spit
$vrka Ing lk a awake
mf$arki irretnglki dream
These Rs cannot be predicted within a given lexical item (i.e. 
there is no particular environment in which one occurs to the exclusion 
of the other) but they are contrastive as in beta vs bera meaning 
'servant1 and ’begging1 respectively; $eri vs $epi meaning ’ogling* 
and 'white1 respectively. The only generalizations one can make about 
them are (i) that only flapped ’p1 exists in WH at the level of sur­
face representation (ii) that the majority of loanwords beginning with 
an ’R ’ in EH begin with a trilled 1r 1 (iii) that in the formation of 
intensive verb forms all segments with the feature [- son, + cor] in 
their final stem consonants become trilled [r],  ^ (iv) the trilled 'r1
1. Abraham (1959b) and Newman (1980) make the same observation.
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in simple forms preceding a consonant should be realized as [l] in 
WH and (v) all forms beginning with a trilled 'r* in EH are to be 
realized as [p] in.WH.
g
What is more intriguing about the R is that even within the 
same dialect they seem to be in free-varration in certain lexical 
items, e.g. nredera r-* medepa 'milk*.
In order to account for this variation we need the following rule 
3.1.9 WH rule (obligatory):
+ son - vib
— >
lat>+ vib
<J- syll]^>
The above rule asserts that a trilled Jr] becomes lateral [l] in 
the environment before nonsyllabic segment and devibrates elsewhere. 
This rule applies to WH. ^
1. The rule which converts /r/ to [l] operates in Daura as well.
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3,2.1. VOWELS.
Definition: In simple, straight-forward words Sloat, Taylor and 
Hoard (1978:10) define vowels as ’speech sounds made by shaping the 
oral cavity while allowing free passage of air from lungs’.
In the preceding chapter we showed that vowels show very little 
dialect variation for essentially the dialects have the same vowels.
In this section therefore we will look into different views held about 
them and finally establish what we believe are to be the underlying 
vowels of Hausa.
A number of writers on Hausa maintain that Hausa has a five vowel 
system each term of which can either be short or long. These writers 
seen to be carried away by the Hausa written form rather than the spoken 
form. However, there are few; among than who recognize that the difference 
between long and short is not just of quantity but also of quality.
Schon (1862:1-7) one of the earliest and most prolific contributors 
to the study of Hausa, recognizes two categories of Hausa vowels, namely
(i) Fundamental vowels and (ii) Subordinate vowels. According to him 
the fundamental vowels are as follows: i, a, u, while the subordinate 
vowels are g, e, e, i, i, a, a, o, rf . He goes on to say that e and i 
when extremely short are represented as e and i; a or e as in sarki/serki 
'king', dare or dere 'night', da yawa/de yawa 'alot, in abundance’. He 
remarks that these vowels are either short or long.
In another publication some years later, Schon (1877) revized his 
vowels as follows: a, a, a, e s e , e, i, T, i, o, o, c>, o, o, u, u, u.
He states ’we write five vowels in Hausa, but their appearance and form
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is different; we write in this way: a, e, i, o, u; and a, e, e_, 1, o, 
o, u; and a, e, 1, o, u. They are all the same, but their sound is 
different,' (p.5.).
This statement is contradictory. If they are different sounds 
then they are distinct phonemes unless there is sane phonetic motiva­
tion making than otherwise, as for example, that seen which restricts 
one segment from occurring in a certain positions, such as /nj and [q] 
in Hausa - the latter being then interpreted as an allcphone of the for­
mer. Schon does not say in what way they are the same. He fails to 
state the environments. Failure to provide environments is the major 
limitation of this analysis.
Taylor (1923: 1-14) identifies four vowels represented with capital
vChich
letters/seems to imply that they are somehow either 'underlying' (mor- 
phophonemic) or ' archiphonemic'. According to him /A/ can be wide or 
narrow. He cites example of a wide /A] as in 'passer' or 'Mann' ; and 
provides tar a 'nine1 as a Hausa example. * The narrow JAJ can be heard 
in pronouncing English 'but' or Hausa warm an 'this'. The vowel fEj is 
heard at times a [a]in 'and' and 'sir' but when in final position, it 
must not be prolonged into the diphthong *EI', He saj^ s, '/0/ is always 
a pure 'O' which is a rare sound in English, where it is almost always 
followed by lip movement, thus producing 'ou'' (op. cit. p.11).
Bargery7 (1934) recognizes five vowels. They are i, e, a, o, u. 
These sane segment symbols are used both in his orthographic representa­
tions as well as in the phonetic transcriptions in which the author 
tries to indicate vowel quantity.
Abraham (1959 and 1973) has the same number of vowels and uses an
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almost identical transcription to Bargery's (1934).
Camochan (1952) recognizes five orthographic vowels, i, e, 
a, o, u and three syllables. He maintains 'In the stem a five term 
vowel system operates', (op. cit, p.78). Camochan's analysis pro­
vides us with a valuable insight into the problems of Hausa vowels.
He shows that both laxness and tenseness are suprasegmental pheno­
menon. We find that Camochan's five tense vowels are as follows:
B:, i:, e:, o;, u:, (with no corresponding short ones) and the follow­
ing four lax ones: a, l, e,£) (they have no corresponding long counter­
parts except [i], Consider the following examples (extracted from 
Camochan, op. cit. pp. 88-90).
6. Ya saye shi He bought it
7. I, ya saya Yes, he has
8. A'a. bai saya ba No, he has not
9. Rijiya ta cika The well is full
10. Ba ta cika ba It is not full
11. Ya cike tulu He filled the pot
14. Ba ta cike ba It has not
15. Ya ciko tulu He filled the pot
16. A'a bai ciku ba No, it has not
Transcription
6, [jp:sAje:Ji?]
7. Cjp:sAjp:]
8. [bAISAjPlbP1?]
9. [ri:d3i tf ikv?]
10. [bAta tfI kAb^'?]
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11= [j f : tT iketu:lu:]
14. [bAtAtf ike:be* ?]
15= [j£?: tj iko:tu:lu:]
20. [bAi tf ik$b£'?]
The above transcription reveals the following information: that 
(orthographic) ’a' has two surface realizations [g:] and [a]; that ’e ’ 
surfaces both as [e:] and [e]; that Tu r surfaces both as [i;] and [i];
and that 1o ’ surfaces as [o:]„
A careful examination of these sentences reveals the following im­
portant facts about the nature and number of these vowels. We see that
[b :] as in ya 'he1 in examples 6, 7, 11 and 15, and as in ya in the
words saya rto buy’, rijiya ’well’; and [a]as in saye ba ta cika, bai;
and [l] as in bai rijiya (the ’i1 preceding ya) and ciko are not phon­
etically determined variants and as a result do not surface differently 
despite the differences of their environments. What this means is that 
the environments in which these vowels occur neither change the quality 
nor the quantity of these vowels so that fe:] , [a] , [i] are not allophones 
of /a/, /a/, /i/ respectively but are simply distinct phonemes.
Hodge and Unar (1963 in Sloat, Taylor and Hoard (1978:137)) recognize
the following surface representations of Hausa vowels: [i], [l], [e],
[a], fe] , [o], [u], [u]. We find that the vowels [i] , [e], [a] , [o] ,
[u] as in [ypwa] 'many', [sucQJ 'blue', [dabbobi] 'animals’ and [dure]
correspond exactly to the vowels commonly referred to as long vowels. On
the other hand their vowels [i] , [S’] and [u] as in [msgrna] ’speech’ ,
[girma] 'largeness', [kasuwaj 'market' correspond to the short vowels. 1
1. These vowels are given in the authors' transcription. In the present 
transcription they would appear thus [jswa:], [ju:di:], [drb:o:bi:], 
[ctofe:], [mrgE-na:], [gJipma:], [ka:suwa:] respectively.
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This transcription provides strong grounds to deduce that the authors 
might have set up J1J, JeJ, ]&], JoJ, JuJ, /i/, Jb J and JuJ underly- 
ingly,
Hoffman & Schachter (1969:72-84) present a very good chart which seems to 
represent the Hausa vowels adequately. The (trapezoid) diagram con­
tains ten vowels which are phonetically different. They could be in­
terpreted as follows: /i/, ///, JeJ, JeJ, /a/, /g/f JoJ, JoJ, /u/, /u/.
Thtit'r five long vowels occupy the positions of i, e, a, o and u, while 
the short vowels occupy the positions of i, £ , e> , o and u. One observes 
that the chart is more accurate, in the sense that the vowels are well 
plotted and seem to represent the Hausa vowels more accurately than the 
accompanying notes on the vowels. Some of the points expressed are 
either misleading or too general. For example, the authors state, 1 J1J 
contrasts with JuJ only in final position. After palatalized velars 
/i/ occurs to the exclusion of JuJ. After labialized velars JuJ occurs 
to the exclusion of /i/. Elsewhere JiJ and JuJ alternate with one another, 
and after a sound between the - [i] - is heard, e.g. /yte:birj or jte:bir] 
'table',1 (op. cit. p.78).
The claim is not completely true; hence too general and misleading. 
Consider, for example, the following words:
guda 'one' versus gida 'house'
ruga 'camp' " riga 'precede'
guna 'melon' " gina 'build'
guri 'place' " giri 'bluff
busa 'flute' " bisa height'
buta 'kettle' " bita 'study*
buri 'wish' " biri 'monkey'
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guna 'annoy' versus gina 'ant'
tsufa 'old-age' " tsifa 'combing'
Kraft and Kirk-Greene (1973: 9-12), like seme of the Hausa 
investigators, have five vowels for Hausa they maintain that 'short 
vowels are quantitatively shorter in duration than the long vowels 
and very often differ in quality as well.,, , The fact that a given 
vowel is shorter rather than long may also be signalled (especially 
in closed syllable).by the fact that the short vowel sounds different 
from its long counterpart. Thus, the difference between tafi 'go 
away' and tafi 'palm of the hand', is signalled both by the differences 
in the actual length of the two a's and by the fact that they 'sound' 
different (i.e. have a different phonetic quality', (op. Cit. p.11).
In another publication Kraft and Kraft (1973) maintain that 
. 'a' sounds much like the vowel in English, 'but' whereas 'a' sounds 
more like the vowel in 'hot' (p. 27),
If Kraft and Kraft maintain that the difference between /a/ and 
/a/ in Hausa is similar to that which exists between /but/ and /hot/ 
then the difference is one of quality rather than of quantity. This is 
because /a/ and /£>/ are distinct vowels in English and the difference 
is of quality. For example, cod vs. cud; crotch vs. crutch; coddle 
vs. cuddle.
From the different analyses so far examined for Hausa vowels we 
are able to deduce that there are more than five underlying vowels in 
Hausa. Consider the following words:
duka 1 allr
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duka ’flogging’
fito ’whistling’
fito ’ferrying across
riga ’gown’
riga ’precede’
ruga ’Fulani canp’
ruga ’run away’
fari ’white’
fari ’ogling’
No phonetician or phonologist, after listening to these words 
from a native Hausa speaker, could say that the difference between 
every word in a pair consists only in the quantity of the vowels of 
the words o 'What this means is that what the majority of Hausa writers 
would call the short counterparts of the corresponding long ones are 
not really identical phonemes for the simple reason that there is no 
phonetic justification for treating than so. Both phonemes (long and 
short vowels) contrast in identical environments. So that the difference 
between the vowels is basically one of quality and that is what matters 
to us here.
The Underlying vowels: Now we conclude that the dichotomy drawn between
long and short vowels is not the principle difference making such vowels 
contrastive but rather that it is the vowel quality. This is the same 
as the difference between the vowels e.g. between /i/ and /e/ which con­
trast only in quality. We establish the following vowels as the under­
lying vowels for Hansa: /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/ which are tense and 
long. /■/, /**/. fvsj which are lax and short, idnse vowels are always
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long, while lax vowels are always short. Tenseness or laxness of a 
vowel are not predictable features (except in closed syllables in 
which case the vowel must be lax). Moreover tone does not play any 
role in the tense/lax opposition. However, across morpheme boundaries 
we may find that tense vowels become [-tense] , for example, /keke^ n/
’the bicycle’ becomes [k^erk^eq] or [k^ e:k^ gr)] ; /bako^n/ ’the stranger' 
surfaces as [ba;kw oq] or [ba:kW£> q]. [e] and [o] in these examples
would have to be interpreted as surface realizations of JeJ and JoJ 
respectively, since there are no lax mid-vowels phonemes, ^ (see 1axing 
rule,3,(5.71). So that an overall picture of Hausa vowels under various 
possible environments may proceed as follows:
(i) In open syllables (CVCV) the following vowels are possible:
[i:], [e:], [a:], [oil, [u:] , M ,  [i], [u].
(ii) In closed syllables within a morpheme there are the following:
[ i ] ,  [e ] ,  M .
(iii) In final open syllables which undergo syllable closure
by means of a consonantal suffix there are [i], [e] , [v] ,
[o], M, [*].
These surface representations will be interpreted as follows:
[i] as surface representation of /i/ or JiJ; [p] as surface representation 
of /p/, /a/, JeJ or Jo/; [u] as surface representation of JuJ or JuJ;
[e] as surface representation of /e/; /o/ as surface representation of 
fof and [h] as surface representation of either /i/ or /u/.
1. Carnochan (1951) argues essentially for this.
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In order to differentiate the ’long' vowels from the ’short' 
ones within the distinctive feature theory we need the feature [tense]. 
Hie following table is presented to show the use of the feature [tense], 
along with the tongue body features and the feature [ round] for distin­
guishing Hausa underlying vowels:
i i e a 2 o u u
high + + +
lOW
back
round +
tense + _  + + _ + _ +
NB„ The feature [round]is redundant is specifying vowels (see 5.5) 
Our argument is that vowel quantity in Hausa is not phonemic for 
the simple reason that there is no single case (as far as we are aware) 
in the language where a long vowel contrasts with a corresponding short 
one of the same quality. Hie difference in vowel quantity in Hausa, to 
put in Sloat's words, ’is a concomitant of the tense/lax distinction', 
(Sloat, Taylor and Hoard, 1978:91).  ^ It is therefore wrong to assume
1. Sloat, Taylor and Hoard (op, cit. p,9) provide an exanple in which 
lexical items contrast by vowel quantity without affecting the 
tenseness feature of either segment, for exanple, ’.,.the high 
back vowels of the Finnish words unni [un:i] ’over* and uni [uni] 
'sheep’ are both tense’. This is not the case in Hausa. Consider 
also the following pairs (extracted from Jones, 1950):
French: bette
bete
[ bet] 
[be: t]
German: trenne
trane
[trene]
[ trene]
Japanese: [ toke:]
[to:ke:]
’clock'
1 statistics
Kikuyu: [ a:re ] 
[ are]
'daughters’ 
'he has’
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that the primary distinction between the short and long vowels is their 
quantity.
The present analysis is similar to that of Hodge and Unar (1963) 
in that both analyses recognize the same number of vowels in Hausa, 
namely five tense ones and three lax ones.
We would finally like to draw attention to the fact that this 
analysis does not claim that vowel quantity has no role to play in 
Hausa phonology but rather it wishes to show1 that vowel quantity is 
not relevant within the framework adopted here,
3.2.2, Diphthongs: Donegan (1968: 106) defines a diphthong as 'a
two-part vocalian that constitute a single syllabic peak.., since, 
in a diphthong, two vowels are mapped onto a single syllable, one of 
them must be nonsyllabic'. According to her 'diphthongs originate in 
segments that already exist, as when two vowels become adjacent and 
one loses syllabicity, when a consonant adjacent to a vowel vocalizes, 
or when one 'half of a single vowel undergoes a change in quality so 
that the two halves are no longer identical', (op. cit. p,112). Ander­
son (1972) maintains that in a diachronic phonology it is a phonetic
tB
change of segments which at one stage we,/ realized as monophthongs and 
at a later stage come to be realized as diphthongs.
3,2.2.1 Various analyses of the Hausa diphthongs:
A glance at any Hausa literature, granmar books, dictionaries, 
newspapers etc. etc, wall reveal to us that there is a need for re­
examining the Hausa diphthongs. This is because there is uncertainty 
as to how many phonetic diphthongs there are in Hausa. It appears that
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every writer has a different interpretation.
Schon (1862) recognizes four diphthongs. They are ai, an, ei 
and oi„ In another place the same author recognizes yet another 
diphthong making a total number of five diphthongs. Hiey are as 
follows (extracted from Schon, 1877: 3):
ai as in kai ’you’; sai ’until'
au 11 n dauda ’filth1; dauka 'take
ei ! 1 i t kadai 1 only’; deina 'stop’
oi I t i t kwoi reggf; bokoi ’seven
Id­ 11 i t guiwa 'knee':i
Bargery (1934) recognizes three diphthongs. They are ai, au and
ei.
Abraham (1973) recognizes four diphthongs, namely ai, au, ei and 
ui. A glance through Abraham’s dictionary (i.e. Dictionary of the 
Hausa Language) reveals to us that the author was either uncertain of 
what should be the diphthongs or unable to distinguish between long 
’e' and ’ai’. Ihe author treats them as variants, for exanple, he 
provides twe different spellings for the word ’sea' as teiku and taiku;
' gift ’ as tukuici and tukwici (this is a small gift given to bearer of 
a bigger gift).
The Hausa language Board (1966) which was the body responsible 
for standardizing Hausa orthography recognizes two diphthongs, namely
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ai and an. But ironically, when it comes to writing words such as 
'goat', ’knee' or ’reed' one finds that there is a lot of confusion 
and inconsistency. The words are spelt differently as akuya or 
akwiya ’goat’, guiwa or gwiwa 'knee1 , kuiwa or kwiwa ’.reed'. Thus 
confusing phonemic transcription, phonetic transcription and conven­
tional (orthographic) spelling, ^
In this section therefore we wall show1 that there are three under­
lying vowel-plus-glide sequences in Hausa which surface as phonetic 
diphthongs. They are /sw/, fBj/ and /uj/, We will justify it on the 
basis of (i) a phonotactic constraint (ii) the regular correspondences 
of /u/: /m/ or /b/ between the dialects (iii) the behaviour of non- 
syllabic sonorants and stridents and (iv) the metathesis rule.
The Phonotactic Constraint: There is a unanimous agreement among
the Hausaists that Hausa phonology does not tolerate a cluster of vowels 
or consonants within a syllable. The following syllable structures CV,
CV and CVC have generally been proposed, so that when there is a sequence 
of two vowels as a result of a morphological process the sequence must 
be broken by inserting a glide or by deleting one of the vowels. This 
therefore denies any possibility of Hausa diphthongs originating from 
two vowels (see truncation and epenthesis rules, ^.6.0).
The next point supporting the analysis is seen in the regular 
correspondences of / u/ in EH to / m/ or / b/ in WH. It has been observed
1. Schuh (1973), though holds the two-diphthong view (i.e. ai and au)
he indicates various surface representations of /ai/. Hoffman (1969) 
also identifies different surface realizations of ai and au.
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that in certain forms where EH has au as in sauro ’mosquito' and 
kauri 'thickness' WH has samro and kabri respectively. This suggests 
that the underlying sequence is a vowel plus a consonant, otherwise 
there seems to be no plausible way to account for / u/ becoming [ m] , 
[ b] or j m/ and / b/ surfacing as [ u] . Treating it as a vowel plus 
a consonant the 'au' in sauro and kauri will become 'aw' and simply 
account for the /w/: JmJaod Jb/ by hardening or softening rule. We 
prefer the latter (see weakening rule 3.6.8).
Tie third point is that when one looks at the consonants which 
freely precede any consonant other than an identical consonant one 
finds that these consonants form two natural classes, namely (i) 
sonorants and (ii) stridents (though the former are more frequent). 
Because of this natural grouping it is easier and more economical to 
treat the ai and au as ay and aw respectively so that there are no 
absentees from the set of sonorants, consider, for example, the fol­
lowing two analyses:
A B
sauro sawro 'mosquito'
guiwa gujwa 'knee'
danko danko 'rubber, gum
kulki kulki 'club'
sarki sarki 'king'
tarobaya tambaya 'question'
Analysis 'A' has a 'gap' in the first and second words, while 
group 'B' presents a natural class, namely the nonsyllabic sonorants, 
thus 'w', 'j', 'n', 't', 'r' and 'm'.
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Hie last point in support of the vowel-plus-consonant analysis 
consists in the application of the metathesis rule* 'We will provide 
some examples from EH and WH written both according to the current 
orthographic practice and according to the proposed analysis.
A(i) According to the current orthographic practice:
EH WH
baiwa bauya ’slave-girl’
maiwa mauya ’ a type of cereal'
saiwa sauya r root1
A(ii) According to the present analysis:
EH WH
b’gjwa bgwja
mpjwa mtwja.
spjwa s&wja
Consider the following also
B(i) According to the current orthographic practice
EH WH
1
aure arme amre ’marriage’
daure darme damre ’to tie’
sauri sarmi samri !'haste’
saurayi sanmayi sarnrayi ’youth1
kyauro kyarmo kyamro ’an arrow-shaft’
dauro darmo damro ^ ’A type of cereal
1. Hie second column under EH is typical of Daura pronunciation,
2. In Sakkwato town and nearby areas /m^jwa/ is more frequent.
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B(ii)
C(i)
According to the
EH
?£pme
cfrwpe cfpproe
sewpi sepaii
spwpp j i saimpji
ki wpo
•i
k ppmo
ds-wpo dppmo
According to the
EH
gauraya
WH
?rmpe
denrge
svrnpi
spmppj i
k'-tmfo
dpmpo
WH
garwaya 'mix' 
dauraya cfarwaya 'wash, rinse'
kauraya karwaya 'walk about'
C(ii) According to the present analysis
ggwp^ja gt-rw^ja
cfewreja cfepw^ja
kewpK’ja  kewps-ja
It will be seen that the metathesized segments in the present 
analysis are /i/:/u/; /u,/:/m/ /u/:/r/ and JrJ'.fm/( There is no 
phonetic motivation responsible for changing /i/ to [u] or vice versa
or /r/ to [u] or vice versa and the only way possible to understand
the phenomenon is in terms of a metathesis rule. Moreover, indeed, a 
metathesis rule cannot be stated if one of the input segments is vowel 
Because the metathesis rule involves rearrangement of segments, the 
inputs of which must consist of two symbols rather than one and the
output to the input consists of the same two symbols as in the input,
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but in reverse order (cf. Sloat, Taylor and Hoard, 1977). The next 
thing is to go for the proposed analysis. We need the following rules 
to account for the metathesis:
+syll 
* low
3.2.2.2 m — >  m /[+syll] ----  [+syll]
3.2.2.3 rw — >  wr /  [+syll] —  [+syll]
Our arguments for the rules to work this way are as follows: 
Regarding rule 3.2.2,1 it has been observed that in all our data 
there is not any single instance where we have a sequence jvt] + C 
in a WH form which corresponds to something else in EH so that when­
ever there is fwj + C in WH there is a corresponding /w/ + c in EH, 
while the converse is not true. EH / w/ + C may correspond to any of 
these in WH: / w/ + C, / m/ + C or / bj + C. Consider also the fol­
lowing example:
/spjwa/ : /spwjaj 'root1
/spjwowi/ : /sgjju/ 'roots*
If we were to treat the direction of the metathesis the other way 
we would have difficulty in accounting for the plural forms.
The evidence for rule 3,2,2.2 can be seen in the plural forms 
of certain nouns. While EH differs from WH in the singular form of 
the word 'youth* thus ’spwppji', 'spfmpji' and 'spmppji, they both have 
'spmapi' as the plural form. The same is true for the following words:
3.2.2.1 jw WJ /
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EH WH BOTH
??wte
k^mpe fdoor mare ' doors1
Jgmpe 'marriage ?emape ! brides1
Cf. ?pmppja ?pmppja ’bride
c&wpi dpmpi 1 tie'
cfe-pni
Cf, cfpmppa dpmFpa 'belt1 drmrru ’belts
Rule 3.2,2.3 can be justified on basis of regular correspondences 
which apart from the cases under discussion are maintained, namely that 
to every EH / w/ there should be a corresponding W H / m / o r / b /  which 
means if we were to set up /wr/ as the underlying we would expect to 
find the following forms ^gpmp^ja/ or */gfetTCja/ - but as the asterisks 
indicate, these are unacceptable.
Analyzing diphthong as a vowel - plus- glide does not/provide us 
with a straight forward framework within which we can handle all our 
phonetic diphthongs but also with a means to account for the dialect 
differences and certain phonotactic constraints. It also provides a 
solution to the age-old problem of inconsistency in the way Hausa is 
written and of inability of Hausa analysts to distinguish between 
phonemic transcription, phonetic transcription and orthographic spelling. 
Based on this analysis the following distinctions could be drawn between 
systematic phonemic and systematic phonetic:
onty
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Orthographic
aiki
taiki
taimako
hausa
hauka
haure
tukuici
tukwici
guiwa
gwiwa
kuiSi
kwiki
lufcui
lu£wi
Systematic
phonemic
/?£*jkiy
/ t p j k i /
/tfjmekoy
/huwsa] 
/hrwka/ 
/hrwye J
ytukujtf iy
/gujwn/
/kujtiy
/lukuj/
Systematic
phonetic
[?^jk^i:] 
[tsjk^i:] 
[tr> jmek^o: ]
[hrwsa: ] 
[hewka: ] 
[htwpe: ]
[tukwu j i: ]
[gwujwa:]
[k^  uj£>i:] 
[lukw uj]
Gloss
work
skin-bag
help
Hausa 
madness 
tooth, tusk
gift
knee
side of the body 
very soft
Finally, how the ’perfectionists' decide to write their language is 
up to them, but surely, unless lines of demarcation are drawn between 
the phonemic transcription, the phonetic transcription and the orthographic 
(conventional) spelling there will remain no explanation for why they have 
tayaku pi. of taiki ’skin bag’, or ayyuka pi. of aiki. And it will remain 
a mystery to them as to whether to write tukuici or tukwici; guiwa or 
gwiwa q
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3.3.0 Length in Consonants.
Both the traditionalists as well as the generativists have re­
presented long consonants (and vowels) in two ways: (i) as a single 
segment specified [+long] or as a sequence of two identical segments. 
Although both representations are necessary for a proper statement of 
phonological rules the choice of one over the other or the choice of 
both in describing a single language depends upon the language and 
the number of varieties of the language to be examined. One variety 
may use one representation and the other variety uses another. Or one 
language may prefer to use one interpretation to the other (cf. Ken- 
stowicz and Kisseberth, 1979: 377-79).
The generally accepted criterion for preferring one representation 
to the other is that where long segments (geminates) behave the same as 
short segments (nongeminates) then the geminates are treated as single 
segments with the feature specification[+longK Where geminates behave 
as do two nonidentical segments they are treated as sequences of identical 
segments (cf, Saib, 1977: 299-316).
In the present description of Hausa length in nonsyllabic segments 
will be treated as a sequence of two identical segments. The decision 
to treat it in this way is based on the fact that geminates in Hausa 
behave as sequences of nonidentical segments behave, as seen in one 
of the Hausa MSCs, An MSC which prohibits the occurrence of a sequence 
of two nonsvllabic segments initially and finally applies both
to geminates as well as nongeminates (see S',5.1,6). Another MSC, which 
prohibits the occurrence of a tense vowel before a sequence of two non- 
syllabic segments does so regardless of whether the sequence consists of 
two identical segments or consists of two nonidentical segments (see
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3.5.1.4), There is no rule which applies to geminates and does not 
apply to a sequence of two nonidentical segments,
3.4, Distinctive features.
The basis for the system to be adopted here is that of SPE, with 
sane modifications. The authors of SPE use the following features to 
describe variations in place and manner of articulation: coronal vs. 
noncoronal; anterior vs. nonanterior; high vs, nonhigh, low vs. nonlow; 
rounded vs. nonrounded; nasal vs, nonnasal; continuant vs. noncontinuant; 
delayed release vs, strident; lateral vs, nonlateral.
SPE features have two functions: (i) to capture phonological 
contrasts in languages and (ii) to describe the phonetic content of 
segments derived by phonological rules as well as those of underlying 
segments. These features will be looked into with a view to their 
employment for the description of Hausa,
The features high, low and back which refer to the position of 
the body of the tongue were originally proposed for the vowels and 
later extended to consonants to distinguish and further specify the 
-Anterior consonants (SPE:305), We shall take first the feature [low], 
which has been proposed in SPE to distinguish, among other segments, 
glottal stop [?] from velar stops and could be relevant for Hausa to 
distinguish the sane segments. However the feature has been criticized 
as being irrelevant in the production of glottal stop, Tongue-height 
plays no part in the course of articulating the'sound I?]. Lass (1976: 
145-67) argues that any segment articulated outside the oral cavity can­
not involve a tongue-body feature,
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The feature continuant can be used to distinguish the alveolar 
stop /t/ from the alveolar fricative JsJ\ and J2J from Jhj. The 
feature 'strident1 will distinguish JsJ and Jzj from ]§]. 1 Lateral1
will distinguish J1J from JrJ and JxJ, and 'coronal1 will distinguish 
/m/ from /n/, while ’round1 will distinguish all plain consonants from 
their labialized counterparts, thus JkJ from /kw/; Jgj from Jgw/; Jtj 
from /tu/; /d/ from /d^/, /cf/ from Jcf’J) JsJ frcm Js^J; JzJ from _/zw/; 
/ts/ from /ts"/. 'Voice1 will distinguish JtJ from J6.J; JsJ from Jzj\ 
Jkj from JgJ; J tf ] from J d $]Jk* J frcm Jg^J and /sW/ from 7zW/.
The feature [+vibrant] will distinguish JrJ frcm JxJ, [^palatal] 
will distinguish front vowels frcm back vowels and thus enable us to 
combine JiJ and JeJ when accounting for palatalization of velar con­
sonants where the feature value for 'back1 cannot undergo change (cf 
fhomkin, 1970).
The substitution of the feature 'syllabic' for Jacobson's (.1956) 
feature vocalic is based on plausible arguments, though these are not 
really crucial for Hausa since liquids and nasals, (which may constitute 
syllabic peaks in English) are never syllabic in Hausa. Only vowels 
are [+syllabic], all other segments being [-syllabic]. Hie features 
[-high, -low?] which are feature specifications for mid-vowels and 
uvulars apply only to the vowels in Hausa since there are no uvulars 
in the language. The feature 'delayed release1 is relevant and will 
be used in accounting for the affrication of [+coronal, -strid, -sono- 
rant] in the environment before palatal vowels.
In the- SPE epilogue [suction] has been proposed for the velaric 
airstream sounds. They suggest in fact two distinct suction features,
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one to be associated with the velaric airstream mechanism (i.e. for 
the 'click' feature) and the other to be used in conjunction with 
glottal closure, (i.e. for the 'inplosive' feature). The 'inplosive' 
feature would refer to segments such as the Hausa /&/ and j<£] .
The feature [pressure] is like [suction] in the sense that it 
involves velar or glottal motion, except that the latter is an upward 
movement, while the former a downward movement. There are two 'pres­
sure' features, a 'velar pressure* and a 'glottal pressure'. The 
latter is traditionally known as 'ejection'.
'While clicks and glottalized sounds have been assigned these 
features, Sim (1577) argues that in the case of glottalized sounds 
the features [suctionl and [pressure] should be rejected and replaced 
by the feature [glottal]„ He defines the feature [ glottal] * as re­
ferring to the modification of the airstream mechanist when the glottis 
is completely closed, and either raised or lowered to alter the balance 
of air pressure on its two sides, [-glottal] refers to the absence of 
this modification', (p.34). He points out that ejectives can be 
[•fglott, -voice] and implGsives [+glott, +voice] and concludes by say­
ing that the substitution of the feature [tglottal] for the features 
[+suction], [-^pressure] 1 lies firstly in the more economic use of fea­
tures, and secondly, the indeterminacy of what is implied by [-pressure] 
and [-suction]', (op, cit„ p.3 ).
Tor the description of Hausa phonology Sim's feature [glottal] is 
preferred to the SPE features [pressure] and [suction] „ The reason 
being that if a segment has the features [+glottal, +voice] than it 
must, be inplosive. And if [+giottal, -voice] then it mist be ejective.
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There are no voiceless implosives in Hausa, neither are there voiced 
ejectives. 1
Ii the features [+suction, +voice] were assigned to the glot- 
talized voiced stops (/6/ and /cf/) and [^pressure, -voice] to the 
ejectives (/£/, /ts/ etc.) one would find it difficult to distinguish 
/£)/, /cf/ from /b/, /d/ because they could not be [-suction, +voice] 
because [-suction] might possibly imply [+pressure] unless we include 
both ’pressure1 and ’suction’ so that JbJ} JdJ would have to have the 
features [-suction, -pressure, +voicel which would be uneconomical.
Though the feature [glottal] is accepted for the purposes of 
the present analysis we would have to modify Sim's definition so as 
to include [?] „ The definition will then bee The feature [fglottal] 
requires the glottis to be completely closed so that it has the poten­
tial for altering the balance of air pressure on either side.
While in SPE both [?] and [h] have been assigned features [-cons, 
+son], Lass (1976) argues that this is ’erroneous’ and unjustifiable.
He cites several examples to show that these segments are more related 
to other stop segments than to glides. According to him they should 
be assigned features [-i-cons, -son] . This ’consonant-behaviour’ of 
these segments is also seen in Hausa, where they exhibit alternation 
behaviour with other stop consonants and with each other. Treating 
these segments as [-icons, -son], has also been favoured by same other 
linguists among whom are Ladefoged (1974), Brown (1972), Hyman (1975) 
and Sloat, Taylor & Hoard (1978). For the purposes of the present
1. There is no language (at least to our knowledge which has both
ejectives and implosives and where such segments contrast in voiced­
ness- a voiced ejective would seem to be physiologically impossible 
anyway!
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analysis ws would analyze them similarly, i.e. [+cons, -son]. So
that [?] will be assigned {+cons, -son, -cont], while [h] will be
assigned [+cons, -son, +cont].
The feature [labial] will combine Jm, b, w]. These segments
constitute a natural class in Hausa (cf. Hyman, 1975: 53-54).
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3.5tO Morpheme Structure Conditions,
The term morpheme structure conditions was first introduced by 
Stanley (1967)* It's function is to state redundancies at the syste­
matic phonemic level. There are two types of MSCs, namely (i) segment 
structure conditions and (ii) sequence structure conditions. Segment 
Structure Conditions state those features of segments which are redun­
dant regardless of their environments. Sequence structure conditions 
state the phonotactic constraints. These are statements concerning the 
concatenational relationship between sequent s. An MSC rule m y  also 
appear as a phonological rule, for example, the palatalization and 
labialization of velar segments in Hausa. These MSCs are expressed as 
' If-Then ' conditional rules. The MSCs of Hausa may proceed as follows:
3,5.1,0 Sequence Structure Conditions.
3.5.1.1 If: [ + cons]
[ + round] 1 
[ + pal] J
Then:
[ + syll]
V
[ + low]
If a palatalized or labialized segment is followed by a vowel, the 
vowel must be a low vowel.
3.5.1.2 If: + cons +
+ bk 4"
- round
Then: [ + round]
All velar consonants preceding a rounded vowel are redundantly 
marked [ + round].
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3.5.1.3 If: + cons ”| + syll
+ bk ; + pal
round _
Then: [+ pal]
All velar consonants are palatalized before palatal vowels,
3.5.1.4 If: [+ syll] [+ cons] f [+ cons] j
1 *  r
Then: [ - tense]
When a syllabic segment is followed by a sequence of two consonants 
word-medially or by a consonant word-finally the segment is redundantly 
[- tenseJ.
3.5.1.5 If:
Then:
[- syii]4
[a F]
[ + son]” 
[ + St rid]
[- syll]
i!
[a F]
In a sequence of nonsyllabic segments both segments must either 
be identical or the first segment must be so nor ant or
3.5.1.6 If: [- syll] [ ], [ ] [- syll]##
! Ii |
>L>'
Then: [+ syll] [+ syll]
There are no nonsyllabic clusters initially or finally.
3.5,1.7 If: [ ] [+ syll] f ]
Then:
'U'
[- syll] f- syll]
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Any segment to the left or right of a vowel must be nonsyllabic, 
i.e. vowel sequences do not occur.
3.5.1.8 If: [ ] [-syll] [-syll] [ ]
Then: [ + syll]
X /
[ + syll]
There are no medial nonsyllabic clusters comprising more than 
two segments.
3.5.1.9 If: ”+ syll”] - syll
+ high ; - cons
_a bk _ -a pal
Then: [-- tense]
High vowels when followed by their homorganic glides are redund­
antly [-tense].
3.5.1.0 If, + syll
- high
- low
Then: [ + tense]
All mid-vowels are redundantly [ + tense]
3.5.2.0 Segment Structure Conditions.
3.5.2.1 If: + syll
- low
a bk
1
Then: [ a round ]
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The feature round is predictable in vowels - a non low vowel 
agrees in its values for [round] and [ back].
3.5.2.2 If: O  son]
Then: [+ voice]
There are no voiceless sonorants.
3.5.2.3 If: + syll 
a bk
V
Then: [- apal]
All back vowels are redundantly marked [~ pal]. Thus, all vowels 
wdth the feature [ - back] are [ + pal] .
3.5.2,4 If:
I
+ cons 
+ pal
+ cons 
+ bk
U
Then: [ + high]
All back consonants and palatal ones are redundantly marked [ *- high] ,
i.e. there are no uvulars or pharyngeals.
3.5.2.5 If: + cons 
+ del. rel.
Then [ + cor]
All affricates are coronals .
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3.5.2.6 If : +nas] aant
+ Cor]
1 J5cor_
Then : aant 
8 cor
A coronal nasal is homorganic to a following consonant,
3.5.2.7 If
Then
+cons i 
--cor 
+glot 
abk
i }
[- avoice]
The feature [voice] is redundant in noncoronal glottalized con­
sonants, That is all noncoronal glottalized velars are voiceless and 
all noncoronal glottalized bilabials are voiced.
3.5.2.8 If -f-cons "
+pal
+voice
Then
\ j j /
[+del„ rel]
All palatal voiced consonants are redundantly marked [+ del. rel.].
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3.6.0 Phonological rules.
Phonological rules are a set of rules which (optionally or 
obligatorily) convert phonological representations into phonetic 
surface representations. The domain of these rules is a morpheme 
'as it is situated in a particular string of words!, (cf. Kenstowicz 
and Kisseberth, 1979: 427). The rules perform different kinds of 
operations such as (i) changing the phonetic features of segments, 
e.g. to account for JtsJ becoming [tf'] in WH in the environment of 
palatal vowels (ii) deleting of segments (iii) inserting of segments 
to maintain the surface phonotactic constraints and (iv) metathesizing 
the segments, e.g, to account for the two different pronunciations of 
the word 'to tie' [cfepne:] : [drrrrpe:] , (cf. Hyman, 1975: 12-15).
3.6.1, Labialization rule.
+ cons 
+ bk
- round
- nasal
[+ round] + syll 
+ round
The above rule operates in all varieties of Hausa. The rule 
asserts that all velar consonants are realized as labialized consonants 
in the environment before rounded vowels, as exemplified below:
n W , W ! , ,[k o:k o:] 'pup'/koko/ — ---+
/kota j -- -
Z&opa/ - --- »
[k o:ta: ] ' handle!
[gUo:pa:] 'gourd'
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3.6.2 Palatalization rule
'"+ cons 
+ bk 
- pal 
nas
Like p - rule 1, rule 2 applies to all varieties of Hausa, The 
rule states that velar segments are palatalized before palatal vowels. 
Examples:
ykeke/ ---  [k^e:k^e:] 1bicyle!
/gepo/ ---  [g^eipo:] 'Mllet1
/kipa/ -—  [k^ipa:] 'call1
L15c.iJ/
p  « ]  j
a cor 
6 ant
The above rule asserts that nasal ‘JnJ’is hornorganic with follow­
ing nonsyllabics. This rule is obligatory in all varieties of Hausa.
r “
(cqj
a cor 
6 ant
Hie above rule asserts that nasal consonants are hcroorganic with 
following nonsyllabics. This rule is obligatory in EH. The anile can 
be viewed as an expanded (simplified) version of rule 3.6.3.I in the
3,6.3,2 EH Nasal assimilation,
+ cons
----- ^
r~
i Q
I
cor
+ nas f •*,L~' ant
3„6.301 Nasal Assimilation of /ny,
+ cons 
+ nas 
+ cor 
+ ant
a cor
£ ant-j
[+ pal] + syll 
+ pal
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sense that it includes Jmj as well and employs less features in 
the input to the rule. Consider the following examples:
UR
/bengo/ 
/dtnfco/ 
/dpnbe / 
/dt>nbu/ 
/htnja/ 
/d&nja/ 
/dunhu/ 
/kpnway
SR
EH
[buig* o: ] 
[d£ijkw o: ] 
[dritbe: ] 
[dambu: ] 
[h-ejija:] 
[dt jij a: ] 
[duijhu: ] 
[ki>ijwa: ]
WH
[bpiogWo:] 
[degk™ o: ] 
[dembe: ] 
[durnbu: ] 
[hpjija: ]
Idsjija:] 
[durjhu:] 
[kuijva: ]
Gloss
wall
rubber, gum 
punch
a tj?pe of food 
path, road, way 
a type of tree 
a calabash 
potash
But
/dpirfca/ 
yctemji/ 
yg-emcbiy 
/hrmzppiy
[dtqk'a:] 
[dan Ji:] 
Igpnd3 i: ] 
[hanzFpi: ]
Idnrik ’ a ; ] 
[dam Ji : ] 
Igpmd3i:] 
[hrmznpi; [
grip
moisture 
guttapercha tree 
haste
3,6.4,, Nasal backing rule
+ nasal 
+ ant 
(-cor) *
> 1+ bk] ■*#
*If [~cor]:rule is optional.
Hie above rule states that nasal consonants acquire the feature 
specification J+bkJ word-finally, as exemplified below:
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/nun/ [ntrj] 'here1
/ tfen/ [ V 13] 'there'
/mutum/ [mutui]] •- [mutum] 1 man ’
/dungum/ [dupg^ ui]] - [cfurgw um] 'all1
/kufum/ [k^ trpui]] -v- [kW upum] 1 only
1+ pal]
3„6.5„ Affricate-palatalization (oblig. in WH).
— .
+ cons 
+ cor 
- round 
+ glot 
+ del. rel
This rule palatalizes alveolar affricate ejective (JtsJ) in the 
environment before front vowels. The rule is obligatory in WH. e.g.
+ syll 
+ pal
/ketsina/
/tsija/
/tsegumi/
EH
[k-ets1 ma:] 
Its’ija:]
m
[kptf 1 ma:] 
Itf r ija.: ]
[ts’e:gwumi:] [tf *e:gumi:] 
3,606. Voicing rule (optional).
Katsina town
poverty
gossiping
+ cor 
- round 
+ strid 
i- voice
[+ voice]
+ cons
+ bk
+ voice
The above rule applies optionally in all varieties of Hausa.
The rale asserts that the alveolar voiceless fricative becomes voiced 
in the environment before back segments, e.g.
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/$isga/ [tuzga:] [<Msga:] : [hizga:] ^ [hisga:] 'snatch'
/gsBpsga/ [gefrpzga:] [gpBpsga:] •“ [gpBpsga:] 'forced levey of food1
/kcsgpnja/ [kpzgp/rja:] [kesg&jija: ] • [kpsgrjija:] 'a young animal'
Hie reason for treating jsj as the underlying segment, rather 
than [z] is that it is phonetically natural for a voiceless segment 
to become voiced in the environment of a voiced segment, but the 
converse is not natural. One observes that there are other forms in 
which /sj precedes a voiceless velar segment such as ykesko/ [kpsk^o:]
'open pot' and ykpska/ [kpska:] 'tick'. This means if it were 7z/ 
we might have expected to find both [kpsko: ] and JkezkWo : ] t This in­
terpretation can be seen in Bargery (1934), for example, he gives 
fisga as a variant of fizga, gabasga as a variant of gabazga; gisga 
as a variant of gizga; gisgabu as a variant of gizgabu; gisgaya as a 
variant of gizgaya. But there are no variants of /kpsko/ or /kes?ka/.
3.6.7 EH - Hardening rule
+ ant
- cor
+ cont
- voice
w
The above rule asserts that the bilabial fricative /l j becomes 
a bilabial stop [p] in the environment after the nasal /njf as exem­
plified below:
/?t>n$'vani/ [?pnpa:ni:] usefulness
/?rt-pn<-Wa/ [?-ptrnpa:] a kind of cloth
/dpn^ppa/ fdpirpppa:] cheat
[ -cont + nas 
+ cor
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/cfenlo? pa/ 
/pun** a/ 
/kun 4>Wa / 
/knn$pni/
[cfrmpppa: ] 
[pumpa:] 
[kWumpa: ] 
[kenprni: ]
accuse
shade
lather
company
In WH the above forms would be realized as follows:
[?e>i]hWa:ni:]
[7ptpi]hwa 
[deqlu? pa 
[cfEijh? pa
[pui}hwa:]
n w uw n [k ui}h a:]
w
usefulness
a kind of cloth
cheat
accuse
shade
lather
company
j-cons]
r+ syiij + cons
f lowj cont^
[kegh^ ni:]
3.6,8. EH - Weakening rule
3 syll "
+ cons 
+ labial 
+ voice 
- glot
This rule operates only in EH. The rule states that bilabial
stops (/rn/, /b/) become [w] in the environment after syllables before
nonsyllabic continuants. Consider the following exanples:
EH WH
[spwpo:] [spbpo:] mosquito
[sp wp pj i : ] [sprrrg rj i : ] yout h
[lewsup] [lFbsup] garden cress
[zpwna:] [zemna:] sit
/spbpo/ 
/scmppji / 
/l^bsup/ 
/znma/
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/t-ebji/ [tEWji:] [tpbji:]
/k^mpe/ [k^swpe:] [ k ^  mre:] door
softness
Our reason for basing the underlying forms on the Mi forms is 
because both dialects behave similarly i.e. 'where the segment occurs 
before a vowel in the plural forms of certain EH words containing [w]:
hand if we were to start with the underlying forms based on EH, we 
would run into problems. The first problem concerns the type of rule 
we would need to derive the plural forms where we would always have to 
state whether the ]w] is to be related to an [m] or a [b], that is,
such a rule would be very difficult to formulate because it would re­
quire considerable morphological information.
The same analysis has been proposed by Schuh (1972) on the basis 
of historical evidence. This is seen in Schuh1s interpretation of 
a rule inversion. But this is largely based on the assunption that 
what is known as ’ Kingenheben' s law1 is true and valid historically 
for Chadic languages, and Hausa in particular. Schuh shows that given 
underlying forms such as /cfcibcfci/ ’rubbish heap’ and /spmppjiy 'youth1, 
then the singular forms can be predicted by a rule which he calls 
’syllable-final weakening', having the form
Although Schuh's rule is over-sinplistic it supports our analysis.
/in, b/ such as [k-’p marpe:] plural of yk^mpe/ ’door’, Ch the other
/kW'pey would have to be marked [am] . The second problem is that
+ labial
C
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3,6,9 Delabialization rule
"+ cons ~ + syll
+ ant — [- round] / — + low
+ round_ - round
The above rule states that all labialized coronals are delabialized 
before low vowels. The rule operates only in EH.
3,6,10
"+ ant
- cor 
+ cont
- voice
f- ant]
]
The above rule changes bilabial fricatives to glottal fricatives,
3.6.11 Laxing rule
+ syll 
+ tense
[- tense] [- syll] ^
[- syllj
The above rule asserts that all tense vowels become [- tense] 
in the environment before a sequence of two consonants word-medially 
or before a single consonant word-finally,
3.6.12
+ syll 
+ high 
+ tense
This rule asserts that all tense high vowels became [- tense] 
when followed by their horoorganic glides.
- tense
j~--u pal
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3.6,13 Kano 1axing rule
+ syll 
+ tense
j- high\ 
\  low/
- tense 
^  low>
[- syll]
L- syiiJ 
ft#
The above rule states that all tense vowels axe laxed before a 
sequence of two nonsyllabic segments word-medially or before a single 
consonant word-fin ally. Mid-vowels become [*?] in these environments.
3.6.14 Kano-rhotacization rule
+ cor + vib
+ strid + son
- voice - > - strid
- high voice
__
Ibis rule asserts that /s/ is realized as [r] in word-final 
position.
3,6.15 Total assimilation rule
+ cons
- son
- strid
f c l
^ [ a  F j
A nonsyllabic segment with the features [-son; - strid] when 
followed by a nonsyllabic segment acquires all its features.
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3.6.16 Kano-sibilant assimilation rule
"+ cor
/
p  cor
- voice
- son /
- ---- >  [+ strid] / —  ^r + strid
- strid - high
~ voice^ 1I - glot j
The above rule says that JtJ assimilates totally to a following 
[s] across morpheme boundary.
3 .6017.0 Softening rules
3.6.17.1 Kano-specific
3.6.17.1.1
  cy^ n r~ ' I
H h
cor
son '-+ son
strid ---> + vib
—  —-
voice
3.6,17,12 + cor
- son
- strid
- voice
[+ strid] i t #
3.6.17.1.3 n+ cor 
son 
strid 
voice
son 
+ vib
- syll’-1 
~ strid
- voice
- high
- glot j
Rule 3,6,17.1,1 staues that the underlying jtj is realised as 
[r] word-finally. This rule is an alternant of the second rule 
(3.6.7.1.2) which changes the JtJ to an [s] word-finally. Rule
3.6.17.1,3 asserts that the underlying JtJ surfaces as [r] in the 
environment before any nonsyllabic segment across morpheme boundary,
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3.6.17.2 Laura specific
+ cor
- voice
- strid
- son
+ son
+ lat
H ft
The above rule states that Jtj is realized as [1] word-finallv,
3.6.17.3 Katsina specific
+ cons 
syll 
+ cor ii
voice!
I
strid;
ii
- son 
The above
r: cons
+ son 
+ high
rule changes JtJ to [j] word-finally.
3.6.18 epenthesis rule
- sylD / "+ syll”1
0 — > ; / - cons j - tense
a pal ] / a pal
#  [+ syll]
The preceding rule asserts that an epenthetic glide is inserted 
after a lax vowel followed by a another vowel across morpheme boundary 
The glide to be inserted is hormoganic wdth the preceding vowel.
3.6.19 WH - Lateralization rule
+ son - vib
------- >
+ vib ^  lat]>
<[- syll]).
The above rule states that a trilled Jrj becomes lateral [l] in
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the environment before nonsyllabic segment and devibrates elsewhere,
3.6.20.0 Metathesis rule
Processes involving metathesis rule require a different format 
from the majority of phonological rules. This is because a metathesis 
rule affects more than a single segment. In order to handle these 
situations a more powerful rule for the grammar is needed and this 
has the form of a ’transformational rule'. This is expressed as follows
3.6.20.1 WH - Metathesis
SD
SI
SC
- cons
- syll 
+ pal
1
2
- cons'!
- syll|
- palj
2
1
[+ syll]
Hie structural change of this rule states that the segment indexed 
as 2 (namelyj /w/) comes to precede the segment indexed as 1 (namely, 
glide yj/) in the output, even though in the original structure the 
order was the reverse.
3,6.20,2 EH - Metathesis
SD
SI
r son 
+ cor
- lat
- vib
- nas 
1
2
f- cons
i
- syll
- pal
[+ syll]
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The structural change of the above rule asserts that the segment 
/w/ precedes /p/ in the output in the environment before a syllabic.
B o6020,,3 Daura Metathesis
SD (+ syllj
SI
SC
+ cons + son
+ cor+ nas
- nas
- cor - lat
- vib
[+ syll]
The above structural change says that the segment /p/ precedes 
/m/ intervocalically.
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CHAPTER If.
If, 1,0 Introduction:
In chapter five we discussed some aspects of Hausa phonology 
and phonetics with a view to accounting for the differences exhibited 
by the dialects. The aim of this chapter therefore is to account for 
the dialect variation shown up in the morphology of the language.
These differences wall be discussed under the headings of various rules 
which are observed to operate in the morphology.
We shall begin with the discussion of the palatalization rule 
which is observed to operate in certain morphological contexts and 
which converts the underlying coronal obstruents /t, d, s, z/ into 
[ tf, <%, J ] and the underlying /w/ into [ j].
Although the dialects do not exhibit any variation regarding 
the application of this rule we would have to appeal to the rule 
because it appears in a number of morphological contexts in which dia­
lect variation is observed, such as the causative marker (which we 
argue is underlyingly /s/, though phonetically [ J] (see 4*4.0)) and 
also in the formation of nouns designating ethnicity (see fy. .6.0).
2,0 Palatalization rules:
It has been observed that palatalization operates in certain 
plural forms, ’mutable' verbs and patronymics. Consonants in these 
classes of forms have been observed to undergo palatalization when the 
form contains a front vowel. Though the environment in which the pala­
talization takes place is phonetically natural the palatalization in this
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case is not an automatic consequence of the environment, for it 
operates only in certain morphological contexts.
One observes that the plural forms in which this palatalization 
operates include those plurals which are formed (i) by duplicating 
the final consonant of the singular form, (ii) by reduplicating the 
singular form completely, (iii) by adding a plural suffix /-if to 
the stem of the singular form.
In the case of mutable verbs the palatalization operates in 
the verbs of grades two, three and four. Consider, for example, the 
following:
1, Plural formation by reduplicating the final consonant and suffix­
ing /-i/c This effectively /-Ce/ or y-C^i/ is added to the stem of 
singular, where copies the stem-final nonsyllabic. There is also 
a rounding/nonrounding vowel harmony which affects the penultimate 
vowel where the back nonhigh vowel is rounded or otherwise according 
to the value for this feature of the right most preceding nonsyllabic 
rounded nonconsonantal segment. Consider the following:
(a) Coronal obstruents:
SINGULAR PLURAL Gloss
UR UR SR
Sot a Sotati [ o : to: tf i: ] handle
but a but at i [bu:to: tf i:] kettle
gida gidade [ g^idardse:] house
gpdo grdode [ gpda: dje:] bed
Susa Susasi [ u:so:Ji:] nail
fesa Spsase [ k'gsar/e:] land
meza mpzaze [ meza: cfee: ] men
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(b) glides:
SINGULAR
UR
dawa
k^nwa
kurwa
PLURAL
UR
dawawi
nwawi
kupwawi
Gloss
SR
[da:wo:ji:] c o m  
[let qwo:ji:] cat
r W  i[k upwo:ji;J spirit
2. Plural formations by complete reduplication of the singular 
form and suffixation of /-e/* Ihe final stem vowel of the singular 
is deleted by truncation (seefi ,6), examples:
SINGULAR PLURAL
UR UR SR
sat a sata + e sata + e [ §a: tfe sa: tfe:]
lasa lasa + e f=f #  lasa + e [ la: Je la: Je: ]
1i izo tf izo + e pf- izo -> e [ tf ±d3e i: dje:]
gado gado + e #  f=f gado + e [ga: d3e ga: cfee:]
prwa Tpwn + e ji pewa + e [ppje ptfje:]
hewa hewa + e pf $4 hewa + e [he je heje:]
meaning ’theft1, ’licking1, ’biting’, ’inheritance1, ’dance1 and 
’riding1.
3. Plural formation by suf fixation of J-1J only. Here after a plural 
/—i/ suffix is added to the stem of the singular form the stem vowel 
of the singular will be deleted by the truncation rule (see 4*6.0)« E.g.
SINGULAR
UR
Supawo
PLURAL 
UR SR
£>Epawo + i [ x'a: j i: ]
Gloss
thief
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SINGULAR PLURAL Gloss
UR UR SR
cfopewu dbpr wa + i [ tfo:rEji:] locust bean
tfijawa tfijawa + i [ tfija:ji:] grass
kebewa kebewa + i [kebe:ji:] pumpkin
kaza kaza + i [ka: d3i: ] hen
4„ Hie ’mutable1 verbs: The feature mutable is used here to refer
to a certain class of verbs which undergo suffixal changes. This
class of verb forms includes forms !B' and 'C' of the grade II verbs, 
certain grade III verbs and the completive grade IV verbs.
The choice of which form to use in a sentence is phonosyntactically
determined. For example, the forms ending in ’-a’ (which are the
citation forms), and having the appropriate tonal pattern, are used in 
sentences whose objects are not expressed. In order to be able to in­
clude an object we would have to add to the verb suffixes ’-e' or !-i’; 
which we use depends on whether the object is a noun or pronoun object. 
If it is a noun object we may only add T-iT to the form, whereas an 
5-e’ suffix is attached to verb forms whose objects are either pronouns 
or nouns, i.e. the verb undergoes a change of grade. However syntactic 
analysis, though relevant, is not within the scope of this thesis; 
hence we shall not develop a consideration of these factors. Consider, 
for example, the following:
iza tf iza + i [ tf i: (fe i: ] t bite
tf iza + e [ tf i: cfee: ]
sata sata + i 
sata + e
[ sa: tf i:] 
[ sa:tfe:]
steal
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gada
lasa
gada + i 
gada + e
lasa * i 
lasa + e
[ga: cfei:] 
[ga: cfee:]
[la:Ji:]
[ la:Je:]
inherit
lid?
cf ,
Musa ya lasa 
Musa ya lashi zuma 
Musa ya lashe ta 
Musa ya lashe zuma
5. Patronymics,
b e s e k W t o  + e
behEwsa + e 
bc'jctrnsa + e
’Moses licked’
1Moses licked same honey’ 
’Moses licked it’
’Moses licked up the honey’
[ bEsek^:e tf e:] 
[bghpwje: ]
[ be $eren Je:]
Sakkwato man 
Hausa man 
French man
In order to account for the palatalization of these nonsonorant 
coronals and /w/ v?e need the following rules:
4.2.1 Palatalization rule
- son
+ cor 
cont 
+ voice
( I" °“ t \)
[  J
r 1 
+ pal
— ^
:
<4 del)
~+ syll"
_ + pal _
[ + plur]
[ + mutable]
_[ + patronymics]
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>£,2.2 Palatalization rule
- syll
- cons 
+ round
+ pal / + syll
— >
- round / + pal
[+ plur]
[ + mutable]
[ + patronymics]
Rule 4-*2.1 palatalizes any coronal obstruent. In the event 
of a coronal obstruent being either a stop ([- continuant]) or 
voiced (or both a stop and voiced) it will also acquire a positive 
value for the feature delayed release , i.e. resulting in an af­
fricate. Rule 4.2.2 converts /w/ to [j].
One observes that there is an overlapping in the phonetic 
realization of /d/ and /z/, both surfacing as [ cfc] ^ when palatalized, 
which signifies a gap in the paradigm thus
tf
J
This overlapping is thought by some other linguists to be a 
result of a sound change which might have taken place in the language 
(cf, Gregersen, 1967). Dihoff (1971) feels that ’both /j/ and Jzj ^ 
existed as seperate phonemes. Later these two merged into one, but 
the distinction was retained in the plurals where an original ]zj was 
heard as /z/, and an original Jjj was heard as [d]’t
1. It has been observed that in the extreme north of WH [ dj] and 
[3] are in free-variation.
2* /j/ equals /dj / and fzj equals /3/.
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Alternatively, both /j/ and /z/ may have been allophones of 
the same phoneme, conditioned by an environment no longer evident 
in the interesting situation of becoming phonemically distinct 
after the sound change brought about by the /-back/ vowel’, (p.21).
/],.3.0 Rhotacization rule
We have seen in chapter 2 0  hifp) that there exists dialect 
variation in the causative marker, It is observed that the dif­
ferences consist in what the traditional grammrians call ’long’ 
and ’short (special)' forms of the causative. In the long form of 
the causative the difference is basically that of J-t J as in EH 
versus /-s/ in WH; while in the short (special) form the difference 
concerns the pronominal object of a sentence and, of course, the rules 
involved in forming these. In EH /Ji/ ’him’ is used as the pronoun 
object, while in WH /—j/ 'him’ is enployed.
Before we set up a cofimon underlying causative marker we should 
like to make the following points clear;
(a) that all verbs capable of taking a causative marker underlyingly. 
have an /a/ vowel terminally. This means we regard causative verbs as 
being formed from the stems of simple verbs, rather than from their 
roots; pace Hodge (1947), Bagari (1977). This stem-based interpretation 
is independently motivated as it can be claimed as operating not only 
in verbs but also in certain categories of derivative nouns, such as 
feminine forms and plural forms. The plausibility of this interpretation 
is its economy and the generalization which it enables us to make for 
all Hausa dialects. Any analysis contrary to the one proposed here 
(i.e. Stem-based interpretation) will miss a generalization, thus making
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it impossible to predict a grade of a given verb or a marker of a 
masculine singular of a given noun, since a masculine noun may 
end in any of the vowels,
(b) that the causative form like a simple verb form can acquire 
the marker of a further grade. Here the causative marker is capable 
of taking a 'grade IV suffix /~e/, thus making it look more like a 
'compound' grade. And indeed here it is claimed that the 'short' 
causative is in fact a causative grade form which has been further 
extended by means of a grade IV (i.e. completive grade) suffix. This 
fact can be seen in the features of tonality and meaning. Since the 
form is basically a causative one the tone pattern retains high all 
the way through. Regarding the meaning, the form has two meanings: 
one of causativity and the other denoting ccnpleteness or thorough­
ness of an action. The meaning of causitivitv is one of the charact­
eristic features of a grade V verb, while the features of completeness 
and thoroughness is one of the features of a grade IV verb.
It is interesting to note that the fej suffix is attached to 
the causative marker. This is necessary because suffixing it to a 
verb would mean a changing of the grade and, of course, a necessary 
deletion of the causative marker.
(c) that the so-called Hausa monosyllabic verbs operating with 
causative marker are not underlyingly monosyllabic but rather disyl­
labic, Therefore words such as sha 'drink' ba 'give1, Ci ’eat' are 
underlyingly /fenja/, /baja/ and /t^nja/ respectively. The same 
claim is made concerning monosyllabic verbs ending in a glide e,g> 
hau 'climb, mount, ride', kau 'remove', which are underlyingly 
/hewa/ and /krwa/ respectively.
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(d) that for the purpose of present discussion we shall substitute 
the term 'simple causative' for 'long causative' and 'ccnpletive 
causative' for 'short (special) causative'. The simple causative 
can have its object either expressed or unexpressed. When the ob­
ject (which may be a full noun phrase or simply a pronoun) is ex­
pressed it is augmented with the particle /de/ inmediately following 
it, as in / #  ja spja + s #  de #  #  mota ff / 'he sold
a car' or ’he caused a car to sell' or / ja #  seja + s ^  / 'he
sold (it)' or 'he caused (it) to sell'.
Perhaps the strongest argument in support of the claim made in
(b) is that a completive causative will not be found for a verb un­
less there is a simple causative for that verb, 'Completive' is 
used here with the same sense as it has when used by Parsons to 
designate the 'conpletive' grade IV. The difference is that the com­
pletive causative has a high tone pattern all the way through, like 
the simple causative, and the /-e/ suffix is attached to the causative 
marker rather than to the simple verb-stem, A completive causative verb 
may only have a pronoun as an object; cp. above.
The underlying causative marker: We are here setting up j-sj as
the underlying causative marker. This is in agreement with Bagari 
(1973). Parsons (1971 and 1972) has a rather different view.
In order to account for a clause such as fisshe 'caused to go 
out' we would need the following rules:
Fisshe
EH /fita + s + e/ UR
$ita -J - e palatalization
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$it - J - e 
4>i J - J - e 
[ J :e : ]
apocope
assimilation
SR
Mien the third person masculine pronoun is introduced as an 
object of a sentence such as the preceding, we observe that there 
is a dialect difference (it may be recalled that EH employs /Ji/ 
’him1, while WH employs /-j/ (see2*l»A-0 ). Consider for example, 
the following:
EH
WH
/ #$ita + s + e #  £/ Ji tf }
$ita - J - e - Ji
$it - J - e - Ji 
4>iJ - J - e - Ji 
[ $iJ :e:Ji?]
/ #  $ita + s + e # # j # /  
hit - s - e - j
hit - s - j
his - s -P - j
[ his:B j]
HR
palatalization
apocope
assimilation
SR
TJR
apocope
closed syllable lowering
assimilation
SR
In the simple causative when the object is not expressed the 
underlying /-sf is converted to [r] in EH (cf, the behaviour of 
RISE /t/4.4,,0); while in WH both the underlying and surface represen­
tations are identical as in the following:
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EH wh
UR SR SR
/ #  ja #  #  seja + s i4 j [ ja:sejer] [jarscjus] ’he sold (it)’
While the dialects differ in sentences with unexpressed objects, 
we find that in sentences with expressed objects they behave simil­
arly, as exemplified below:
/ ff musa #  #  ja ff ff seja + s #  #  d8 ff #  root a f? / 
musa ja - seje, - s ~ da - root a
mis a ja sej&d - de mot a
[ mu: s£ j a: seje d :e mo: ta: ]
OR
/ #  musa #  ff ja ff ff s£ja + s ^  5^  de ^  ^  mota ff J 
musa ja sej - s - d£ - mota
musa ja sej 0 - d£ - mota
[ rpu:se ja:sFjdemo:ta:]
meaning: ’Moses sold a car’ or ’Moses caused a car to sell
We may summarise by saying the basic difference between EH and 
WH consists in two things: (i) the causative marker, which is 'r’ 
in EH and ’s ’ in WH. We set up the latter as the underlying marker,
(ii) the choice of pronoun which in EH /Ji/ ’him’, while in WH it is
/-iA
Having argued that the underlying causative marker is JsJ, we 
can account for the EH [r] (which surfaces in the simple causative form) 
by the following rule of rhotacization:
UR
laxing
assimilation
SR
UR
apocope
causative
deletion
SR
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4-o3.1 Rhotacization rule
+ cor 
+ strid
- voice
- high
The above rule asserts that the underlying JsJ becomes f r] word 
finally. This rule of rhotacization is a productive one and it is 
also a characteristic feature of many morphologically complex forms 
in EH. This process of rhotacization can also be seen elsewhere in 
the language, such as the FGSE (see4*5.0), dative apocope (440) 
and in certain forms of the intensive verbs, e.g. [$er$esa:] intensive 
of /$Esa/ !to break' and [gprgpsa:] intensive of /gssay* ’to smoke*.
Cft [kwurkwusa:] intensive of /kusa/ ’near’
r, w . w i | k usek usa:J
Note: The majority of verbs that are completive causatives have a
sonorant segment in their syllable (this fact was noted by Parsons 
(1971) and Bagari (1973)). Consider the following examples:
UR SR Gloss
/spja + s + e/ [ sej Je:] cause to sell
/baja + s + e/ [bej Je:] cause to give
/mpja + s + e/ [mf j Je:] cause to return
/kpwa + s + e/ [ kpwje:] cause to remove
/h?wa + s + e/ [hewje:] cause to climb, ride,
/tsepa + s + e/ [ tsVpJe:] cause to protect
./gtdjija + s + e/ [ ge<%i: Je:] cause to be tired
+ son
- strid
+ voice
+ vib
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/wehc-la + s + e/
/gem + s + e/ [ gfjraje: ]
[ \yfhtl Je: ] cause to suffer
cause to satisfy
Cf. * watsa + s + e ’cause to disperse, spread, sprinkle
* gusa + s + e cause to move
* gpbata + s + e 'cause to precede, introduce
What the significance of this correlation is is unclear, if 
indeed any significance is to be attached to it at all,
4-.4.0 Sibilant assimilation and softening rules.
There are basically two things we aim at in this section, 
namely (i) to establish the fact that the underlying feminine 
marker in certain grammatical categories is JtJ and (ii) to show how 
certain rules of sibilant assimilation and softening can be employed 
to account for the dialect differences shown in the various allomorphs 
of this underlying /t/.
In the preceding chapter . C ) we showed that
the East and West Hausa dialects differ in the way the * genitival 
link' and ’referential1 are expressed. We observed that the terms 
'genitival' and 'referential1 are names given by the Hausa traditional 
gramnarians to one element in order to refer to the kinds of functions 
it performs. The functions include the following:
(a) a possessive function
(b) a demonstrative function
(c) a referential function
It was also shown that the element could be short or long. The
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genders of possessed nouns (in possessive function) or nouns which 
have been referred to previously in discourse (i.e. referential 
function) are distinguished by selecting the appropriate element, 
thus a ’t 1 element occurs in all markers of feminine gender, e.g. 
my gown7 may appear as /pigata/ or /piga tawa/ or even /piga t«w/
(depending on the dialect). An 'n7 element is used to mark masculine
and plural noun forms.
We observe that there is one marker which is canton to all dia­
lects (except the Bauchi and Zariya varieties) and that is the femi­
nine marker /t/ as seen in the preceding example.
In the present analysis of Hausa dialects we will call this 
element the 'Gender Sensitive Element.7 (GSE henceforth). So that the 
ft7 element would be FGSE (Feminine Gender Sensitive Element), while 
the ’n ? element would be M3SE (Masculine Gender Sensitive Element).
In this section we are concerned wdth the FOSE only because it is in
it that we observe dialect variation.
Looking at the referential function of the FGSE we find that 
the following allomorphs occur: [ s] , [ p], [ l], [ t] and [ j] (de­
pending on the dialect and environment). Exanples:
EH WH Gloss
KANO DAURA SAKKWATO KATSINA
piga-s
piga-r
piga-1 piga-t Piga-j the gown
Functioning as a possessive marker the followdng allomorphs 
occur: [ t] , [ r] , [ s] , as well as a consonant segment which exhibits
totally identical features to those of any following consonant, as
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shown in the following examples:
EH
piga-r bt?la 
piga-r wawa 
piga-r zubtjpu
gona-t-a
gona-r-ka
gona-r-ki
gona-r-sa. s-sa)
gona-r-ta
gona-r-mu
gona-r-su (~s-su)
WH
piga-b bela 
piga-w wawa 
piga-z zubajpu
gona-t-a
gona-k-ka
gona-k-ki
gona-s-sa (^J-Ji)
gona-t-ta
gona-m-mu
gona-s-su
Gloss
Bala's gown 
fools' gown 
Zubairu's gown
my farm
your(masc) farm 
your( fern) farm 
his farm 
her farm 
our farm 
their farm
While functioning as a demonstrative element we find the allo- 
morphs [ p] , [ l] as well as a consonant which exhibits identity with
a following consonant, Exanples:
'IHIS ONE’ 'THAT O®'
Masc Fern. Masc. Fern.
EH: wa-n-nan wa-n-ne n wa-n- tie n wa-
/ sk w’a-n-ga wa-g-ga wa-n- tfe n wa- t[-titf n
w h'
Zamf wa-n-ga wa-l-ga
wa-r-ga
Kt. wa-n-?in wa-?-?in wa-n- tfp n wa- tf - tfl n
EH WH Gloss
japinja-n-nen japinja-g-ga this girl
japo-n-nen japo-n-ga this boy
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EH WH Gloss
japinja-tj-tfe n jarmja-tf-tfr n that girl
jaro-n-tfen japo-n-tfpn that boy
Let us consider the distribution of various forms of the FGSE 
in referential function. We find that in EH (Kano variety in parti­
cular) there is ‘s' which alternates with [r] as in ’tigps1 or 'pigpr'
meaning 'the gown (we talked about).’ In the Daura variety of Hausa
there is [ 1] as in 'pigel' the gown’ whereas in WH (Sakkwato variety 
in particular) there is [ f]; and in the Katsina variety of WH we always 
find a glide.
In the possessive function we find that there is [ s] before 
another [ s] in EH and [r] before any other consonant.
In the case of the demonstrative function of the FGSE we find 
that there are assimilations of consonants in both proximal and distal 
feminine particles except in the case of the Zamfara variety of Hausa 
where [ x] alternates with [l] in the proximal particle.
In order to account for these variations we propose to posit a 
cannon underlying marker. The segment which is the most likely can­
didate for this underlying marker must be one which would tend to as­
similate to a following consonant. We are setting up /t/ as the under­
lying FGSE for the following reasons:
(a) that a /t/ surfaces in all the dialects in the 1st person singular 
possessive.
(b) that there is a phonotactic constraint in the language which would 
prohibit the occurrence of /t/ before another consonant; hence there is
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surface phonotactic motivation for the assimilation phenomenon in 
W-h 1
(c) that this same phonotactic constraint would explain the chang­
ing of ]Xj to [e], [ §] and [ l] in EH; as well as assimilations to 
the initial consonants of the proximal and distal particles.
The various forms of the EGSE then are accounted for by means 
of the following rules:
4-. 4.1 Softening rules: to account for the final 1, j, r and s found
in the referential forms in Daura, Katsina and Kano,
4 .4.1,1 Daura:
+ cor ~
- voice
- strid
- son
— >
+ son 
+ lat 
+ voice
ft
4-.4.1.2 Katsina:
+ cor ~
cons ~
- voice + son
- strid + voice
- son + pal
4.1.3.1 Kano:
+ cor + son
- son — » + voice
- strid + vib
_ - voice _
The same phonotactic constraint which is responsible for the total 
assimilation and softening behaviour of the underlying F3SE (/t/) can 
be seen to operate in the intensive forms of verbs the final stem of 
which is jxj (see 6.5).
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4-.4.1.3.2
+ cor
- son
- strid 
~ voice
[+ strid]
A  A , 2 Sibilant assimilation: to account for the Jt] assimilation 
to [ sj as found in Kano.
+ cor f" + cor
- voice — > [ + strid] / — | - voice
- son
/ : + strid 
- high
- strid glot
3. + cor
- voice
- strid
lr 8011
+ son 
+ vib
[ - syll]
* Condition: [ -rsyll] ^  /sj,
/f.4.3 lb account for the total assimilation process found in the 
possessive and demonstrative functions in W. we would need the fol­
lowing rule:
Total assimilation rule:
+ cor
- voice
- strid
- son
C , 
U f ] /
c
f OF]
This means that the underlying /t/ acquires all the features of
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the following segment (i.e. it assimilates totally to it).
4,.4.4 Zamfara: To account for the '1' and *r! found in the proximal 
demonstrative particle in Zamfara the following rule is needed:
+ son 
+ voice 
+ vib
[prox. Dem. Part.]
I + son 
l
j + lat 
+ voice
[Prox, Deni. Part,]
4 .4.4,1 + cor
- voice
j - strid 
I
[_- son
4*.4*4.2 cor
- voice
- strid
- son
Concerning the long FGSE expressing possession as seen in the 
1st person singular there is a problem as to what would be the under­
lying pronoun. There are three possible solutions.
Hie first solution is to set up ytf/^na/ as the underlying form 
and apply a rule of syncope to the pronoun /na/, tense (prolong) the 
lax vowel to /a/ then insert a glide /w/ by the rule of expenthesis. 
So that the derivation would proceed as follows:
/ #  tv H  # n a H /  UR
ta - na vowel tensing
ta - a syncope
tawa glide epenthesis
[ ta:wa"f] SR
Positing /na/ as the underlying form of the 1st singular fits 
very well into the pronoun paradigms, as shown below:
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ta-na ’mine
ta-ka ’yours (masc)
ta-ki 'yours (fern)
ta-sa his
ta-ta hers
ta-mu ours
ta-ku yours (pi)
ta-su theirs
Cf
na ts$i 'I went1
ka te$i ’You (masc) went'
Assuming that the above analysis holds we would account for the 
dialect variation by simply applying apocope after the glide epenthesis 
to get WH derivation of the underlying form. There is one inport ant 
objection to this analysis, and this is as to why there should be a 
syncope in the first place, There is no real reason for invoking a 
rule such as syncope to handle these data, since such a rule is other­
wise unmotivated,
A second solution would be to posit ] #  #  vta. #  / a s  the
underlying form and simply derive the WH [tew] by the apocope rule.
The question in this case would be where this /wa/ comes from. There 
certainly isn’t any other case in the language where /way functions as 
a 1st person singular pronoun.
The last analysis would be to say that it is the inpersonal pro­
noun /fa; which is employed here, perhaps as a polite usage, instead
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of using the 1st person singular,  ^ Assuming that the analysis is 
correct the underlying J f=f tv &  &  ?a Jj- / would have the follow­
ing derivation:
EH:
WH:
i  H t£ #  #  ?a #  / 
ta - ?a
ta a
tawa 
[ ta:wa*£]
/ H  te H  H  #  I
ta - ?a
ta - a
tawa 
taw 
tew 
[ tew]
UR
vowel tensing 
glottal deletion 
glide epenthesis 
SR
UR
vowel tensing 
glottal deletion 
glide epenthesis 
apocope 
1axing 
SR
We have so far discussed the three possible approaches to account­
ing for the surface realization of the long PXjSE in possessive function 
in the 1st person singular. We have seen that the first and the third 
approaches are more likely to be favoured over the second approach for 
the simple reason that /na/ and /?a/ are both pronouns, while /wa/ is 
not. While this is true we also see that the invocation of a glide 
epenthesis rule to handle these forms is independantly motivated as it 
would operate in certain categories of nouns to derive forms designat­
ing ethnicity, (see Truncation and Apenthesis r u l e s , 6).
1. Ibis would not be peculiar to Hausa alone, English uses 'one* to 
refer to 'oneself in a polite way.
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4-<5.0 Sonorant assimilation
It will be recalled that only verbs whose final-stem consonants 
are /m/f /w/? /j/, / r / , /n/; /t/, /d/, /cfy, /s/, /z/, /ts/ can have 
alternative intensive forms provided that the initial and final stem 
consonants are not identical or near identical sonorants, or the 
initial consonant of the stem is not the strident Js/; in which cases 
only one form of the intensive verb form is possible. Verbs whose 
final ston consonants are /b/, /B/, JiJ, /g/, /k/ have only one form 
of the intensive verb in the case of EH. In WH only one form of the 
intensive verb form exists anyway. Consider the following examples: 
(The examples of chapter 2, (item 2. U 21 ) are repeated here for con­
venience).
A, Intensive verb Simple verb Gloss
EH WH
kenkama kama to catch
kEkkama ktkkama
zpnzana zana to draw
zgzzana zezzana
tbjtbja tfcja to help
tEtteja tpttEja
hEwhewa hpwa to rise
hchhewa hehhewa
ttrtapa tapa to collect
tEttapa tEttapa
But nunnuna nunnuna nuna to ripe
mesimrnna mEiimrana nrunna to stick
lullupa lullupa lupa to look after
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EH
krrk?sa
kpkkasa
?er?c za
?p??t?za
hBrhpda
hphhrcfa
nmrmptsa
menmptsa
gprgada
gPggada
*ir$ita
$i$$ita
WH
kpkkpsa
?P??t?za
hehhcda
mrnmctsa
gpggada
hihhita
krsa
?pza
hpcfa
metsa
gada
$ita
But there are exceptions:
spssata
spssada
sussuda
srssata
spssada
sussuda
sat a 
sada 
sucfa
EH
zpzzaba
fippika
rerreba
bubbuga
drddt?i»a
WH
zt’zzaSa 
Virrika 
rfrrtba 
bubbuga 
dpddphW a
za6a
pika
rtha
buga
dE$ a
to pile in heaps 
to place 
to join 
to move 
to inherit 
to go out
to steal
to introduce
to finish up the 
remaining food
to choose 
to get hold of 
to distribute 
to beat 
to cook
In order to explain the processes involved we would like to suggest 
that all intensive (verb) forms are underlyingly fully-reduplicated, and 
through the rule of apocope, at least in the case of verbs with a CVCV
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structure, the final vowel is deleted. So that the derivations of 
the underlying / //kama/^ j^katna^ / and / £/za£>a^ ^ z a B a #  / may 
proceed as follows:
EH: / //kama# # k a m a #  /
kern - kama
kpqkama 
[ kpk:a:ma:]
EH & WH:
/ # k a m a #  # k a m a #  /
kfm - kama
kEkkama
f kpk:a:raa:]
/ //zaSa# # z a B a #  / 
za5 - zaba
zazzaBa 
znzzaBa 
[ zpz:a£a:]
UR
apocope
nasal assimilation (3 .3.1.3) 
SR
UR
apocope
total assimilation 
SR
UR
apocope
total assimilation
laxing
SR
In the case of forms with a structure longer than CVCV after the 
apocope rule has applied the segment or segments between the initial 
CV and the consonant preceding the apocopated vowel will be deleted, 
as in the derivation of the underlying } #ztwna# #zBwnaj=j ) ’to 
sit':
1. However, there are a few7 forms of adverbs which surface both fully
and partically reduplicated, e.g. j # m r z a # w#rrreza#  / and / # k u s a #  
# k u s a #  j surfacing [ mfzpmpza:] ^nd [ k uspkwusa^J respective] v, or 
[mpnmpza:]: [mt?m:pza:] and [k urk usa-] : [k uk: usa:] 'very quick' 
and 'very near' respectively.
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EH; / #zt?wna/=/ /^zcwnaj4 J UR
zpwn zewna apocope
zenzFwna 
[ zpnzpwna: ]
syncope
SR
EH & WH:
/ /^zewna# /^ztwna// / UR
zpwn zpwna apocope
zpnzpwna syncope
zpzzpwna 
[ zpzipwna: ]
total assimilation
SR
Che observes that the final consonant of those verbs which have 
alternative intensive verb forms form natural classes, namely those 
having the feature [ + son] and those with the features, [ + cor, - son]. 
And the ones without alternative intensive verb forms constitute another 
class i.e. [-cor, -son] (the ‘old* [+grave] obstruents). It is also 
observed that in the case of forms with an initial segment JsJ and a 
final-stem consonant with the features [+ cor, - son] the segment does 
not become [ r] but assimilates totally to the following Js/ (see ex­
ceptions under TB !). In the case of forms whose initial segments and 
stem-final consonants are identical or near identical sonorants there 
is either assimilation or gemination, as seen in exceptions under ’B T 
where /n/ and fxf assimilate to [ m] and [ 1] respectively. But the JnJ 
in /nuna/ is a case of gemination.
Hie basic differences between EH and WH can therefore be seen as 
consisting in three things, namely (i) the optional application of a 
rule of total assimilation of sonorants to a following segment (after 
the application of the apocope rule) (ii) the softening of segments
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with the features [ + cor, - son] so as to surface as [ r] before any 
consonant other than JsJ and (iii) the obligatory assimilation of 
certain consonants in EH and of any segment in WH,
In order to account for these processes we provide the following 
rules:
Rule 4,5,1 asserts that any non syllabic segment acquires all the 
features of a following consonant in the intensive verb. This rule 
operates in WH obligatorily. Rule 4.5,2 converts all segments with 
the feature specifications [ + cor, - son] into [ r] before any segment 
(except /s/) in the intensive verb. This rule operates in EH optionally. 
Hie rule is similar to our softening rule which converts PGSE JtJ into 
[ r] before any consonant except /s/ (see 4*5). The last rule (4.5,3) 
has two expansions: the first expansion asserts that segments with the 
feature specifications [ - cor, - son] assimilate to a following con­
sonant in the intensive verb. Hie second expansion states that the
4.5.1
M  [ -rsyll] [ + syll]  ---  f- syll
a E
[ Intensive]
4.5.2 EH;
#  [- syll] [+ syll] —  [- syll]*
[Intensive]
* Condition: [-syll] JsJ,
4.5.3 - syll
[ Intensive]
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final sonorant of the reduplicated part of the stem assimilate 
totally to the segment immediately following it in the intensive 
verb* Hie rule applies optionally in EH,
4.6,0 Truncation, epenthesis and raising rules.
Certain feminine forms in Hausa are basically derived either 
by glide epenthesis or by truncation depending on the categories of 
forms concerned and dialects concerned.
Hie motivation for the development of a glide rests upon the fact 
that the morpheme structure condition of Hausa does not allow a sequence 
of two different vowels or a sequence of more than two identical vowels. 
(Hie same, of course, is true of consonants.) So whenever such a 
sequence occurs as the result of a morphological process there must be 
either a glide epenthesis or truncation.
Hie choice of which glide to insert depends entirely upon the 
first vowel of the sequence. If the vowel has the feature specification 
[-pal] the glide would also be expected to have the feature specification 
[ Tpal] „ If on the other hand it has the feature [ +pal], the glide would 
also be[+pal].
It has been shown in chapter 2 2> ) that EH and WH differ
frail each other in the derivation of feminine forms of nouns designating 
ethnicity and also in the derivation of feminine participles. We shall 
show in the following paragraphs that these differences can be accounted 
for by rules of truncation, epenthesis and raising. In order to show 
how these rules operate in the dialects we would like to make the follow­
ing claims:
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(i) that certain feminine nouns are derived from their corresponding
1
cognate masculine forms, Taylor (1923) argues for this essentially,
(ii) that the underlying feminine marker in Hausa is /a/. That this
is fairly obviously the case is realized when we look at the normal
Hausa feminine forms (i.e. for those nominal lexemes that have both
2
masculine and feminine counterparts, )
(iii) that participles, like intensive verbs, (seeA.5 ) are under- 
lyingly fully-reduplicated. The difference is that the rules operate
in different places in the reduplicated form, and the total assimilation 
is obligatory regardless of the dialect under discussion or of whether 
the segment has the feature specifications [- cor, - son] or not.
In order to illustrate these points we provide the following 
exanples:
EEM Gloss
masc. EH WH
behewje behewjija bphtwsa a Hausa woman
bpbtpbppe btbepbppija bebppbepa a Kanuri woman
bpdjahuni bpdjahuna b?d3ahuna a Jahun woman
begobipi begobipa be gob i pa a Gobir woman
bpzegzegi bpzpzzpga btzpzzpga a Zazzau woman
bugpgge bugpggija bugpggija a woman drunkard
nikrkke m£p&ki ja nikpkka a ground one (f)
wmktkke wpnkekkija wenkpkka a washed one (f)
1, It may be recalled that in the previous section under the heading 
'Rhotacization1 we argued that only the 1 stem-met hod1 can be used 
to account for certain Hausa derivatives,
2. Names of towns and rivers, for example, carry feminine gender markers 
regardless of their endings.
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According to the present analysis the above feminine forms can 
underlyingly be represented as follows:
/ //brhrwsa+e+a// J 
/ //brbrrbFt+e+a# /
I //bcdjahun+i+a# ]
/ #bpgobir+i+a# J 
/ #bpzEz2pg+i+a# /
/ #buga# //buga+e+a^ /
/ /ynika/y #nika+e+a^ /
/ /T'wcnka/y' ^wenka+e+a// /
In these examples we can see that WH employs fewer rules than 
EH. We find that EH applies syncope, truncation, glide epenthesis, 
raising, assimilation and 1 axing to particples, while in the patry- 
nomics only truncation, glide epenthesis, raising and palatalization 
apply (depending on the final stem consonant).
A clear picture showing which rules operate in which dialect may 
be presented as follows:
EH: /behEwsa+e+a / UR
behews -e-a Truncation
bEhrwJe - a palatalization
behsw'Jeja glide epenthesis
bchewjija raising
[behewjija: ] SR
WH: /brhEwsa-f-e+a / UR
brhFwsa - a masc. marker deletion
bphpwsa Truncat ion
[ bphrwsa:] SR
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W W r W  jr TCf. brspk ki? to+e+a vhich is realized as [besi?k :p tj ijaj in 
EH but [ bpspkW :pta: ] in WH„
EH: /buga/y yybuga+e+ay UR
bugabga - e - a syncope
bugabge - a truncation
bugabgeja glide epenthesis
bugpbgeja 1axing
bugpbgij a raising
bugpggija assimilation
[bugggt ija: ] SR
/buga# y/buga+e+ay UR
bugabga - e - a syncope
bugabga - a masc. marker deletion
bugebga - a 1 axing
bugegga - a assimilation
bugpgga truncation
[bugrg:a:] SR
One observes that the rules of epenthesis, truncation and raising 
are independantly motivated for Hausa in general and can be seen to 
operate in certain forms other than the categories under discussion 
(i.e. the patronymics and particles). We find that j-epenthesis op-
1
erates in feminine derivatives of masculine noun forms ending in ]-ej,
and in the feminine counterparts of nouns of agent terminating
1, There are a few exceptions such as /kupe/ 'hyena' which becomes 
/kupa/ by truncation.
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in 1 tji1 (egs.bebe//6ebi ja and rockerjgtf ±J nrefcepjt? ij& 'dumb' and 'liar'
In order to account for the processes involving the glide 
epenthesis, truncation and raising we provide the following rules:
4.b.l Truncation rule:
O  syll]— » 0 j ---  + [syll ]
4 -S.2 Epenthesis rule:
- cons
a pal
4 - 3 Raising rule:
+ syll 
a pal
+ [ + syll]
+ syll // - syll
- low
— ► [+ high] / - cons/ L _J
Rule 4-b.l asserts that a vowel is deleted in the environment 
before another vowel across a morpheme boundary,, Rule $,,6.2 states 
that a glide is inserted in the environment after a vowel and before 
another vowel across morpheme boundary, its quality being determined 
by that of the preceding vowel. Rule 4»b. 3 raises all nonlow vowels 
in the environment before a glide,
4-7.0 Laxing, centralizing and lowering rules.
It is observed that in all the varieties of Hausa when the de­
rivational suffix /-ntfi/ 'the language of...' or 'the act of,..' is 
suffixed to a noun form the preceding vowel is reduced (it will be re­
called that Hausa does not tolerate a tense vowel preceding two con­
sonants word-medially and nor by a consonant word-finally)«, Here all
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nonhigh vowels are reduced to [g], as in the following examples:
UR
/kpno+n tf i/
VJ vv
/spk kfito+ntfi/ 
/kptsma+n tf i/ 
/nupe + n tf i / 
/TTgo + n tf i/
SR
[ hpnp p tf i: ]
[ spkw :ptpptf i: ]
Gloss
Kano speech 
Sakkwato speech
[kpts1 mpntf i:] : [kt?tf r inpfitfi: ] Katsina speech 
[ nuppptf i: ] : [nutreptfi:]
r W > jj. . i
l T O  f P tf 1: J
Nupe language 
cowardice
While this indicates the behaviour of Hausa in general, the Kano 
variety behaves rather differently from the other varieties of Hausa. 
In the Kano variety one observes that the reduction and 1axing of 
nonhigh vowels to [g] is not restricted to the morpheme /-ntfi/, as 
it can be seen operating elsewhere in the language. For example, when 
MGSE Jnf is suffixed to these vowels both reduction and 1 axing take 
place, while in other varieties only laxing applies, as exemplified be­
low7:
Kano specific
UR SR
kepe + n [ kepeg] the dog
japo -f n [ ja:ppr)] the boy
bebe + n [ be:b£p] the deaf
sabo + n [sarbeq] the new7
Other varieties
UR SR
kppe + n [ kpgei]]
japo + n [ ja:pop]
bebe + n [ be:beg]
sabo + n [ saiborj]
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On the other hand if the MGSE is attached to the high vowels 
(/i/ and /u/) in Kano the vowels are reduced to [u] after the seg­
ments with feature specifications [ 1 ant, + cor], while in the other 
varieties they are simply laxed to [ i] and [u] respectively, e.g.
Kano specific
UR
gapu + n 
bipi + n 
?Plli + n 
?Pkwati + n
SR
[garp'Jq]
[bir^q]
[ £pkwa:tuq]
Other varieties
UR
gapu + n 
bipi + n 
?£lli + n
W
?gk ati + n
SR
[ ga:puq] 
f Ipip-iiD ]
[Z&l:iq]
[ ?^kwa:tirj]
the wall (we talked about) 
the monkey " " "
the chalk " 
the box " ” "
Gloss
the wall (we talked about)
the monkey " " M
the chalk "
the box M ” ”
In the case of the mid-vowels if the initial segment of the final, 
syllable is a velar one the variety exhibits some kind of 'phcnemiciza 
tion’ phenomenon, thus:
Kano specific
UR
keke + n 
pago + n 
mage + n
SR
[k^eik'kq]
r w
J
[niaig^q ]
Gloss
the bicycle (we talked about) 
the ram ,r " "
the cat ” " M
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Other varieties
UR
keke + n 
pago + n 
mage + n
SR
[ Is^ etk^ er)]
[ra:gWoi]]
[ma:gJei]]
Gloss
the bicycle (we talked about) 
the ram ” " "
the cat II 11
What this means is as follows: In Hausa in general the palatalized
and labialized back phonemes are followed immediately only by a low 
vowel, e.g. /kwa/, /gWa/, /k^a/, /g^a/ as in /k^ndoj, J^e nda/3 /k^nwa/ 
yg-^cfay 'basket' pawpaw1, 'cat' and 'peanut' respectively, but phonemi- 
cally we do not have *ykWoy, ’Vg'V/, */)s?e/, In the case of
the plain counterparts of these phonemes they can be followed by any 
vowel, e.g. yky as in ykrpe/ ’dog', ykokoy 'pup', /kupay 'hyena' and 
yketay 'to tear' with the following surface representations:
UR
/krpe/
ykokoy
/kupay
/keta/
SR
[^ppe:]
[kwo :kwo :] 
[ kWu:pa:]
[ kJe : ta*?]
When a suffix '-n' is attached to one of the plain consonants in 
the Kano variety we find, for example, that ykoko + ny surfaces as 
[kWo:k^q], not as [ kWo:k^oi]], so that ykwakWa + ny 'the coconut ' and
ykoko + n/ 'the pup* surface as [ kWa:k^p rj] and [kwo:kr q] respectively
w
so that /ko + n/ and /k a + n/ have an identical surface realization,
viz. [k^ pi]]. The point is that within the theoretical stand adopted 
by classical phonemicists the second instance of [ kW] in [l^o:k\q]
would have to be regarded as phonemically distinct from the first in-
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r Wistance of L K J. Of course within the approach adopted here neither
w-of these segments is phonemically ]k ], both are derived
In order to account for the dialect differences we provide 
the following rules:
Laxing rule (obligatory in all -varieties of Hausa):
4.7.1 + syll 
+ tense
[ - tense]
lowering rule (obligatory in all varieties of Hausa)
4 . 7 . 2 + syll
- high
- low
[ + low] + n tf i
Kano specific lowering
4-7-3 + syll
- high
- low
[+ low] c)tt 
I c
Kano specific centralizing
,7.4 + syll - bads / + cons
+ high
— > - round / + cor/ + ant
- pal / - pal- round
The first two rules are general rules operating throughout Hausa. 
Hie first rule «U7-1) asserts that all tense (long) vowels became non­
tense (short) word-medially or before a consonant word-finally. The 
second rule (4*7.2) lowers all mid-vowels to f£>] in the environment before 
a derivational suffix 1 -n tf i '.
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While rule 4-'72 is restricted to the environment before the de- 
rivational suffix ’ntfi' (in certain varieties of Hausa) the Kano 
lowering rule (4 73) states that all mid-vowels are lowered to [e ] 
in the environment before CC word-medially or a consonant word-finally 
and does not restrict it just to ’-ntii* as does rule 6.72.
Rule 7.4 asserts that all tense high vowels are centralized in 
the environment before nonsyllabic segments with the feature specifi­
cations [+ ant, + cor, - round, - pal],
4,08.0 Contraction rule
Ibis involves the deletion of certain segments and it occurs with­
in a morpheme, Ibis contraction has been observed to operate in disyl­
labic forms which have a sequence of a glide plus a vowel finally.
Here the vowel is optionally deleted, as shown in the following examples
UR SR SR Gloss
/koji/ [ kW£ j] fkw ’o:ji:] egg
/doji/ [cfVj] [cfo:ji:] odour
/maji / [mej] [ma: ji: ] oil, butter
/raji/ [t o ] [ T O  ji:] life
/kaji/ [k?j] [ka: ji:] head
/jawu/ [ jew] [jarwu:] saliva
/sawu/ [ se w] [ sa: wu: ] foot-print
/k^awu/ [ lAw] [ kJa:wu:] beaty
/baji/ [bs?j] [ba: ji:] slaves
We also observe that when an MGSE /n/ is attached to these forms 
both the vowel and the glide may be deleted. Consider, for example, 
the following:
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UR SR
/Roji #  n/ [kW o: j irj]
/doji 4 4 nj [d^i}]
/maji 4 4  n/ [ma: jig]
/paji 44 n/ [ W)] [ra: 3 id]
/kaji 44 n/ [ Rerj] [Ra: jig]
/jawu 4 4  n / [ Jferj] [ jarwurj]
/sawu 4 4  n/ f seq] [ sa:wug]
/k^awu 44 n/ [ R3e i)] [ kJa:wug]
/baji 4 4 n/ [beg] [ ba: j nj]
In order to account for both these contractions we would need a 
rule of the form:
4.8.1 Contraction rule (optional):
X
-syll 
- cons
[+ syll]— > tyfoL-syll ] [t Sylj 3 — ---- -
' [MGSE]
condition: where x exceeds more than two syllables the rule ceases 
to be optional).
The rule therefore asserts that when a glide (/j/ or /w/) is 
immediately followed any vowel both the glide and the vowel may option­
ally be deleted if they are followed by an MGSE. If, however, the M3SE 
is not present only the vowel but not the glide is deleted. So that the 
derivations of the underlying /Roji/ feggT and /Roji//n/ ’the egg (we 
talked about)’ may proceed as follow's:
1. The two different surface realizations of these forms cannot be 
assigned to a particular dialect because their distribution is 
more a matter of urban versus rural varieties of Hausa, fhe con­
tracted forms belonging to the urban variety. Exceptwin the cases 
of [ k t j] and [ d £ j] which would be pronounced as L k oj] and 
[ d oj] in varieties other than the Kano variety. The latter is 
typical of the Sakkwato variety.
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/Roji# n/ UR 
Rwoji-n labialization 
RWon contraction
r W
k ■£ n lowering
[kWB 13] SR SR
labialization
contraction
lowering
While this rule of contraction can be seen as operating in a 
certain class of masculine noun forms whose final syllables contain
in having a type of contraction different from the above. But it 
applies only to two lexical items whose final syllables do not contain 
glides. The contraction takes place only when the GSE is attached to 
these items. These nouns are /Ro3>a/ fdoorr and /SEpki/ 'emir'. So
that when the GSE is attached to than thus /ko$a//t/ is realized as
r W ' 1 r W ' -t[k o: $erj or Lk 2 rj ; the former being a slow speech form while the
latter is a rapid speech form. And /sgpki//n/ is realized as [serk^ii]]
W ^ "1or [ sgi]] . [k o:$er] and [§srkJiq] are heard in all varieties (with
w'
sate variation in the former) of Hausa, while [ k & r] and [ seij] are 
idiosyncratic as they are only heard in Kano. [ sep] is exclusively 
used to refer to the emir of Kano, Though [ k^ fe r] and [ sti}] could be 
perhaps be interpreted as surface representations of /ko$a//t/ and 
/srrki#n/ we would nonetheless treat them as having different underly­
ing forms from these ones so that [ set}] has /sen/ as its underlying 
form, while [ r] has /fir/ as its underlying form.
- -^7
glides (cft kojin — > kis n), the Kano variety exhibits an idiosyncracy
The decision to treat them in this way is based on two things (i) 
economy and (ii) productivity. Economically to formulate a rule for
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just two lexical items is not worthwhile. While it is uneconomical 
to formulate such a rule, the rule itself would also be unproductive 
(and of course unpredictive) since there are other lexical items 
with the same structure which do not undergo the rule, such as the 
following;
[is^^r] *{k’i?r] leg
/to$>a_y/t/ [toiler] *[ ter] type of grass
A f
/sewki/yn/ [scwk r 13] *[ seq] healing
4.9.0 ’Dative deletion’
What may be termed ’Dative deletion’ has been observed to operate 
in sentences with 1st person singular as an indirect object. Here 
the verbs are followed by a particle /mi?/ 'to, for’ and the indirect 
object /ni/ ’me'. In this type of construction two independent pro­
cesses are involved, namely (i) the deletion of the 'i1 of the indirect 
object /ni/ and (ii) the deletion of the dative particle /mr/. Con­
sider, for example, the surface realizations of /gpja/=/rm?/y y/ni/ 
told me, tell me’ which may appear as [ grja:mxni:], [ ggjarrmij] or 
[ g-ej^ i}]:
DR
/ /ygeja/ymt #  # n i #  /
Vowel assimilation
s
gejammi [geja:mmi:] SR 
ApocopeI
grjamin [gpja;miq] SR
Dative deletion
1
gpjani
I
Apocope1
gpjen [ gEjtn] SR
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The above diagram provides an explanation for all the three 
different surface realizations of the underlying /geja/yrae^ J
as heard in EH in the following ways: (a) by vowel assimilation to 
get [ gE\ja:mini:] (b) by applying both vowel assimilation and apocope
to obtain [ gtja:mii]] or (c) by applying the rule of dative deletion 
and the apocope to get [gtjei]]. While cases (a) and (b) have been 
observed to operate in EH generally, the derivation invoking dative 
deletion and apocope is typical of the Kano variety. In WH and other 
varieties of EH dative deletion does not operate. Moreover no vowel 
assimilation occurs in WH,
In order to account for the loss of 1 i1 of the 1st person singular 
and the loss of dative /me/ we would need the following rules:
4,9,1 Dative apocope rule
These rules are optional and the second rule is conditional upon 
the first rule (i.e. dative particle cannot be deleted unless the 
vowel deletion also occurs).
It has been observed that when the 3rd person masculine singular 
/sp/ 'him’ functions as an indirect object of a sentence the deletion 
operates as follows:
EH (kano specific)
/ #gi?ja#mp//SF# / UR
gp j arm s apocope
[ g*?ja:mps] SR
(i)
[ Isg ]
n
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Or } / UR
gejaraes apocope
gE’jampr rhotacization
[gj?ja:m??r] SR
The rule operating in the 3rd person masculine singular is not 
different from the one operating in the 1st person singular. In 
order therefore to account for the loss of vowels in these pronouns 
we will formulate a more general rule of the form:
4»9.2 Dative apocope rule (optional).
[ +syll]— * I [ dative particle] [ + cons]---
filsg] r 
jjSmsgJ
The above rule states that vowels of the lsg. and the 3msg, are 
deleted when preceded by a dative particle.
4.10.0 'Pronominal prefioc deletion'
What may be termed ’pronominal prefix deletion’ has been observed 
to operate in a certain grammatical category known as 'the substantive 
verb’ (see 3.19).
It was shown that in certain constructions in all instances where 
/key occurs in EH there is a corresponding /?tC/ in WH where ’C ’ acquires 
all the features of the following segment. Because of the acquisitional 
behaviour of WH ’C ’ we may suspect that the 'C must be one of those 
segments the occurrence of which is prohibited before any consonant other 
than a consonant of identical features. Since the WH /?pC/ corresponds 
to EH /ke/ and /k/ is one of the segments which is not permitted to occur
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before any segment other than one which has identical features we 
would like postulate that at an underlying level the WH 1C 1 is 
/k/ and that what happens is that WH loses certain segments. Examples 
from both dialects are provided for ease of reference:
EH: wa ke dr wrnnpn
WH: wa ?rd dr werxgfi
’Who owns this'
EH
Ji ke. s^Tki 
Ji ke ksptTni 
Ji ke ftboki 
Ji ke japo 
Ji ke wawa
WH
Ji ?s>ssrpki 
Ji fr&krppmi 
Ji ?F??pboki 
Ji ?t>j japo 
Ji ?rwwawa
Gloss
’It’s a king!1 
’It's the smilest, 
’It's a friend!’
' It's a boy!'
'It's a fool!’
Here we want to draw attention to the fact that any Hausa sentence 
which surfaces with either /na/ or /ke/ underlyingly contains a pronominal 
prefix which has a concatenational relation with the particle. The pro­
nominal prefix may optionally be deleted (depending on the dialect con­
cerned). The above examples will therefore be represented underlyingly 
as follows:
/wa j-gke dr/
/si jtke sppki/ 
/si jake krpcmi/ 
/si jrke ?rboki/ 
/si jtke japo/ 
/si j?ke wawa/
Since the pronominal prefix may appear in the surface representa­
tion or optionally be deleted we are postulating that in WH it is not
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the entire pronominal prefix which is deleted but rather its initial 
segment and the final vowel of the particle /key; so that we will 
account for the difference by the following rules:
4,10.1 Pronominal prefix deletion (optional in EH).
[ Pronom. Pref.] > 0 j   /y ke //
[ §ubs„ Particle]
The above rule asserts that the pronominal prefix is deleted be­
fore the substantive particle /ke/. In the case of WH we will provide 
the derivation of the underlying / //si/yjp/yke/y //wawa// / ’it's a 
fool!’ as follows:
/ yysi/yjp/yke/y y/wawa/y y hr
J i je  ke wawa p a la ta liz a tio n
J i J V  k wawa apocope
J i v  k wawa syncope
J i ?ek wawa g lo t ta l in s e r tio n
J i Tew wawa to ta l a s s im ila tio n
[ Ji:? w:a:wa:] SR
4 *11,0 Degemination rule P
The occurrence of gemination of segments ^ within lexical items 
and certain plural forms is characteristic of Hausa in general, but it 
has been observed that there are very few cases with regard to this
1. Here we do not consider total assimilation of certain segments to 
following segments as seen in the EGSE, relative past, intensive 
verb forms etc. etc., simply because they are at the underlying level 
not sequences of identical segments but rather sequences of different 
consonants whose surface identity is brought about either obligatorily 
or optionally as in the case of certain forms of the intensive verbs.
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feature in which the dialects differ, when they do differ, however, 
it is usually the case that where EH has a single consonant WH has 
double consonants of the type shown below:
EH WH Gloss
d3 aki djBkki donkey
k^acfo k% cfcTo frog
kuputf ija kupu-y tf ija youthfulness
dundunija dimdunn I j a heel
mupu tf i muputf tf i shoot of the deleb
ludeji luddtj ladle
kasuwa kessuwa market
SLNG PLURAL Gloss
EH WH
zrwge zpwpuka zpwpukka porch
tsrwni tspwnuka tspwnukka mountain
r^ji pajuka pajukka life
gppi gepupuka gppuTpuka town
doki dpwaki dtwpkki horse
mespllatf i me st Hate j mpSFllatrjje mosque
mcdubi mrdubrj mrdubejje mirror
Although in all other lexical items shared by the dialects a one- 
to-one correspondence is maintained such that to every sequence of 
identical consonants in one dialect the sequence exists in the other, 
we still might prefer to base the underlying forms on the WH forms in 
view of cases such as those cited at the beginning of the section. How­
ever, before we consider the possibility of formulating a rule to account.
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for those differences we would like to argue that it is not possible 
to say (as for example, Gregersen has said) that a short vowel plus 
two consonants became a long vowel plus a single consonant, but that 
it is rather that two identical consonants became a single consonant 
(see Gregersen, 1967). And in fact it is simply not true that EH has 
tense vowels before consonants that are geminated in WH; thus EH 
zpwpuka. This according to Gregersen, should have been *zpwiuka. To 
formulate a rule to account for the differences will certainly pose 
problems, for the simple reason that there are cases where the same 
segments exhibit other correspondences. Moreover from a practical 
point of view a rule would prove difficult to formulate since the seg­
ments that undergo degemination do not form any natural class such as 
could provide a phonological explanation - they are simply a ’rag-bag’.
On the other hand the case of the plural forms may look less 
severe but is equally problematic in the sense that though a morpholo­
gically sensitive rule could be formulated to account for the differences 
it is not possible in any phonological way to predict what the plural 
form of a given underlying singular noun would be. ^ Certain singular 
nouns may have as many as six or more possible plural forms. Consider, 
for exanple, the plural forms of /kppe/ 'dog' and /kpdo/ ’crocodile' 
as follows:
/kppe/: kpmpw', krnnuka, krmuka, kprnpj, kernekoki and kemawu.
/kpdo/: kedduna, kpddpj, kpdda, kedodji, kedenni, kpdpnnu, kedenduna.
1. Newman (1972) has formulated certain rules based on the syllable
structure and tone pattern of the singular nouns. However, he con­
cedes that, ’Hausa has a number of ways to perform the plural', (op. 
cit, 313). See also Dihoff (1971) for a rather different analysis.
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The only generalization one could provide is to say that in 
every plural form ending underlyingly in /-Pjje/ or /-ukka/ we delete 
one of the consonants to get the EH form. However, in the case of 
plural forms ending in ’-'ejje* our contraction rule could be employed 
to account for the differences (see contraction rule 4 °8-0 )■
In addition to the above complexities one observes that there are 
certain forms of plural where the dialects differ; each dialect having 
a completely different plural marker, as shown in the following examples
SINGULAR
mekepenta
tFkprda
bprde
mpjpjjppa
mpspssppa
gp$pka
gph^p ka
PLURAL
EH
mpkpppntu 
tpkprdu 
bprade 
mrjpj Jppu
g-phuka
WH
mekpptntinne
tEkPpdinne
bppadinne
mpspssppinne
gphr kkinne
Gloss
school
paper
horseman
fever
fever
satchel
satchel
In viewr of the inherent complexities of the Hausa singular: plural 
relationship we prefer to enter both the singular and plural forms in 
the lexicon and indicate which plural forms belong to which dialect.
^ , 12.0 Ablaut rule ?
It wall be recalled that WH and EH differ in what the traditional 
grammarians call the ’copula'. In this grammatical form we find that 
EH uses ' tfe1 to refer to feminine nouns and 'ne1 to masculine nouns, 
while WH employs 'ta' and 'm' to refer to feminine and masculine forms 
respectively ( s ).
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An examination of these copulas reveals to us that they are 
simply GSEs of the type discussed earlier (see 4 .5.0); they are 
here performing a function similar to that of the copulative use of 
English ’to be1. The dialect difference lies in the vowels only 
and not in the actual elements marking the gender. Here we are 
saying that the underlying markers are ]t-J and /n-/ and that the 
EH [ if] can simply be explained by the rule of palatalization. Ana­
lyzing these markers in this way makes it look as if we might be re­
quired to invoke an ablaut rule to account for the difference. 1 
But looking at the language generally an ablaut rule should be rejected
on account of the sort of arguments which were raised against formulat-
w ^
ing a ’contraction’ rule to account for [k^ r] and [ sgrj] i.e. it 
would be both uneconomical and unproductive to treat it in this way.
We prefer to enter both forms in the dictionary, so that /ta/ and /n^/ 
will be marked ’WH’, while /te/ and /ne/ will be marked ’EH'.
The same solution suggests itself when we look at the relative 
continuous marker /ke/ „ Here while both dialects behave similarly in 
employing /kr/ in the relative past, we find that in the relative con­
tinuous the dialects behave differently; EH employs ’ke’, while WH 
employs ’ke’ so that we may say that the relative marker is always/kt’ 
in WH but both ’k'B ’ and /ke/ in EH.
While there exists a difference in the copulas ’na/ne’ and ’ta/tfe’ 
themselves, we also find that a further difference exists when the copula 
’na/ne' is attached to the non-feminine 1st and 3rd persons, as shown 
below:
1. Klingenheben (1928J suggests that a sound shift is responsible
for Ttftf changing to ' tfe’.
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EH WH Gloss
ni ne m j a it's IDS
mu ne muwa it's us
Ji ne Jija it’s him
su ne suwa it’s them
We will propose two ways for accounting for the WH forms; namely
(i) by invoking rules of syncope and epenthesis (ii) by epenthesis 
alone - we prefer the latter,
lb employ the first method we would posit 'na.1 as the underlying 
marker so that the underlying forms would be as follows:
WH: /ni^na /
/mu/^na/
/si#na/
/su#na/
In order to account for the surface representations under discus­
sion we would simply invoke a syncope rule and delete the initial seg­
ment of the copula and then insert a glide epenthetically, so that the 
derivation of the underlying / # n i #  / 'it’s me’ may proceed
as follows:
/ J U R
ni a syncope
nrja epenthesis
[mja:] SR
Accounting for the above dialect difference by invoking syncope 
to delete the initial segments of the copulas should be rejected on
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the following grounds:
(i) that it is extremely weak as the underlying forms contradict 
our previous claim that ' ta/na* must be marked *WH' and 'teyne1 EH,
If f nt?1 is already marked ’WH’ then it cannot be at the same time 
the underlying form from which both the dialect forms could be de­
rived,
(ii) that even if the underlying forms were to be correct the 
question still remains as to why syncope should be invoked at a posi­
tion as phonologically strong as this just in order to create an en­
vironment for epenthesis. Moreover there is no other instance in the 
language where a glide is inserted after a consonant has been deleted. 
All instances of epenthesis have been observed to be motivated by a 
sequence of vowels - one of the vowels being a stem-final vowel and 
the other a marker of some sort (i.e. a feminine marker or a plural 
marker).
Though it looks as if ’na/ne’ and 'taytfe1 are the only copulas 
in the language, it is nevertheless necessary to seek for some plaus­
ible way to handle this situation. Hence the need for our second ap­
proach (i.e. one which employs epenthesis alone).
We are postulating the existence of another copula foiro, namely 
/a/. This may be viewed as having operated in Hausa in these pronouns 
generally at one time but that at a latter stage it ceased to operate 
in EH. So that WH can be said to have three forms of the copula /ta/, 
/net/ and /a/. The usual form /na/ is suppleted by /a/ in the pronominal 
environment specified above. Although positing such a copula may seem 
to be somewhat ad hoc when one examines it carefully one finds out that
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it provides the only plausible and natural situation (at least in 
Hausa) for a glide epenthesis rule* Setting up /a/ as the copula 
employed with these pronouns we can account for WH surface realiza­
tions by the rule of epenthesis (see-4- .6 .0).
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CHAPTER 5
A FINAL EXCURSUS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
5.1 Introduction: The justification for this brief chapter is:-
(a) that I wish to discuss in a unified way sane of the 
phenomena and analyses presented separately in Chapters 3 and 4.
(b) that it seems to me of interest to consider the mechanisms 
whereby dialects cone to be different, and in order to pursue this end 
it seems worth picking up again seme of the things discussed in 
earlier chapters.
(c) that I wish to evaluate the achievements of this thesis.
It was claimed in 1.4 that generative dialectology works on the 
assumption that a single underlying form can be postulated for related 
dialects, and these dialects differ in sane of the phonological rules 
that apply to the underlying forms. The differences may arise as a 
consequence of rule loss, rule addition, rule expansion or differential 
rule ordering. Certain dialects differ from each other in terms of all 
these things, while others do not (cf. Newton, 1972 and Brown, 1972). 
The overall claim has been justified by comparing and contrasting EH 
and WH in which we find that while both dialects behave similarly in 
the application of the labialization rule (.3.6.1), the palatalization 
rule (3.6.2), the nasal backing rule (3.6.4), the voicing rule (3.6.6), 
the laxing rule (3.6.11), the nasal assimilation 1|n|1 rule (3.6.3.1) 
and the total assimilation rule (3.6.15), a good deal of the variation 
between EH and WH can be attributed to the effect of the following EH 
phonological rules: (i) the nasal assimilation rule (3.6 .3.2), the
hardening rule (3.6.7), the weakening rule (3.6.8), the delabialization 
rule (3.6.9), the rhotacization rule (3.3.1) and the softening rule
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(3.6.16). Moreover, WH has an affricate-palatalization rule (3.6.5) and 
a certain rule which converts bilabial fricatives into glottal 
fricatives (3.6.10), which are exclusive to it. We shall now look into 
these rules to see which types of mechanisms are involved.
5.2 Rule Ordering: Rule order requires that the application of the
rules must be ordered differently for each dialect to reach the surface 
representations of a given underlying form. There appears to be no such 
case in Hausa. We can illustrate this by presenting derivations of 
certain feminine forms, where it might appear that a case could be made 
out for differential rule-ordering. According to the rule-ordering 
hypothesis we would require two sets of phonological rules as follows:
Set 'A' and Set 1B ’. Set ’A ’ would consist of truncation, palatalization, 
glide epenthesis, raising and masculine marker deletion. Set 'B' would 
consist of syncope, truncation, glide epenthesis, laxing, total 
assimilation, masculine marker deletion and palatalization. So that 
the derivations of the underlying forms |bahawsu+e+a| 'a Hausa woman' and 
|buga##boga+e+a| 'a woman drunkard' may proceed as follows:
A. EH:
behewsa+e+a| UR
behews-e-a truncation
bnhew/e-a palatalization
behew/eja glide-epenthesis
behew/ija raising
masculine marker deletion
[bnhew ji ja: ] SR
WH:
| behewsa+e+a 
buhewsa-a
UR
masculine marker deletion
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behewsa 
[buhewsa: ]
B. EH:
|buga# #buga+e+a 
bugabga-e-a 
bugabge-a 
bugabgeja 
bugebgeja 
bugsbgija 
buguggija
bugegg^Ija 
[bugBg:Jija:]
WH:
|buga# #bnga+e+a| 
bugabga-e-a 
bugabga-a
bugnbga-a
bugegga-a
bug-egga
[bug^g:a:]
palatal!zat ion 
glide-epenthesis 
raising 
truncation 
SR
UR
syncope 
truncation 
glide-epenthesis 
1axing 
raising
total assimilation 
masculine marker deletion 
palatalization 
SR
UR
syncope
masculine marker deletion
glide-epenthesis
laxing
raising
total assimilation 
truncation 
palatalization 
SR
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In the first derivation we find that EH employs four rules, namely 
(i) truncation (ii) palatalization (iii) glide-epenthesis and (iv) raising. 
WH employs two rules, namely masculine gender deletion and truncation.
Since there are certain rules which do not operate in one of the dialects, 
as for exanple, rules 2,3 and 4 in the first derivation in WH we 
conclude that the question here is not one of differential rule ordering 
but rather of which rules apply to a given dialect.
5.3 Rule loss: When a rule fails to operate when the condition 
necessary for its application is met the rule is said to be lost.
Two explanations are possible here (i) either the rule was introduced at 
a more recent stage of the language and has failed as yet to penetrate 
throughout the language or (ii) that the rule existed in the proto­
language generally as an automatic rule but at a later stage it has 
ceased to be so. The only instance of such a process in Hausa consists 
in the non-automatic palatalization rule (4.2.1), which operates in 
certain morphological contexts. Here, while alveolar coronals do not 
became palatalized before palatal vowels in cognate forms, when they 
undergo derivational changes they do become palatalized.
5.4 Rule addition: A rule is said to be added when such a rule
operates only in one dialect. One result of this innovated rule might 
be a simplification and generalization in the grammar; although this 
is not necessarily always so. This can be seen in the case of the EH 
rhotacization rule, which, for example, converts the causative markerjs| 
into [r], or in the case of the weakening rule, which accounts for |m| 
surfacing as [w] and the softening rule, which converts the feminine 
marker |tj to [r,s . ..], 'which are all added rules. Though these rules 
appear to be dialect specific, i.e. they are peculiar to EH alone a 
comparative study of related Chadic languages reveals that syllable-
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final weakenings tend to be rather characteristic features of Chadic 
languages. The hypothesis claims that velars and labials in the recon­
structed pre-Hausa became [w] syllable-finally, while the alveolars of 
pre-Hausa became [r]. Consider, for example, Klingenheben, 1928), which 
Schuh (1972: 390-391) summarizes as follows:
*P > w/ - $
*T > r/ ~ $
*K > w/ - $
In our synchronic but pan-dialectal analysis none of the above 
starred forms which are reconstructed forms would be inputs to any of 
our rules. Consider EH [suwpaji:] vs. WH [snmpeji:] and the metathesized 
form [supnfeji:] 'youth' all with the plural form [snma.'pi:]. In this case 
there is only one plausible way to account for this variation; this is 
by setting up /sempffji/ as the underlying form, since it can account 
for both |m| -*■ [w] and |mp|-> [pn]. So that |m| becoming [w] is something 
synchronic. Consider also our feminine marker |t[, which is realized as 
[t] in all the dialects in a certain context and in other contexts as 
[r],[s],[1],[j] or else as involving a total assimilation to a following 
consonant. In this situation setting up any segment from among these 
surface ones other than the [ t [ as the underlying marker is not going to 
be tolerated for a number of reasons, e.g. firstly it would violate our 
statement of constraint on the underlying form which states that the 
underlying form posited must appear in one of the dialects (see Chapter 1); 
secondly the total assimilation behaviour observed cannot adequately be 
explained, since the other segments are not subject to any surface 
phonotactic constraint which would cause them to assimilate totally to 
following consonants (since we can have the sequences [r]CV, [s]CV,
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[1]CV, [j]CV)•1
The EH delabialization rule is also an added rule, which in 
diachronic terms can be interpreted simply as a case of phonemic merger.
The WH affricate-palatalization rule and the rule which converts 
bilabial fricatives into glottal fricatives are added rules as well.
So far we have discussed the mechanisms responsible for dialect 
variation. Of these, only one mechanism has been observed to be of no 
relevance to the study of Hausa variation i.e. differential rule 
ordering. It is also observed that all the rules we have referred to are 
genuinely synchronic rules. In the next section we shall discuss rule 
expansion under the heading "Unitary stage rules", which though synchronic 
may also be assumed to be diachronic.
5.5 Unitary stage rules: These are rules which have been assumed to
operate throughout the language in some specific context at one stage 
and at a later stage when the language split into dialects the application 
of these rules were widened by rule simplification in one or other of the 
dialects, while in another dialect the rules survived unchanged. In 
talking about 'Unitary stage' rules we are not being strictly synchronic, 
but rather diachronic. The EH nasal assimilation is a case of this.
It will be recalled that |n| assimilates to a following consonant (3.6 .3.1). 
This rule is general since it operates in both dialects. The EH nasal 
assimilation states that all nasals become homorganic to following 
consonants. Here the rule has been expanded to cover both |m| and |n| 
thus minimizing the number of features required in the input. This type
1. The appearance of j 1 1 as a feminine marker accords well with the 
situation in most of the Afro-Asiatic languages. So that our 
alveolar |t| becoming [r] can be explained synchronically. This, 
however, does not discredit a historical type of approach to 
language study, but rather is harmonious with it.
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of thing can further be exemplified in the rules seen to operate in 
what the traditional grammarians call 1 the relative past'.
We have shown in Chapter 2 that WH and EH differ in the way each 
expresses the relative past. While both dialects behave in almost the 
same way in the general (i.e. non-relative) past by:
(a) suffixing a marker 'n' to both the plural pronominal 
persons and the impersonal pronoun e.g. |mun tuli[ 'we went’; |?un 
tn$i| 1 someone went',
(b) having a tense (long) low vowel at the end of the other 
pronominal persons (except in the case of 2nd person feminine which 
ends in |e| in WH and ends in |i| in EH) e.g.
|na tu$i| 'I went1
[ka t'Bfril 'you (masc. sing) went'
jta tn$i| 'She went'
|ja tu$i| 'he went'
Cf. EH WH
k m  ti3$i ke tuhi 'you (fern) went'
we find that in the relative past the case is rather different. WH may 
be said to retain the past-tense marker |-n| plus a relative marker | Ice | 
in the pronominal plural persons and impersonal pronoun, while in EH 
the past tense marker |-n| is absent.
In the singular persons WH prolongs the consonant of the verb 
immediately following the person pronoun; thus an underlying | ifCVC^  
##CgV ... #| becomes C-jVCgC^V; that is, the consonant numbered 
assumes all the features of the following consonant numbered C^; while 
in EH all that happens is that the final vowel of the pronoun is reduced 
to |u| (of course in WH the vowel is also reduced by the laxing rule).
The above information can be exemplified as follows:
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General past 
EH: UR
| #na#n##kama# | 
[#ke#n##kama# | 
| #mu#n##kama#
Cf. WH: |#ke#n##kama#!
SR
[na:ka:ma: ] 
[kJigka:ma:] 
[mvnt3ka:ma: ]
[k^e :ka:ma: ]
Gloss 
I caught
You (fem) caught 
We caught
You (fem) caught
Relative past 
EH: UR
| M'u##na#n#kB##kama# 
| #de##rmi#n#ke##kaina#
WH: UR
| #de##na#n#kT3##kama# 
I #du##mu#n#kn##kama#
SR
[dun'Bka:ma: ] 
[demukeka:ma: ]
SR
1
[drnik:a:ma: ] - [drunk: a:ma: ] 
[ dumugkrka; m a : ]
meaning ’when I caught ... ! and 'when we caught' 
respectively.
In these data |—n| and |ke| are past and relative morphemes 
respectively. And in order to account for the dialect differences which 
show up in these verb forms we need the following rules:
^Unitary stage Rule 1
r -> sing. pers. 
-2nd fem. n#k - #
^Unitary stage Rule 2
t
0/
sing, pers, 
-2nd fem.
1. The employment of [ni] does not appear to be explicable in any 
phonological way for there seems to be no phonetic motivation for 
changing |a| to [I].
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EH. Rule 1
re ->
sing. pers. 
-2nd fem.
n#k - #
EH. Rule 2
sing. pers. 
-2nd fem.
h 2 fem. 
jpers. pi, 
Mmp.
<ke>
EH. Rule 3 
Ikl 0 sing, pers, -2nd fan.
WH. Rule 1
1*8 I [sing, pers.] n#k - #
WH, Rule 2
|n| -*■ 0 /- [sing, pers.]
WH. Rule 3
[ k | C / C 
[0-F]/ pTF]
Rules 1 and 2 are Unitary stage rules. As mentioned earlier these 
rules are not strictly synchronic but rather diachronic. Rule 1 asserts 
that a low vowel |n | is deleted immediately after all singular persons 
(except the 2nd feminine), when followed by |n| and |k| finally.
Rule 2 states that |n| is deleted after all singular persons (except the 
2nd feminine).
The application of these rules can be said to be widened by rule 
simplification in WH, while they survived intact to the present day in 
EH except in the case of the second rule ’which has been expanded.
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EH Rule 1 is similar to the Unitary stage rule 1 which deletes 
1131 imnediately after all singular persons (except the 2nd feminine).
EH Rule 2 has two expansions the first expansion is identical to the 
Unitary stage rule 2, while the second expansion deletes |n| after second 
person feminine, person plural and impersonal before jkn|.
WH Rule 1 is an extension of unitary stage rule 1. While unitary 
stage rule 1 does not operate in 2nd fem., WH rule 1 extends its 
application to all singular persons (i.e. including the 2nd feninine).
WH rule 2 is also an extension of unitary stage rule 2. Here the rule 
deletes |n| before singular persons. WH rule 3 may be said to be an 
innovatory dialect-specific rule. The rule asserts that |k| takes all 
the features of the following consonant. This rule accords very well 
with the MSC of the language (.see 3.5.15).
In order to give a clear view of how these rules (along with sane 
other rules) operate in each dialect we provide the following derivations
X
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5,6 Concluding remarks: So far we have discussed in a unified way
various phonological rules operating in both dialects with regard to the 
types of mechanisms involved in dialect differentiation. We shall now 
evaluate the achievements of this thesis. These successes can be seen 
in the following ways:
(i) that on a principled basis the Hausa language (as spoken in 
Nigeria) has been classified into two major dialects. These divisions 
are based on phonological and morphological isoglosses. A lexicostatistic 
analysis is also adduced as support for this classification.
(ii) that it interprets the dialect variation between EH and WH 
within the framework of generative phonology as originally proposed in 
SPE, though here with some modifications. The dialect variation is 
interpreted in terms of various generative rules - certain rules apply 
generally, while others are simply dialect specific.
(iii) that an attempt has been made to place a constraint on the 
level of abstractness of phonological representation (see Chapter 1) 
and to draw a line between what is synchronic and what is not. The 
constraint states that the underlying segnent must appear in at least 
one of the dialects. Although the underlying forms are abstract they 
are nevertheless generally closer to WH. However, this does not mean 
that WH has retained all the pre-Hausa forms.
(iv) that there seems to be some agreement between our synchronic 
analysis and an independently established diachronic analysis of certain 
segments, as for example, the feminine marker [t| becoming [r] (see 3,6.16), 
|s,d ... | becoming [r] (see 4.5.2) or |m| becoming [w]. All these, 
according to comparative linguists, are developments which were historical, 
while in our analysis they are shown to be genuinely synchronic (cf. 
Klingenheben, 1928). This therefore satisfies us that generative dialectology, 
while synchronic in approach, may legitimately be a reflection of "historical
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changes acting on an originally uniform language' (Newton, 1972:1),
(v) that we are convinced that rule addition, rule simplification 
and rule loss are the prime agents in our dialect variation.
While these are the successes which have so far been achieved, 
the investigator has not been able to find any regular system operating 
with regard to vowel differences between these dialects and hopes that 
future researchers may take this up. Neither syntactic differences nor 
tonal differences have been discussed in this thesis because they are 
considered to be topics extensive enough to be for other independent 
theses, if they are to be handled adequately. Some syntactic differences 
have been noted however and presented in appendix B.
The irregular correspondences of certain lexical items which 
might be etymologically-related, but which can no longer be related by 
means of synchronically generative rules (probably because they are the 
result of extensive parallel borrowing from related languages or borrowing 
across dialects) all have to appear in the lexicon. So that such words 
could only be related by statements of lexical correspondences, not by 
means of generative rule (cf. Chomsky, 1970; Venneman, 1972e).
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APPENDIX A
The unsystematic nature of vowel correspondences 
between Hausa dialects
The general practice in Hausa has been to recognize five vowels, 
namely, i,e,a,o,u. Each of these vowels can be either short or long; 
which brings the number of the vowels to ten. This practice was 
rejected in favour of an analysis which sets up an eight vowel system.
The argument for this analysis was fully discussed in Chapter 3. In that 
same chapter the general practice of analyzing each Hausa diphthong as a 
’vowel-plus-vowel' was also rejected in favour of a new analysis, which 
interprets each diphthong as a 'vowel-plus-glide', i.e. as |nj |, |rw|,
|uJl .
Unlike the consonantal phonemes, the Hausa vowels show little 
(if any) dialect variation. What might be considered to be a major 
dialect variation is found only in a few lexical items. The following 
list of words may exemplify our point:
EH WH Gloss
[le:mo:] lemo [le:mu:] lemu arrange
[mil: a: ] milla [mul: a: ] mulla travel a long way
[ru:/e:] rushe [ro: /e: ] roshe demolish
[/nkjl i ^ ' i : ] 1 shakiki [/ik*^' i:k^ ' i: ] shikiki full-brother
[tinlc^ x ja: ] tinkiya [tunlc^ I ja: ] tunkiya ewe
[tirlc^e:] tirke [turk^e:] turke a tethering-post or peg
[ts’igka:] tsinka [ts'ugk^e:] tsunke break, cut off, pluck
[wa: to: ] wato [wa: tnw] watau then, so
[zurbe: zarbe [znlbi:] zalbi grey-heron
1. An Arabic loan.
2. [zuLbe:] is heard in Zariya; [dztlbe:] in same areas in Bauchi.
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EH WH Gloss
bi/ija: ] bishiya [buAja: ] bushiya a tree
da:mina: ] darnina [da:mena:] dam na wet season
?iwa: ] iwa [?nwa: ] awa like, as if
?nbu:ja;j1 abuya [?nb±ja: ] abiya girl-friend
Znda:/e:] adashe [7-eda: /i: ] adashi
O W 1 -i2?ung uLu: ] ungulu [?ngW uLu: ] agulu vulture
?ndze: ] aje [?Idze:]3 ije to place
?rm<ka:ni: ] amfani [?unhwa:ni:] unhwani usefulness
t/inje:] cinye [t/B nje: ] canye ate up
dinja: ] dinya [dunja: ] dunya a type of tree (or fruit)
dmja: ] dinya [dunja: ] dunya goose
dink^i: ] cfinki [dunk^i: ] dunki sewing
dints'a: ] dintsa [dents'a:] duntsa take a handful
duimbja: ] dulmuya [dulmija:] dulmiya sink
w . g o:ruba:] goruba r w , 1 [g o: pi-ba: J goriba dum-palm
hedipi t] hadiri [hedepi: ] hadari clouds
dza:dzibe:pe:] jajibere [dza:dz±bipi:] jajibiri sallah eve
dze:ma:g^e:] jemage [dza:ma:g^e: jamage bat
dzu:dzi:] juji [dzibdzi:] jibji rubbish-heap
dzuhuima: ] juhurma [dzihilma:] jihilma a type of bird of prey
W  Tk o:knwa: J kokawa n w , W -i[k o:k pwa:J kokuwa wrestling
iw ik o : me: J kome [kwomi: ] komi everything
me: ] me [mi: ] mi what
A p i : ] kwari [Are: ] kware valley
1 W' n -1k u: 1 mi: J kulumi [kW u: 1 mi: ] 1ml ami stingy
?a:dnlt/i:] adalci [?a:dilt/i: adilci justice
1. [?T3bo:k^ija: ] is commonly heard in EH, while in WH [?ebuk: ija:] is 
more conmon. The forms cited above seem older.
2. Zariya and Bauchi pronounce it with [TP] initially.
3. Zariya pronounces it similarly.
4. Hadejiya pronounces it in the same way.
5. An Arabic loan.
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The vowels do not show any systematic correspondences by means 
of which we can relate then to cannon underlying forms. In this kind 
of situation there is no way to formulate any rule in order to derive 
one form from the other or both from a ccmnon underlying form and this 
necessitates the entry of both forms in the dictionary.
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APPENDIX B
Syntactic differences.
The only? syntactic differences known to the investigator appear 
in the following cases:
(a) Negative sentences involving the copulas ne/na and ce/ta.
(b) Sentences containing indirect objects,
(c) The use of copy pronouns in imperative and general past sen- 
tenses,
(d) Sentences containing the adverbial constituent element.
(a) The Negative Sentence: In constructing a negative sentence,
whether it involves the copulas (ne/na, ce/ta) or not, two occurrences
of the negative marker ba are required. In the case of negative copula 
sentences, however, the syntagmatic arrangement of these markers is 
entirely dialectal, which is, of course, the concern of this analysis. 
In EH the syntax of negative sentences is everywhere the same, while in 
WH there are some variations. For example, the way negative sentences 
are formed in the Katsina variety of Hausa differs sharply from the way 
they are formed in the Sakkwato variety of Hausa,
Examples:
EH; ba yaro______ba ne
not boy not is
'It is not a boy'
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WH (S) :
ba yaro na ba
not boy is not
'It is not a boy’
WH(Kt):
ba yaro ba ne ba
not boy not is not
'It is not a boy'
(b) Sentences with indirect objects.
We saw in chapter four (4.15.0) that the use of the particle 'ma' 
(traditionally known as dative 'ma') with a pronoun object is typical 
of Kano Hausa. The structure of a sentence containing an indirect object 
is generally the same except in the variety of Bauchi Hausa which differs 
from all other dialects. Consider, for example, the following:
Other varieties of Hausa:
Ahmad ya say a wa Kabir keke
Ahmad he bought for Kabir bicycle
'Ahamd bought Kabir a bicycle’
Bauchi variety:
Ahmad ya sayi keke ma Kabir
Ahmad he bought bicycle for Kabir
'Ahmad bought Kabir a bicycle’
(c) The use of a pronoun copy in the imperative and general past
sentences:
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One of the characteristic features of some varieties of EH is 
the way a subject pronoun is copied in imperative and general past 
sentences« Ibis feature is peculiar to Kano-village Hausa and to 
Hadejiya and Katagum in Bauchi. An inperative sentence in these 
areas is formed by introducing a subject pronoun in initial position 
which is copied immediately after the verb. Bor example, ka 20 ka 
'(you) come' (literally, 'you come you'). In other varieites of Hausa 
an inperative sentence is formed with an optional subject, pronoun in 
the initial position. The pronoun is never copied, for example, (ka) 
zo *(you) come'.
In the case of past tense sentences pronoun-copy operates but 
not in an identical way as in the case with inperative sentences. Here 
the subject pronoun is in the initial position, while the object pronoun 
follows the verb, for exanple, ya hau shi 'he rode', na je ni 'I went*.
Newman (1972) made an interesting discovery about this feature in 
a comparative study of Hausa and Kanakuru in which he claims that pronoun 
copy is a feature of Chadic languages. He goes on to say that 'where 
intransitive verbs are marked by a pronlminal suffix on the verb which 
matches the person, the gender, and number of the subject. This suffix, 
which is called the 'intransitive copy pronoun' (abbreviated ICP) occurs 
in all persons and is used in a variety of tenses', (Newman, 1972:7).
This led the author to assume that 'in early Hausa language history, 
the use of ICP suffixes must have been more wide spread than it is now 
and was not just limited to these specific cannand forms’, (loc. cit. 
p.7). E.3. Nadah (by personal Ccnmunication) confirms to me that the
feature is also present in his language, Kwa-bwarei, which is also a 
member of the Chadic group of languages.
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(d) The Adverbial constituent element.
Galadanci (1969) classifies adverbs into five major types as 
follows: (i) Simple adverb (ii) Adverbial compound (iii) Adverbial 
complex (iv) Adverbial Cluster and (v) Adverbial phrase. We are 
particularly concerned with only one type of adverb that which is 
referred to as the adverbial carp lex. Galadanci observes that the 
adverbial complex consists of a particle (a ’at1, daga ’from1, ta 
'via1, da ’with, at, in’ or i, va ’like1) which occurs together 
with a nominal or other adverbial form. This class of adverb can 
further be divided into five main types based on their internal struc­
ture and syntactic behaviour. The types are referred to as types (a),
(b), (c), (d) and (e). Again we are only going to look into the ad­
verbial complex type (a) as it is in this type that dialect variation 
exists „
The adverbial complex type (a) consists of a locative particle a 
’at, in’ followed by any of the following: (i) a non-dynamic noun (ii) 
a pronoun (iii) a siriple adverb (iv) an adverbial compound (v) an 
adverbial cluster. Or an NP having one of these as its Head. Here are 
a few examples of adverbial complex type (a) (all examples from Galadanci)
a gida ’at home’
a ita 1 in it (fat)'
a tsaye ’standing up’
a cikin gida ’inside the house’
a gobe da safe . ’tomorrow in the morning’
While we agree that what Galadanci refers to as ’Adverbial complex 
type (a)’ is operative in EH, in WH (at least in Sakkwato) this class
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of adverbial does not occur. In its place, WH employs a different 
category of adverb, for example, a simple adverb. In short, in all 
instances of an adverbial complex type (a), in EH, WH deletes what 
Galadanci calls the 1 locative particle'« Consider the following 
examples:
EH: Musa ya gan shi a gida
’Moses saw him at home'
Musa ya gan shi a tsaye 
’Moses saw him standing1
Musa ya gan shi a cikin cfaki 
'Moses saw him in a roan’
a gobe da safe make so
’we want it tomorrow in the morning'
WH: Musa ya gane shi gida
’Moses saw him at home'
Musa ya gane shi tsaye 
’Moses saw him standing’
Musa ya gane shi cikin cfaki 
'Moses saw him in a room'
gobe da swahe muka so
’we want it tomorrow in the morning’
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Notes on word lists.
The aim this section is to provide some explanations for certain 
lexical items which appear to be unique in the sense of being character­
istic of a certain variety or in having more than one meaning.
Item 3. [bisa:] 'animal' is only used in the Sakkwato area (although 
it is also found in Niger). The remaining varieties have [cteb:a:j in­
stead. This may be a case of lexical diffusion, for while all the 
other varieties lost the native word for ’animal', Sakkwato retained 
it. The word [dtb:a:] is an Arabic loan. 1
Item 4, [to:ka:] 'ashes' is seldom used in Sakkwato with this meaning; 
instead [hr-bcfi: ] is used meaning ’ashes'. [to;ka:] in Sakkwato means 
'soap' . So that what in the remaining varieties people would call 'ashes' 
a Sakkwato man would call 'soap' . In these other areas [saibulu:] is 
used to refer to the Sakkwato [to:ka:] 'soap'. Here again we find that 
[sa:bulu:] is an Arabic loan.
Item 8 [k\pde:] 'bark (of a tree)' was given by a Daura infor­
mant as an equivalent for [£a:wo:J or [Ba:wa:]. This may mean that 
either the word [£>a:wo:] is disappearing or is in free-variation in 
Duara for the informant knew both words. It is likely that the word
[ k p d e : ] is an archaic word. In Katsina the same word is pronounced 
wwith [o: ] thus [kppcfo:] rather than with [e:J as it is in the case of 
Daura. On the other hand in both Sakkwato and Katsina the word [kr>pde:] 
which means 'bark' (of a tree)’ in Daura, means 'to peel' or 'strip 
off bark'.
1. Neither Bargery nor Abraham indicate this fact in their diction­
aries .
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I ten 14. [bpk^i:] means 'black' (both as an adjective and 
as a noun) in all varieties, while in Sakkwato it functions only as 
a noun, the adjective being [btb:£kWu:] as in /bpbbpkun nutum ja 
zrpka gida npj/ meaning 'a black man came to his house' .
Iten 19. [to:ja:]means 'burn’ (both in transitive and intransitive 
uses) in Sakkwato and Katsina, while in other varieties [to:ja:]is 
only used when the object of the action is one of the following: oil, 
cakes, earthenware, bricks or pots (unless it is used in a figurative 
sense). [k\>:na:] ’burn1 does not exist, in either the Sakkwato or 
Katsina varieties.
Item 21. [d3ido:] ’cloud' was given by a Zariya informant, while 
in most other areas they have [ga:d3 ima:pe;]. In Katsina, however, it 
is similar to the Zariya form though pronounced with a vowel [a:] in 
final position. [ga:d3ima:pe: ] too is known to Zariya speakers.
I ten 27. [mtrtu:] means 'die' . It is used in all dialects syn­
onymously with [prsu:]. Except that in Sakkwato [mutu:] is restricted 
in its use to refer to the death of animals, plants, but rarely to 
people unless of low status, in particular non-Muslims. Tb show respect 
in the case of a person's death [p su:] is used. Generally, in all the 
varieties the death of a pious person, saint or prophet is referred to 
as [k'ewpa.:] meaning 'migration' or £$Pkwu:] meaning ’hide’.
Item 28 [huk'a:] 'dig' and [g^ina:]  ^ 'build' are observed to 
be synonymous in Kano, but in Sakkwato they are synonymous only when 
the object of the verb is[pa:mi:] 'hole'. Consider, for example, the
1. Hie investigator observes that [g^ina:] is less conmonly used in
Kano town and suspects that those who use the word might be influenced 
by the native speakers of W.H. Bargery (1934) indicates that the word 
[hpk'a:] is an Arabic loan. He, however, neither says wrhat. if means 
in Arabic nor does he provide the proper Arabic form.
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following:
Musa ya hafta rami
Moses he dug hole
'Moses dug a hole'
OR
Musa ya gina rami 
Moses he built hole 
1 Moses dug a hole'
In Bauchi, Daura and Zariya [hek’a:] is exclusively used to refer 
to the action of digging a hole, while [g^ina:] to building e.g. con­
struction of a house, as shown in the following example:
Musa ya gina gida 
Moses he built house 
'Moses built a house'
But in none of the varieties can [hpk'a:] be used in the above sense.
Item 39, [?ido:] presents variation in form and meaning. In all 
the varieties except in Sakkwato the word [?ido:] means 'an eye' and 
its plural idanu 'eyes' . In Sakkwato the case is rather different; 
[?ido:] means 'eyes', while[?id3ija:] means ’an eye’.
Item 85. [gpjfje: ] 'leaf of a tree' is known in the majority of 
varieties , while in Sakkwato a compound word is used thus [k^un: e tj ?itfe 
(lit. ear of a tree).
W iItem 137. [k a :na:J means ’to pass the night' in all varieties 
of Hausa, while in the Sakkwato variety means 'to sleep' , as in the 
following examples:
Sakkwato variety:
(a) Musa shina kwana
Moses he is sleeping
'Moses is sleeping'
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(b) Musa ya kwana biyat
Moses he passed the night five 
'Moses spent five nights/days'
Other varieties:
(a) Musa yana barci1
Moses he is sleeping 
'Moses is sleeping'
(b) Musa ya kwana biyar
Moses he passed the night five 
'Moses spent five nights/days'
Item 173. [bipk^ita:] was given by a Sakkwato informant as an 
equivalent for [dguija:] . The informant seemed rather confused by 
the number of synonyms the word has, among which are the following: 
dagula, hargitsa, yamutsa.
Item 267 [ba:wa:] 'slave1 is the commonest form and is understood 
by every native Hausa speaker. In Kano, Katsina and Bauchi [bepu'nd^e:] 
is synonymous with [ba:wa:] , while in the remaining varieties it means 
'butcher'. [ ba:wa:] is more frequently used in Kano, Bauchi and Katsina 
than [bttu' nd3e;].
It has been observed that there are some words which are invariably 
used in all the varieties though my informants preferred one form to 
the other, the basis of such choice m s  not investigated. For example, 
[cfembida: ]or [cfem:pgWupd3i:] 'rod for ginning cotton1. £$a:tuma:] or 
.[hebepktfda:] 'a type of cap1, [sepji:] or [da:pi:] 'cold' (although 
[sppji:] is usually associated with the cool wind of the rainy season 
and [da:pi:] with ’ harmattan’). In Kano, Bauchi and Zarij^a [huntu:pu:] 
is synonymous with [da:pi:] . This word was not familiar to my Katsina 
and Sakkwato informants.
1. The present investigator has a feeling that the word is a compound 
one made up of bari ’to stop’ and ci ’eating'.
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Item 294 [ta:g^ija:] was given by a Daura informant as an 
equivalent to [hu:la:] meaning 'hat, cap’ but when he was told that 
the word was borrowed from Arabic he hardly believed it.
Item 323. [kgpa:] means ’cornstalk', and like [?ido:](item 39), 
presents variation in form. In Sakkwato [ktra:] is the plural form 
of[krpe:], while in the remaining varieties [k pa:] is the singular 
form of karare.
Item 290 [fwb jh%'j] in Sakkwato and Katsina and (remarkably) also 
in Daura refers to any large circular tray made from kaba fronds or 
grass and used for seperating coarse flour from fine or for covering 
vessels, wiiile in the other varieties a is mainly used only
for covering vessels, while a [m t rjk di:] is used for seperating coarse 
flour from fine.
Item 318. [ma:sa :], in Sakkwato, Katsina and Bauchi, means what 
in Kano. Daura and Zariya is known as [w£*jna:] 'cake' ; [ ma: Je:] is also 
used with the same meaning. In Bauchi [wpjna:] refers to fried egg or 
cakes made from rice flour mixed with eggs.
Our Sakkwato informant gave us [bilha:zija:] (item 335) as a native 
word meaning ’bilharzia’ , while in other varieties we have [ts'*? gJ i ja: ] .
Item 362. [gWu:tsu:] means 'under, beneath’, in Sakkwato but in 
other varieites it is a tabooed-word meaning ’female genital organ'. ^
Item 158. [d 3e : la: ] means ’tail’. This word is more commonly used 
in Kano than in any other variety of Hausa though familiar to all Hausa
1. [gpto:]has the same meaning as [gWu:ts’u:].
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speakers, in other varieties [wirtfe'ija:] is preferred. In Kano 
[wuts11ja:] is a tabooed-word 'meaning 'male genital organ' . ^
Item 312. [ta:kelmi:] means ’shoe1 in Kano, Bauchi, Zariya,
Daura and Katsina. In Sakkwato the word means ’a pair of shoes' ,
'Che shoe’ in Sakkwato is [ta:kplme:] . [ta:kt?lma:] means 'shoes' in 
all the varieties i.e. meaning more than one shoe (except in Sakkwato 
where it means more than one pair of shoes).
Item . 219, [sa:mja:] means ’cow' in all the varieties (except 
in Sakkwato where it is a tabooed-word). [ngg^:e], which is a Fulani
loan word meaning 'cow', is used in Sakkwato to replace the tabooed- 
word. But it is surprising to note that the plural of [samija:] 'cow’ 
which is [ja:nu:] in Sakkwato variety not * [npg:Wo:g^i: ] as might have 
been expected.
Item 226 [be: pa: ] means ' mouse ’ in Kano, Bauchi, Zariya and Daura,
r W  -i r W  i
while in Katsina and Sakkwato the word for ’mouse' is [k u:su:J. [k u:su:J
2
in the other varieties is a tabooed-word meaning 'male genital organ’.
Item 313 [tppkwo:] means 'trap' in all varieties except Sakkwato.
1. In Katsina and Daura ganda is a tabooed-word meaning 'male genital 
organ’ but in Kano, Bauchi and Zariya (it is not a tabooed-word) 
it simply means a kind of meat prepared usually for the nursing 
mothers. It is sometimes called kauri.
2. Ctnar Bello (by personal communicator) felt that the word kusu 
might be an Arabic loan because according to him there is an Arabic 
word pronounced the same with similar meaning. , Ihe investigator 
feels that this might be the case and since [k u:su:] sounds very 
like [g^irt’su:] and this similarity of sound may suggest why it 
too became a tabooed-word.
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r W *1
In Sakkwato the word for 'trap’ is Lg u:ru:J which also means 'a fried
r  W  ichicken’.. In other varieties [g u:pu:J means a medicinal strap which 
tied round the waist as well as meaning 'a fried chicken' .
Item 400 [ja:ts'a:] means 'finger1 in Bauchi, Kano, Zariya,Daura 
and Katsina, while in Sakkwato the vord means 'finger-nail' . What means 
'finger-nail' in the other varieties is [?^krjhWa:] in Sakkwato.
Item 216 [gpdu:] 'hog' . In Bauchi and Kano the word has extended 
meanings. For example, it is taboo in Bauchi and it is considered very 
sinful (more especially among the women) to say it, hence such words as 
gadi. alhanzir, mugun dawa, aladen daji are employed instead. In Kano 
the word is extremely abusive, it is only employed in great anger to refer 
to a person who is dirty and unmannered or who is engaged in a worthless 
activity. It is equally offensive in Katsina.
Item 54 [ta:Ji: ] meaning 'fly' is in free-variation with [hi:pi:] 
in Sakkwato. In any case the word [hi:pi:] is a Fulani loan word.
Item 209 [?uqgWulu:] means1 vulture' in all varieties except in
r W  nSakkwato where the word used is [k o:lo:J . In Kano and Bauchi the word 
[kwo:lo:] has different meanings,e.g it can mean (i) any kind of dog
(ii) a kind of soup stuff made from baobab seeds. In Katsina the word 
simply means 'daughters' (cf. the popular saying: 'kolo inuwar gidan waniT 
meaning 'daughters are an asset to others (not to the parents)'). In 
Zamfara it means any large tree.
r W  W  *iItem 199 [?£>g a:g a:J means 'duck' in Bauchi, Kano, Katsina and
r W  -i
Zariya, while in Sakkwato the word for 'duck' is [k uti:J . In Bauchi,
r W  tand Kano [k ut i: j means ’ dog' .
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Item 352 [gpba:] means 'chest’ in both Katsina and Sakkwato, 
while in the other varieties it means ’male or female pudenda' .
Item 257 [g^nda:] means 'pawpaw' in all the varieties except in
r W iKatagum in Bauchi, where [g? nda:J means 'a wild custard apple' and 
[kpbu: J i: ] means ’ pawpaw' .
Item 322 [cfi:wa:] means 'anus’ in Sakkwato. In other varieties 
’anus’ is [tsu:lija:] or [tPka: Ji?] .
Item 316 [hupa:] is a general term which refers to 'porridge' in 
other varieties, while in Sakkwato it is a specific term referring to 
porridge which is ready for consumption (i.e. it has been mixed with 
milk and sugar or honey).
Item 178 [wETjk^ i:] 'wash’ , In Bauchi (some parts of course) one 
observes that women avoid using the word to refer to the washing of 
clothes and use it exclusively for religious purification after men­
struation or birth-bleeding. The word [cfepwtja:] ’rinse’ elsewhere is 
used instead for washing of the clothes.
Item 388 [weta:] means 'moon' . My Sakkwato informant told me that 
women in Sakkwato do not generally say the word because it is associated 
with their period (menstruation), and therefore [tpmpa:po:] (literally 
’star') is used in place of the tabooed-word [wjrta:] .
Item 400 feptje:] means ’finger-nail’ in the varieties of Bauchi, 
Kano Daura and Zariya, while in Sakkwato it means the ’finger’ not the 
'finger-nail'. 'Finger-nail' in Sakkwato is [ja:tsa:], which in other 
varieties means 'finger' . So that when a Sakkwato person says 'finger' 
he would be understood by speakers of other varieties as saying 'finger­
nail' and vice-versa.
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